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ABSTRACT

This study was concerned with determining the thrust 
forces necessary for maintaining a free-floating drilling 
vessel in position while drilling a well in deep water. Drill
ing operations require that the vessel be held within a given 
radius of the sea-bed position of the well. Typical mooring 
systems for maintaining the position of the vessel consist of 
eight chains held by anchors. The weight and cost of these 
mooring systems imposes a limit to their use of about 1200 
to 1500 feet water depth.

The semi-submersible drilling vessel is treated as a 
rigid body with six degrees of freedom constrained by an 
arbitrarily symmetric mooring system of anchor chains and 
fixed anchor points. The primary forces acting on the vessel 
are buoyancy, wind, ocean currents and waves. As a result 
of the exciting forces and subsequent motion, the inertia 
forces due to the mass of the vessel and the added mass of 
the displaced seawater, drag, damping effects, and pertur
bations of the mooring line forces must be considered.
Second order terms of the wave theory are retained to improve 
the accuracy in relatively short wave lengths. Further, the 

rotations, roll, yaw, and pitch are presented in terms of 
the Euler angles to retain the non-linear effect of small 

angle theory. The transcendental catenary equations which
iii



are basic when describing mooring systems are approximated 

with a h'gh degree of accuracy by Chebyshev polynominal ser
ies. The equations of motion based on Newton's Second Law 
result in a set of six second order differential equations 
of the ordinary type which are non-linear. This system of 
equations is solved numerically which simultaneously give 
the instantaneous mooring line forces. The horizontal com
ponents of the mooring forces are summed and equated to a 
thrust vector whose magnitude and direction are the desired 
result for a given sea and wind condition. The motion 
response is confirmed by testing in a model basin.
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THRUST REQUIREMENTS FOR DYNAMIC POSITIONING 
OF A SEMI-SUBMERSIBLE DRILLING VESSEL

CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION

The art of drilling and producing reserves from structures 
located offshore has progressed at a spectacular pace. In 1949 
there was one mobile unit capable of drilling in twenty feet 
water depths [17], Presently, this number exceeds 200i the 
development of which has required an investment in excess of 
a billion dollars. Many of these units are capable of con
ventional drilling with subsea equipment in water depths of 
1200 to 1500 feet. One such vessel, a dynamically positioned 
ship has successfully cored the ocean floors in water depths 
ranging up to 20,000 feet.

The trend in new construction, however, has been toward 
the semi-submersible drilling vessel. The vessel shown in 
Figure 1 is a recent designi however, many of the features 
shown are typical of most semi- submersibles. This trend is 
due primarily to the fact that the industry is actively ex
ploring for reserves in world-wide areas where the environ
mental conditions of the seas and prevailing wind ccmditiens 
are adverse to what has been known as normal operating con-

1



ditioma. This type of vessel has proven to be less suscep
tible to the excitation of the seas which results in notion 
with smaller amplitudes. Therefore, the normal operating 
range is extended to soneidiat more adverse conditions than 
that experioieed by drilling ships.

Figure It D/B Ocean Prospector, semi-submersible.
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In these areas, the integrity of the mooring system and 

its capability to maintain the vessel on station have been 
the predominant factors in loss of operating time. This loss 
of time which increases the cost of the well may be catego
rized as follows *

a) Time that the rig is not operating due to pre
cautionary decisions.

b) Time lost due to repair of the mooring system and 
damage to subsea equipment which may have been 
caused by failure of a mooring line or an anchor 
slipping.

In general, the people responsible for drilling the well give 
preference to (a) rather than take the chance of excessive 
damage to equipient, most of which are not off-the-shelf 
items. This philosphy has proven to be a valid and less 
costly one for present-day designs mainly because the repair 
must be done in calmer seas when drilling efficiency is at 
a maximum. On the other hand, it is not an optimal situation 
when a drilling operation of %diich costs may exceed $50,000.00 
daily may be shut-down solely on the decisions of people 
■vtkoae Judgement and past experience may be questionable,

A third category idiich contributes to the cost of a well 
is the setting and retrieving of anchorsi again, this must be 
done in a sea that is relatively calm. Much time has been 
lost Just waiting. In many areas, the seabed is too hard for 
the anchors to provide sufficient holding power. Typical
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remedies for such situations have been to set anchors In 
series (one or two a distance behind the first) or to drill 
In permanent type anchors or piles. These alternatives have 
taken expensive time —  days, weeks and even months.

Most engineers agree that the design limit of a mooring 
system has been reached In water depths of 1200 to 1500 feet. 
And this limit would be In a "mill-pond** compared to con
ditions In the offshore areas of western Canada, the North 
Sea, the Grand Banks and many others. This is primarily 
because of just the shear bulk and weight of equipment re
quired. To drill In deeper depths, the conventional mooring 
system must be replaced In total with some other method for 
maintaining the drilling vessel on station. To drill In 
those areas with extreme and predomlnatly adverse sea con
ditions and Intermediate water depths the mooring systems 
need an assist to keep the vessel within a reasonable tole
rance of location In order that drilling may continue at an 
economical pace.

An approach to this problem Is She concept of dynamic- 
positioning, a mechanical system of thrusters idileh could 
provide the same restoration force as a system of mooring 
lines. This Idea Is not new. In the 1950*s, small coring 
vessels were so equipped to secure cores from the ocean 
depths. In 1963 the National Science Foundation proposed 
the design and construction of the **Mohole Platform". This
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vessel vas a semi- submersible type to be e^lpped vith 
dynamic positioning to maintain station in the open ocean 
for long periods of time for drilling through the earth's 
crust. This idea vas abandoned in 1968 in favor of coring 
a series of much shallower holes without means for re-entry.
A re-entry technique has since been developed. This program 
vdiich uses a ship with dynamic positioning has been regarded 
by many as being totally successful.

The level of sophistication of sudh a system could vary 
widely, ranging from sight and manual ccmtrol to a fully 
computerized automatic control system complete with acoustic 
transmitters and receivers that permits continuous monitoring 
of the vessels relative position.

The incentive and motivation for the engineer to use 
such a syst«B for positioning should be easy to see. Such a 
mechanical system could very well eliminate some of the human 
factors of decision making as to \dien a temporary well aban
donment should be Initiated. The capability of self-propul
sion permits self-setting and retrieval of anchors in much 
rougher seas than those that permit an anchor-handling crew 
and workboat to work. In fact, if this requirement is elimi
nated, one of the chief functions of the supply vessel is 
also eliminated. This appears to be a step in the right 
direction in reducing the overall cost of drilling offshore. 
The above is in addition to having the capability of getting
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the job done. Then too, for a eyatem that is something less 
than adequate in many areas, a mooring system of anchors, 
chains, windlasses, lockers, etc. is expensive. Depending on 
the length and size of chains and anchors, investments easily 
exceed a million dollars to outfit a single vessel.

By the same token the concept of dynamic positioning is 
not without problems. The technology is neither fully devel
oped nor proven in the field. It was mentioned earlier that 
ships have been used for coring in deep water with similar 
eopiiimient. One must realize the two essential differences 
in this type of operation as compared to drilling an oilwellt

a) In deep water, say in excess of 3,000 feet, the 
response time for the system to react to an exci- 
tati<m is not nearly as critical as in shallower 
depths. The response time in depths of 400 to 600 
feet and shallower must be relatively fast and above 
all — reliable. The critical nature is due to the 
angle at which the marine riser deviates from 
vertical at the wellhead [33]. aiips which core at 
extreme depths do not have this restriction. It
is easy to see that in deeper water the horizontal 
displacement may be a much greater distance without 
causing too severe a dogleg as the drillstring 
enters the wellbore at the seabed,

b) A ship without the restriction of the marine riser.
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the associated choice and kill lines and other 
paraphernalia that connects to the subsea system 
may change its heading in order that its resistance 
to the elements is at a minimum. A change in heading 
allows full use of the main propulsion «hich in most 
cases would be much more than adequate*

This leads to the question of interest in this study.
How much thrust is required to keep a semi-submersible on 
station when subjected to the elements? This problem was 
encountered in designing the "Mohole Platform" and was re
solved by model testing techniques [25], The approach taken 
here will be to model the motion of the vessel constrained by 
a mooring system analytically.

In order to determine the thrust needed to keep the 
semi-submersible within a given radius of the well, the 
equivalent restoration forces of the mooring system must be 
resolved. The total thrust required may then be equated to 
the vector sum of the horizontal components of the moorings. 
The tensions that arise in the mooring lines are directly 
coupled to the displacements of the vessel as functions of 
time. In essence, a set of differential equations must be 
formulated that will simultaneously yield the motion and 
the mooring restoring forces.

Formulating the Eauatiasa of Motion
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The ordinary differential equations that describe the 

vessel notion are formulated on the basis of Newton's 
Second Law, i.e., equating to the notions the sum of the 
forces (and moments) acting on the body. The total force 
is the sum of the forces arising from dynamic body motions, 
damping, hydrostatic restoring, excitation, and mooring 
restoration.

The force exerted by the vessel in accelerating the 
water particles gives rise to equal and opposite forces by 
the water acting on the vessel. These forces arise from 
the dynamic body noticms which at the same time displaces 
the surrounding water to a new position [27]. The mass of 
the water displaced is usually expressed as the added mass.

The damping forces involve the dissipation of energy 
in the form of a drag force and results from the relative 
velocity of a body to the velocity of the surrounding fluid. 
The most significant types are thought to be dynamic damping 
and skin friction. The latter will be assumed negligible.

The hydrostatic restoring forces arise from continuous 
change in the wetted lengths of the vertical columns. These 
forces act in the vertical direction only.

The excitation forces are due to the waves, wind and 
current. Those forces due to waves result from integrating 
the water pressure gradients over the wetted body. Their 
magnitude will depend on the many parameters of wave theory
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and the theory Itself. Wind forces act on the exposed areas 
above the water and will be a function of the vessels posi
tion» wind direction and wind velocity. Current may be 
treated either as a constant or as a variable and may be added 
directly to the relative velocity term and will considerably 
affect the damping and displacement mechanisms.

The restoring forces that arise in the mooring system 
constitute a major problem within itself. The differential 
equations as given by Pugs ley [35] and Routh [37] that de
scribe a chain suspended between two points have been deter
mined as being intractable. However» in static equilibrium 
a flexible chain is known to hang in the form of a catenary 
which is described by a transcendental equation. A new 
equation» anchor tension as a function of displacement will 
be derived in terms of a Chebyshev polynominal expansion.
This equation which gives the tension explicitly may be in
cluded in the equations of notion.

Once the forces have been determined» the moments around 
the vessel's center of gravity will be given by multiplying 
the total force component on a particular member by the ap- 
propiate moment arm.



CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Extensive literature is available on the motion of ships 
at sea, wave theory, and hydrodynamics* The existing state 
of the art and its shortcomings up to 1961 along with a huge 
bibliography is presented in a monograph by Korvin-Kroukovsky 
[22], A recently published text by Muga and Wilson [28] serves 
to update the fore-mentioned work with an attempt to bridge 
the gap between present-day design practices and available 
analytical techniques* These references which contain many 
important contributions are generally available and will not 
be explicitly discussed here*

The magnitude of research works pertaining directly to 
the subject of motion and station-keeping of a semi-submers
ible drilling vessel is somewhat limited* This is primarily 
due to the fact that the semi-submersible is a relatively new 
concept which was introduced by the conversion of the sub
mersible unit "Blue Water I" in 1961* This was followed by 
successive construction of new units by various drilling con
tractors* However, the mainstream of published research in 
the area was undertaken 1963 by the National Science Founda
tion with its proposed "Mohole Platform" which was later

10
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abandoned* Mach of the literature available now is a direct 
consequence of the "Mdhole" study*

The following review is an attempt to summarize the con
tributions of experimental and theoretical research which 
relates to the present investigation* Brief summaries of 
five motion studies* three reports pertaining to mooring 
systems* and one on maneuvering and station-keeping are pre
sented in chronological sequence*

Research of Puaslev (December 1949)
The general equations of motion (three) for a uniform 

chain suspended between two points are derived but not solved* 
These partial differential equations which are non-linear 
are found to be somewhat intractable in their general form.
A simplification is made whose basis is on theory presented 
in an early dynamics text by Routh [37] who adopts a condi
tion more amendable to solution* This condition assumes that 
a chain hangs in the form of a cycloid rather than a catenary. 
In this case* solutions as stated by Fugsley are possible 
only when the chain hangs with a dip that is small compared 
with its span* Within these limitations* theoretical results 
for the first three natural modes are resolved and compared 
with small scale experiments with good agreement*

Research of Bain CHecember 1963)
This report is just one of a series which investigates 

the motion response of the proposed "Mohole Platform" * The
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equations of motion for this particular vessel are derived in 
detail with linear assumptions and an excitation provided by 
a simple deep-water wave train %Aose direction of propagation 
is arbitrary, Bain gives two analyses * 1) one set of equations 
include the non-linear dynamic damping, and 2) the second 
analysis is a simplification of the first with additional 
emphasis on linearity. The results of the simplified analysis 
are presented together with extensive test-tank data with 
resonable agreement with exceptions for high-frequency waves.

This semi-submersible was designed for dynamic positioning 
and for drilling in ultra-deap water. However, the equations 
of motion include neither the restoring forces of the position
ing system nor other effects such as wind and current.

Research of Gormallv and Pringle (September 1966)
This report bears on the static and dynamic response of 

suspended arrays and their mooring systems to varying currents 
and initial conditions. Bipod and tripod mooring systems are 
examined in some detail. It is shown that a considerable in
crease in mooring rigidity may be obtained by using a neutrally 
buoyant cable which reduces the sag in the individual anchor 
lines. Numerical calculations are carried out for the motion 
of tetrahedral and spherical bodies submerged beneath the sea 
surface and subjected to steady current loadings.

Research of McClure and Hove (December 1966)
The mathematical representation of motion for the "Mohole
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Platform" moving over the surface of the sea under the control 
of an automatic positioning system is presented. The authors 
conclude that the equations describing thrust variations are 
functions of a) relative velocity, b) the angle of the thrust 
vector to flow direction, and c) the angle of hull relative 
to flow direction (tdiere the configuration of the hulls per
tains only to the "Mohole Platform"). An equation for maxi
mum thrust required for a given sea and wind condition is 
given in terms of the above parameters. Bmpirical coeffic
ients were determined from towing and self-propelled maneuver
ing tests of a scale model in addition to wind tunnel tests.

Further, a brief non-technical description is given for 
the proposed positioning computer and motor control systems.

A procedure is presented for the prediction of the longi
tudinal motions in regular head seas of ocean platforms sup
ported by slender vertical floats. Experimental information 
describing the hydrodynamic forces acting on the floats is 
used to solve the equations of motion for harmonic oscilla
tion in heave, surge, and pitch. These hydrodynamic forces 
are obtained from tests conducted on a single isolated float. 
They are expressed as two separable parts, one due to the 
disturbance imposed by the waves acting as though the vdhicle 
were completely restrained and one due to the motion of the 
vehicle as though there was no wave disturbance. Mercier
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found that the measured motion of a free four-float vehicle 
compares favorably with the motion emputed under the above 
procedure.

Research of Burke (Mav 1969)
An analytical model is developed to compete the motions 

of semi-submersible drilling vessels in waves for a variety 
of configurations. The model is derived from a linear repre
sentation of motions, simple ocean waves, and forces. The 
vessel is represented as a rigid space frame composed of an 
arbitrary number of cylindrical members with diameters, 
lengths and orientations equally arbitrary. Forces derived 
from a linear anchoring system and hydrodynamic principles 
are superimposed in the equations of motion. These equations 
are solved numerically for motion in six degrees of freedom 
for a simple sinusoidal wave-train with given amplitude, 
period, direction of propagation and water depth. Results 
froB the analysis of three semi-submersibles are compared 
favorably with results of available model test data.

.

This paper presents a linear theory of motion for a 
rigid ship-shape vessel with a linear spread-type mooring 
system which is applied to a construction barge moored in 
the open ocean. Water level variations at three locations, 
ship rotations, accelerations, mooring forces, and wind 
velocity were measured in a Neumann Sea State 2 and 3.
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Three recordings representing nearly bean-on, quartering, 
and stem-on seas were analyzed using tine-series techniques 
to provide amplitude-response operators for all of the ship's 
motions and mooring forces. The amplitude-response operators 
were computed from a linear theory based on the slender-body 
approximation, The coupled equations of motion for the six 
degree of freedom system are derived and solved analytically. 
The results in the form of complex-response operators are 
compared with those obtained from actual measurwuent. General 
agreement is found with exception to the yaw motion. In ad
dition, discrepancies were found to exist for certain headings 
and wavelength combinations which are explained by the presence 
of cross-coupling terms and empirical values of damping coef
ficients, Muga suggests that linear theory is adequate for 
sea states of up to 3.

Research of Panaalila and Martin (Mav 1969)
For a somi-submersible platform, a comparison is made 

between results obtained from measurements at sea and those 
predicted from model basin tests. The different techniques 
used for model testing are discussed. Data pertaining to 
"Anchor Tension Versus Surge Motion" are illustrated for 
different chain weights, number of mooring lines, water 
depths, and pretensions. Based on this information, the 
authors conclude that heavier chain is most effective for 
shallow water use Wiile relatively light-weight chain is most 
satisfactory for use in deeper water.
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k theoretical method developed by Wang is presented to 
derive and solve the equations of notion of a semi-submersible 
type platform constructed from assemblies of vertical and 
horizontal cylinders. The platform is assumed to act as a 
rigid body responding to six degrees of freedom in simple 
sinusoidal deep-water waves progressing from an arbitrary 
direction. The solutions to the equations of motion are 
used to construct transfer functions or response ratios,
With knowledge of the response ratios, the motion responses 
and the forces exerted on the structure for a given sea 
state are computed according to the linear superposition 
principle. The platform in this study is free to drift; 
i.e, the constraints of a mooring system are not included.

Wang's approach is very similar to that just presented 
by Muga.



CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIŒS

The "Literature Review" in Chapter II indicates a strong 
emphasis on simple wave theory and linearity for deriving the 
equations of motion. General agreement with experimental 
data has been found insofar as to mdien the testing procedures 
had been held rigidly within the bounds of critical theoreti
cal assumptions. This study will also have certain simplify
ing assumptions vhich has been regarded as standard procedure. 
However, its general course will tend in the opposite direction 
-r-» higher-order wave theory and non-linearity.

Simple wave theory is based on the premise that notions 
are sufficiently small to allow the free surface boundary 
conditions to be linearized (this will be pointed out in the 
development which soon follows). In particular, terms involv
ing the wave amplitude to the second and higher orders have 
been considered negligible. If the wave amplitude is large, 
the small amplitude considérions are not valid as discussed 
by Dean and Eagleson f5], and in any theory it is necessary 
to retain higher-order tens to obtain an accurate representa
tion of the wave motion. In many applications offshore, it is
the extreme non-linear waves which possess a wave height-wave

17
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length ratio that cannot be considered as small and which are 
of primary importance.

The second and higher corrections are well developed in 
texts [5,21,42] and other literature [39,40] and will be given 
only token coverage here. A full derivation of the second- 
order wave theory applied in this study is presented in Appen
dix A.

Potential Theory of Waves with Finite Amplitude
The theory of two-dimensional gravity waves on the sur

face of water is usually known as "potential theory of 
surface waves". The wave crests are of infinite length,
uniformly spaced and parallel to each other, and are advancing
in a normal direction at a certain celerity C. With in
finitely long and uniform wave crests, the various func
tional relaticmships involved in the wave description remain 
unchanged for any change of position along the directicm 
parallel to the wave crests. Only the horizontal distances 
X measured in the direction of propagation, and the vertical 
distances y have any effect on these functions. Such waves 
are referred to as being two-dimensional. Since the wave 
form advances at a constant celerity C, the wave height, and 
all other functions involved, in particular the pressure depend
on time t as well as the x and y distances; that is, all rela
tionships have the general form F(x,y,t).

Seawater is assumed to be inviscid and inexpressible 
which gives two definitions
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^  ^  ■ 0 (Irrotatlonality) , EQ. (1)
ÔX Bj

and

^  f ^  = 0 (Continuity) . EQ. (2)c5x c>y
Such motion is called "potential” and is characterized by 
the existence of a velocity potential ^  such that the 
horizontal component of water velocity nay be dèfined by

U a ^ EQ. (3)
and the vertical component by

V = - (2^
ay . EQ. (4)

Substituting Equations (3 and 4) into Equation (2) yields 
the two-dimensional Laplaeiaa which must be satisfied for 
any fora of potential flow,

\7‘3 ’ = 0 , EQ. (5)

In order to obtain an explicit expression for pressure, 
one must integrate the Enlerian equations of notion

and

to obtain the integrated form of the Bernoulli equation in 
terms of pressure

P " - ^gy - ^(u*+ V*). EQ. (8)
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It is at this point that second order theory begins to 
deviate from simple wave theory. The small amplitude wave 
theory is based upon the assto^ption that all motions are so 
small that the cpiadratic terms u^ and v^ in Equation (8) are 
negligible. The comqplication comes from the fact that Equar- 
tion (8) is a non-linear boundary condition; i.e., the pres
sure intensity at the wave free surface is a constant.
The differential equation (the Laplaeian) remains the same; 
but the retention of higher order terms to be satisfied at 
the boundaries does indeed complicate the solution.
K onm laüm  th e  -tfae.. AflynOflCY, YaXwe .

Since the wave form propagates at a constant celerity C 
without change in shape, one may reader the wave train sta
tionary by superimposing a uniform current velocity in the 
opposite direction, therefore effecting steady motion with 
respect to a stationary frame of reference. This is illus
trated in Figure 2.

The differential equation as given by Equation(5) has 
the following boundary eonditlmsi

1) At the seabed, y > -h, flow does not occur, i.e.

v » - ^ = O a t y » - h .  EQ. (9)
2) At the free surface, y *7^, a dynamic condition is 

the requirement that the total energy along the free 
surface must be a constant, Q. This condition is 
derived from Equation (8) by letting the pressure
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be eonatant at tbe free surface, then
7 + ̂ [(u-C)* + V*] . Q . EQ. (10)

3) The final boundary condition idiidi must be satisfied 
is a kinematic condition uhidi requires that no fluid 
be transported across the stationary free surface. 
This condition is formulated by requiring the the 
resulting velocity vector to be everyidiere tangent 
to the free surface# i.e. ,

=. -f- , at y "77, EQ. (11)bx u-C ^

Ml can u/a-ceK ii»g.

V e lo c i- I :

Figure 21 Stationary Wave System.
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A perturbation technique Illustrated hy Dean and Eagleson 
[6] is used to solve the two dimensional boundary-value prob
lem and is given full detail in Appendix A, The results are 
expanded to three dimensions by letting the horizontal x 
distance become xcosa + zsina where a is the angle of incidence. 
This is illustrated in Figure 3,

c r e s t

t r o u g h

c r e s t

h u l l - c o l u m n

h u l l - c o l u m n

Figure 3t Three-dimensional wave system.
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Note that the wave train in the above figure is shown to be 
propagating in a general negative direction. Thus, the 
results of the boundary-value problem are modified by 
changing the radial frequency a to -or.

A typical hull-column seg?nent of the vessel is shown 
in Figure 4. The origin of the coordinate axis is placed 
at the center of gravity by shifting the origin (which was 
at the mean free surface) downward a distance b.

c a l m  w a t e r  
l e v e l

C.G.

Figure 4 1 Typical hull-column segment.
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The required results of the boundary-value problem 
modified to fit the situation are summarized as followsi 

Velocity Potential

J  ^ )sin[k(xco8a + zsina) + at]

+ j(^)c2% % ^ ( ^)sin2[k(xcosa + zsina) + at] »4 \ s t n h ^ k h

EQ. (12)
Wave Profile

» acos[k(xeosa + zsina) + at]

+ ̂  s i ^ M i ^cosh2kh+2)cos2[k(xcosa + zsina) + at] ,

EQ. (13)

u » - 2SâCeosa^QS^9^C^^rfeIeosrk(xco8tt + zsina) + at]X sinhkh
-3(|S)* Ccojsa~y|^^]f^l)^..3ieos2[k(xeosa + zsina) + at] ,

EQ. (14)

v s .  2lI§c&ISlÜ6XM2C2klsinrk(xcosa + zsina) + at]X sinhkh

-3(2%) c  )8in2[k(xcosa + zsina) + at] ,* slnh^kh
EQ. (15)

w ■ - ^^&Csina^8B|^^^j^Zzhlco8[k(xco8a + zsina) + at]
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.3(2̂ ) Cslnx PQ9^^^j^^,̂ cos2[k(xcosx + zsinx) + ot] .

EQ. (16)
Particle Accelerations 

X-direction

" - #  ^  ' EQ. (17)

^ ' «t ^ 6 y  EQ. (18)

w = is -K1ÔS +viS +wiS , , ,6t 6x 6y 6z EQ. (19)

It is noteworthy that the particle accelerations including 

the convective terms are derived directly from the pressure 

gradient relations developed in Equations (6) and (7). Pro

ceeding, it is verified that the above relations for particle 

accelerations can be expressed in terms of pressure gradients, 

or

Û » » EQ. (17a)

V « , EQ. (18a)

w = . EQ. (19a)

The pressure gradients which follow are fully developed 

in Appendix B, beginning with page 162»
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CES&6ME2_G%a4ism&a 
X-direction

^  » -(Ai + Â5)kcosaco8hk(h<fy-b)8lxi[k(xeosa + zsina) + ot]
- 2A2kcosacosh2k(hty- b)sin2[k(xcosa + zsina) + ot] 
+2A3kcosa8in2[k( xcosa + zsina) + ot]
+4A4kco8asin4[k(xco8a + zsina) + ot]
+6Agkcosacoshk( h4y- b )cos ̂[k( xcosa + zsina) + ot] 
times sin[k(xcosa + zsina) + ot]
+2Agkco8asinh^k(h+y- b )coshk(h*fy- b )
times 8in[k(xcosa + zsina) + ot] ,

E(̂ . (20)

^  » (A^+Ag)k8inhk(h+y-b)cos[k(xoosa + zsina) + ot] 
+2A2ksinh2k(h4y- b )cos2[k(xco8a + zsina) + ot]
- 2A3ksinh2k(h4y-b)
-4A4ksinh4k(h+y-b)
+2A^k8inhk(h+y-b)sin*[k(xcosa + zsina) + ot] 
times eos[k(xoosa + zsina) + ot]
- 6Agksinhk(h4y- b)cosh^ k(h+y- b )

times cos[k(xcosa + zsina) + ot] ,
EQ. (21)

» -(A^+ Ag)ksinacosbk(li4y"b)sin[k(xcoso + zsina) + ot]
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- 2A2k8in*oo$h2k(h4y-b)8im2[k(%coM + zsina) + at]

+2Agksinasin2[k(xcosa + zsina) + at]

•f4A^ksinasin4[k( xcosa + zsina) + at]

+6Agksinacoshk(hty-b)cos=[k(xcosa + zsina) + at]

times sin[k(xcosa + zsina) + at]
+2Agksina sinh *k(h+y- b ) coshk(h4y-b)

times sin[k(xco8a + zsina) + at] ,
EQ. (22)

The coefficients A^* A2# A^» A^t and. A^ ace defined in 
Appendix B# page •

Eggations of Motion 
The semi-submersible drilling vessel shown in Figure 1 

will be treated as a rigid space frame udiose distances be
tween members are constrained to remain absolutely fixed.
This is to say that displacements due to elastic deforma
tions can be safely neglected in deriving the equations of 
motion.

The general motion of a rigid body can be defined by 
six scalar differential equations corresponding to the six 
degrees of freedom, three linear and three rotational degrees. 
Nara [3^  gives the equations of motion based on Newton *s 
Second Law £or’:a xrgid body bn' their most general form as
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MX EQ. (23)

MY EQ. (24)

MZ EQ. (25)

K * V z " 1 ^Moments^ , EQ. (26)

K ■ ♦ ■ ^MomentSy , EQ. (27)

K -
♦ 4 ^ ; . ' ^MomentSg , EQ. (28)

where

^xx*% ^xy®y ^XZ Z • EQ. (26a)

“’^xy^ X + ^yy*y -  \ z  "z • EQ. (27a)

h ; "-^xz^x y + Izz«^z • EQ. (28a)

and

K " Ixx'% ^xy^y -  Ixz^z ' . EQ. (26b)

- I x y ' % + lyy® y ‘  ^yz^ z • EQ. (27b)

h ; - I x z ' x + Izz^'z • EQ. (28b)

where Equations (23,24, and 25) define the linear displace*
ments of the mass centeri and Equations (26,27 and 28) define 
the rotational notion.

The following sections will derive the terms that are 
included in above equations which will be summarily rewritten 
at the end of this chapter.

In order to avoid the problem of dealing with the Inertia 
terms which would be variables for a fixed coordinate system»
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it is convenient to define a stationary frame of reference 

XYZ located at the center of gravity at time t = o (these 

axes define the initial position) and to rigidly attach a 

second set of axes xyz with the origin at the center of 

gravity that is allowed to rotate. In essencet the rigid 

body will have no motion with reference to the rotating 

frame. The two systems of coordinates are illustrated 

in Figure 5.

C.G

Z r
Figure 5: Stationary (XYZ) and Rotating (xyz) Coordinate

System,
In deriving the velocity and acceleration terms that are 

to be later substituted into the equations of motion, it is 

desirable to retain the full non-linear effect of rotation. 

Past research has assumed small values for the roll (e), pitch
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(//) and yaw (0) which linearizes the differential equations.
It is agreed that the small angle assumptions are probably 
valid as long as the vessel remains at its drilling draft for 
which it was designed to operate (partially submerged as 
shown in Figure 1), however, this is a very definitely invalid 
assumption when the vessel is at transit draft where only 
the lower hulls are partially submerged. Then too, in this' 
study the non-linear constraints of the mooring system are* 
definitely affected by even small rotations in yaw.

Since the frame of reference adopted for the equations 
of motion are rigidly fixed to the vessel and moves with it, 
the position and orientation of the vessel must be relative 
to the stationary axes XYZ. Also, since this problem deals 
with finite rotations superposition of the angular displace
ments are no longer valid. Goldstein [12~\ gives some insight 
to this problem. Suppose A and B are two vectors associated 
with transformations A and B. To qualify as vectors they 
must be commutative in additioni

A + B = B + A.
But, the addition of two rotations, i.e., one rotation per
formed after another corresponds to the product AB of the two 
matrices. However, matrix multiplication is not commutative,
AB ^ BÏ, and hence "SB are not commutative in addition and 
cannot be accepted as vectors. By necessity, the concept of 
finite rotations must be compromised.

The problem of determining the position and orientation of 
the vessel relative to the stationary axes at any time At 
is solved by deriving a general rotation matrix. The elements
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of which will be the direction cosines of the rotating axes 
relative to the stationary axes. This derivation will be the 
product of three successive orthogonal rotations in a specific 
order which proves to be extremely important.

The first rotation (pitch) is counterclockwise about the 
z-axis.

p-x

Figure 6i Counterclockwise Rotation About the z-axis.
The transformation matrix which defines the orientation is 
wirtten as

^cos^ - s i n 0^
= sin(^ cos4̂ 0 * EQ. (29)

I 0 0 1/

Here, an important point that should be observed in the 
above rotation and those that follow is that for orthogonality
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to be preserved, the determinant of Equation (29) must equal 
+1 or -1. Further, for the rotation to be "proper" the deter
minant must equal +1. A determinant whose value is -1 reveals 
an "improper" rotation even though it may be orthogonal.

A second rotation (roll) about the x-axis is shown in 

Figure 7.

Figure 7: Counterclockwise Rotation About the x-axis. 
The transformation matrix is thus,

0

C O 8 0

-sine

0
sin0

cos©
EQ. (30)
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The third rotation (yaw) about the y-axis as shown in 
Figure 8 has the transformation

Figure 81 Counterclockwise Rotation About the y-axis$ 
/cO80 ^

0
sin0

0
1
0

•sin0
0
CO80

EQ. (31)

/
>• ■ [\| X.X*] . EQ, (32)

Therefore, with angular displacements of pitch, roll and 
yaw the new position of an arbitrary point within the 
rigid body relative to the stationary axes is given by

X - X + ig, y + z, EQ. (33)

EQ. (34)
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Z = X + y + EQ. (35)

where the small (xyz) indicate the coordinates of a point 
on the rotating axes. As mentioned earlier, the elements 
of the general rotation matrix are the nine direction cosines. 
These terms which are somewhat lengthy are given in Appendix B, 
page 139. The correctness of this transformation has been 
verified by the rule that the sum of the direction cosines 

squared must be unity,
2 2 2
// + ^ /B + ^ /3 “ 1 ,

2 2 , 2
2/ + ^2 2 + ^2 3 “ 1 ,

2 2 2
3/ + ^3 2 H" ^ 3 3  - 1 .

EQ.  ( 3 6 )

A second test given by Goodman and Warner [lO] specifies that

X X  + X X  + X X  = 0 ,// 2/ /2 22 /3 23

X, .  X +  X X +  X X = 0  1 EQ.  ( 3 7 )// 3/ /2 32 /3 33 ^

X X  + X X  + X X  = 0 ,2/ 3/ 22 32 2 3  33

In addition, to preserve the right-handed nature of the 
co-ordinate system, one must satisfy the relations.

3/ *  ^ /2 ^ 2 3  ^ /3 ^22 *

^32  “  ^ / 3  ^ 3 /  ” ^ 2 3  E Q.  ( 3 7 a )

^33 " /̂/ ^33 " ^/2 3̂/
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The direction cosines of the general rotation matrix does 
in fact satisfy Equations (36, 37, and 37a),

This derivation has been similar to that for Eulerian 
angles found in the texts [11, 13, 24, 36]

The total angular displacement along the axes XYZ is
/

CT» “ I + Ç C  (o) + («I ' EQ- (38)

The angles of rotation in terms of the Euler angles and 
with respect to XYZ are now written as

^x * 9^sin0cos0 + 6COS0 , EQ, (38a)

(Ty ” 0 - ^sin0 , EQ, (38b)

« 9^'cos0cos0 - 0sin0 , EQ, (38c)

The inverse which is with respect to xyz follows

= 0 C O S + 0siny^os0 , EQ, (39a)

â=y = 0cosy^ COS0 - 0sinj^, EQ, (39b)

0^ = Z'- 0sin0 . EQ, (39c)

Angular velocities in both axis systems are obtained by the 
simple division of A-t, One should note that for the special 
case of 6=0=sf=O, the angular velocities reduce to

V  ‘x “ ^  ’ EQ. (40a)
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—  • A
-y- S  - ^ ' eq. (40b)

EQ. (400

which is a condition that must be satisfied.

The angular accelerations are taken as the total time 
derivatives. For the XYZ system the acceleration components 
are

0̂  = ^sin0cosO + ^0cos0cos0 - ^6sin0sine 

+ 0COS0 - 00sin0 ,

<ĵ a* - ^’sin0 - ^  0COS0 + 0 »
EQ. (42)

0COS0COS0 - ̂ 0stn0cos0 -
<^0cos0sin0 - 0sin0 - 0#cos0 .

EQ. (43)
Derivation of Forces 

The theory is clarified somewhat by the top view of the 
superstructure in Figure 9. Each of the horizontal members 
are divided symetrlcally about Its respective column. The 
dashed columns are ficticious (columns with zero diameters) 
and serve only as a convsnient computational scheme. The 
dashed lines depict relatively small diameter members which 
are not included in this analysis. The hull-column segment 
shown earlier in Figure 4 is considered typical for those 
which the hull lies paralled to the x-axis.
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W

Figure 9 j Top View of Superstructure

The forces to be dericed in the following analysis are 
force perturbations from the case in which the vessel floats 
in a calm sea. Three critical assumptions which greatly 
simplifies the force derivations merits mention now. It is
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assumed that the presence of the body in the sea does not 
alter the wave form in any mannert and, the physical dimen
sions of the members are sufficiently small ccmpared to the 
wave length such that the motion of the sea may be considered 
uniform across a column or hull diameter. It is further 
assumed that forces on the hull sections are concentrated 
at the intersection of the hull-column centerlinesi whereas, 
the horizontal force on a column is concentrated at the mid
point of its instantaneous wetted length. These assumptions 
appear to be the most critical. Other simplifications will 
be pointed out as the analysis proceeds.

The derivations that follow are scmewhat repetitious; 
for example some of the hull forces in the x and z direction 
differ only by a trigoraetric function. However, some forces 
due to oblique flow are not applied to the hulls laying 
parallel to the z-direction because they do not possess an 
exposed end. It is primarily for this reason that all forces 
will be given consideration even though some will be left 
which contains an integral to be evaluated. The full detail 
of the integrations are found in Appendix B. Those forces 
which will be considered in the given order are as follows;

a) Forces due to interaction between the vessel and 
the sea.

b) Forces due to varying bouyoncy.
c) Hull forces due to oblique flow.
d) Mooring line forces.
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e) Wind forces.
Forces Due to Interaction of Added Mass

The interaction between the sea and the vessel involve 
the concepts of added mass, drag, and pressure. In fluid 
dynamic systems where forms accelerate relative to the fluid, 
Milne-Thompson [27] indicates that the presence of the sur
rounding sea effectively increases the mass of the moving
form by an amount A M  proportionately equal to the mass of 
fluid displaced. The 4 M  will be referred to as che added
mass and is defined by

A M  = C^(body volume) ,

where is an added mass coefficient. The force exerted on 
the form opposite in direction of motion is proportional to 
its relative acceleration through the sea. This is basically 
Newton's Second Law, F « ma.

The general equation of the acceleration vector of a 
point P on the vessel due to motion in a calm sea is well 
known from vector mechanics as

r = R + (ox$) + dx(nx?) + a + 2&xV , EQ. (44)
where the terms are identified as followsi

^ = acceleration of the moving origin with respect 
to XYZ.

(@x$) " tangential acceleration of P considered as 
fixed in the xys.

@x(6x9) " normal acceleration of P considered fixed 
in xyz.
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â = acceleration of P as measured in the moving 

system »

2oxv = Coriolis component of acceleration due to the 
motion on a rotating path.

The last two terms â and 2ôxv will be considered negligible. 
Added to Equation (44) will be the acceleration of the water 
particles averaged over a length of the moving surface. This 
gives the acceleration of a moving body relative to the sea,rV = R + (ôxë) + âx(ôxi) - ^ I Bd^ . EQ. (45)

V
Note the minus sign prior to the integral; this is due to the 
previously defined negative celerity C which is included in 
the particle acceleration Ë. Note also, Equation (45) is de
fined as a vector. The required angular velocities and ac
celeration components have been derived. Equations (38, 39, 
40,41, 42 and 43) respectively. With these, the tangential 
acceleration components are determined by the components of 
the definition

( ô x ê )  =

/ i J k

«X "y
y z

^ °y
- y

/
EQ. (46)

which yield

(ôxë)^ = (z Qy - y (fg) i , EQ. (47)

(ôxë)y = (x - z 3x) j , EQ. (48)

(âxë)^ = (y - X #y) k , -'EQ. (49)
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Likewise, the components of the normal acceleration are 

obtained from

' i j k \
âx(âxç) = f f x  c f y  (fz

y[ z dy - y ] [ X  0.̂ - z [ y *x " X

EQ. (50)
which give

[ ôx(ôxâ) \  = [ OyCyd^-xdy) - à^(xô^-zô^) ] , EQ. (51)

[ crx(dxQ) ]y = [ ^^(zdy-ydg) - 1 » EQ. (52)

[ ôx(oxê) ]g = [ dxXxdg-zdx) - dy^zdy-ydg) ] . EQ. (53)

For motion in the horizontal directions, the hull- 
column segments are treated separately. And, for the hull 

sections only the forces due to the motion in the direction 
normal to the hull's longitudinal axis are considered. The 
forces on the hulls are assumed to be concentrated at a 
point where the centerlines of the hull and column inter
sect; whereas, for column motion normal to its longitudinal 
axis, the force is assumed to be concentrated at the mid
point of its instantaneous wetted-length.

First, considering the hull forces in the z-direction, 
only those which lay parallel to the x-axis are eligible.
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The theory is complete for the hull force exerted by the 
relative acceleration of the added mass and may be written 
directly as

' EQ. (54)
where

= Ë + yh*x-:c°y(=c*y-yh*2)

f

*c 2^h

+  ^ h  g [ x 0 x 0 2 - x 3 y - w ( x , y ^ , Z 2 ) ] d x  .  E Q .  ( 5 5 )

^c - ¥ h

The horizontal forces on the column are are determined 
similarly except that the wetted length in which the force is 
distributed is a variable due to waves and the motion of the 
vessel itself. The approach taken is to evaluate the in
tegrals with limits that correspond to a calm sea and then 
multiply by the following exposure correction factor

wetted length . wave vertical
S(t) « in calm sea________amplitude " displacement .

wetted length in calm sea (ggj

This is the proportion of instantaneous wetted length to 
wetted length in a calm sea as a function of time. This 
correction will be applied to all horizontal column forces.
The force exerted on the column by the added mass acceleration 
may now be written as
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F». - -S(t)ZlM„,V„, , BJ. (57)

irtiere

t z  • Z-*c v * e  <̂ r * 4 : " c

r .
Le I [y &  "*" y ̂  (58)

and
Le - b-y^- ÿ h  ' B)' (59)

Likewise, with appropiate components of tangential and 
normal acceleration the forces in the x-direction are given
by

’ B)' («0)

and

Fox. - -S(t)AMe,^ex ’ »»• (»D
idiere

^hx “ *-yh (^z-Xe + ^y(^h ̂ x-*c
/*Zg +

■*■ L. I [z rL + z 0̂ % - «(x^.y^.z )]dz ,

y .  . 1 .‘c " EQ. (62)

and
- X + <rj - cj(x, - *e<r*>
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b

"  y + û(Xg,y,Zg)]dy .

**“ 2 ^  EQ. (63)2

For motion in the vertical direction» only the hull is 
considered to have an added mass. In this direction all 
hulls (1-24) are considered. The corresponding force due 
to the interaction is

V ^ V h y ,  B)' (»)

^Aere

V  ■ ^**e S  + *e ■ V  * <^P

jh,
* <Ty(Zg r, + *c • fjm /

Ao/ X - lit

- I Kx^,y^,z)dz ,
EQ. (64)

and

. r

* 1-16 r  . fl f J « n, n « 17-24 ^
J*B \ 0  j % n (p , j + n

P a R  jçLQ99 Pwa .t* ftitdiftg.tlm
The concept of am opposing force due to fluid flow past 

a body is fundamental to fluid mechanics. This force is 
commonly referred to as dynamic or square-law damping and is 
given by
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fa ' ' jSCpAVIVI , EQ. (65)

where A is the projected area normal to the direction of 
flow and Cq is a non-dimensional drag coefficient. The
absolute value signs are to insure that the resulting force 
will be opposite in direction of the relative velocity V, 

The components of relative velocity V are found from 
the vector equation

V - fe + <^xç) - & f EQ. (66)
%

«here
k ■ the velocity of the moving origin (C.G.) 

referred to XYZ*
(^xç) - the time derivative of (5, the position 

vector to a point P within the moving 
system» due to the rotation of xyz.

^ J* Bd^ • the water particle velocity averaged 
f' over a length and is referred to XYZ.

The components of the product are obtained from the defini
tion

I2

(o-x?)
i .1 k
(f- trX y “ z
X y

BQ. (67)
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which yield the desired components

(“oxp)^= zdy - yOg

(^x^)y= xog, -

(âxç)^= yô^ - xôy

EQ. (68) 
EQ. (69) 
EQ. (70)

By making the appropiate substitutions» the drag forces are 
written as

^e*d ■ -S(t)=»Vcz|Vez| . EQ. (71)
EQ. (72)

# BQ. (73)
# EQ. (74)

5 EQ. (75)

'hz

hx
cxd

^hxd * "®hx^hx

'̂ hyd * * ^ y \ y  \ y  
where

cz Z - *e cfy+ i j [y (f 

"'Pb + 2

• 1 /• ? .2 "
V  • 2 + Xh <Î5 - [' ry +

Vex - X + *c <̂ y ' if Cx
+ id

• EQ' (76)

K

w(x,yjj»z^)]dx » 

c 2 ^  EQ. (77)

2 ^  EQ. (78)
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+iS.

*c ' 2S 1 EQ. (79)

9hy - Ÿ + *e’z - V x

/

*e + K  *  %  + is,
v(x,yb.Zc)dx - ^  I v(x^,y^,z)dz

*c * is, ®c • is,
EQ. (80)

and
1 I j«m# m*l-16 f 1 » j=n, n»l7-24

’J", “ 1 ' " 1
0 , j*ra I 0 t j"n

Note once again that the resulting drag forces on the columns 
are corrected by the exposure factor S(t).

W m , DMRim.EarasB
Havelodk [15,16] and Ursell [43,44] have thoroughly

investigated the resistance and wave-making phentmena of 
oscillating cylinders. The damping force of the wave is 
similar in appearance to a linearised drag force, being 
proportional to the relative velocity and has often been 
confused with a viscous drag. But the fluid has been 
defined as inviscid idiich in essence neglects forces of 
a viscous nature.
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Following the work of Havelock and Ursell» Wang [46] 
has termed the damping of the wave on a vertical cylinder 
as negligibly small compared to the forces that arise on a 
submerged cylindrical hull. This damping force was found 
to be a function of the oscillating frequency» depth below 
the free surface, mas si the radius of the submerged cylinder» 
and directly proportional to the vessel velocity when 
multiplied by a damping parameter. The wave damping forces 
associated with this phenomena are defined as

^dmx ” » EQ. (81a)
Fdnjy = 0(cr»yij/r)moVĵ y » EQ. (81b)

^dmz ' . EQ. (81c)
where 3(a»y^/r) is a damping parameter taken from experimental

and analytical data given in Appendix B page 2191 m is the dis
placed mass of the member, a is the oscillating frequency and 
V is the vessel velocity.
Forces Due to Pressure

The pressure gradients are obtained by differentiating 
the Bernoulli equation and substituting the velocity poten
tial and velocity terms» or vice-versa. The latter method 
is used to derive the gradients in Appendix B» p. 168 and 
will not be repeated here. It is worth mentioning that the
equation so derived for pressure» Equation (B.73)» does not
conform to that given by Muga and Wilson [30] for second 
order theory. One might suspect that Muga and Wilson have
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omitted terns that appear to be negligible; for example, 
terms divided by (simhkhf • Certainly, this would be a 
valid omission for a range of the argument kh which is 
defined by 

kh -ins .

In essence, udiether the term may be neglected or not depends 
on the ratio of water depth to wave length, h/X. For shallow 
water with a long swell, this term would remain relatively in
significant. In any case, Ecpiation (B.73) with the higher- 
order terms included is used to determine the pressure grad
ients required by Equation (81).

Since the hulls and columns are of constant diameter 
the integration may be carried out over the length only.
For a column, this integration is in the form

b

F.;p - -S(t) ÿ

■  + f h
The hull-pressure forces are obtained similarly without the 
exposure factor S(t). These forces are summarized as follows

' BJ- (82)

hzp 4 jm # Sz
*c.Ph.- ■ - ^  I l! 8» . EQ. (83)
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oxp
. s ç t ^ d g

?h + K

fhxp " - Sjnj |£ d*

yp

fc 2 r

- c - K

**0 * K

*c - K

' «  + x

^  f §

J .  . i

where
i'll

1 # J “ *» o ■ 1-16

EQ. (84)

EQ. (85)

S(t)nd? i ÔP

/
a y ’*’'

%  + K

EQ. (86)

jm jn

1 , j * a, n " 17-24

■10 , j t a0 , j 4 m

This completes the derivation of forces due to the in
teraction of the vessel and sea.
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Force Perturbations Due to the Rate of Change of Momentum 
Newton's Second Law is actally defined by

F ■ ^(mv) , dt
which equates a force to the time rate of change in momentum 
and when expanded becomes

F - m ^  + . EQ. (87)

The first term, force due to linear acceleration has been 
accounted for already; therefore, the force in question 
becomes

F = Vgm , EQ. (88)m dt
The existence of the mass derivative dm/dt is due to the 
continuous change of the column's wetted length in calcula
ting the movement of the displaced mass of fluid. Differen
tiating Equation (B.43) with respect to time, the instan
taneous wetted length of a column, and multiplying by its 
cross-section will produce the above derivative. After 
this operation the force components are given by

''czm = - ' EQ. (89)

Eoxm ' - ̂ c x  ' EQ. (90)

^cym - - ' EQ. (91)

where
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^ a Wl " - (Ÿ - ZçCOseé

- XçSineésiiK^ + XgCosôcos}^?^

- yjjSineécos/'- y^cosezin/^^ . EQ. (92)

In a similar manner, the hydrostatic bouyancy is perturbed 
due to the simultaneous change in bouyancy with a change in the 
column wetted length. This perturbation is given as

EQ. (93)

End Effect Due to Oblique Flow
Consider a long cylinder moving at a velocity V at an 

angle of incidence a to a uniform stream as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 101 Hull motion in oblique flow.
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It is given by Munk [31] and Bain [ 1 ] that the nose and 
tail experience a lateral force per unit length

EQ. (94)

idiere S is the area of a general cross-section. If Equation 
(j94) is rearranged to read

dF •> Q dSVsinaVeosa , EQ. (95)
and integrated from the beginning of each end section (idiere 
S “ ^<*h/4) to the end (idiere S ■ 0), the force will be given 
by

F ■ - ^I^^eosaVsina ' EQ. (96)

Examining the nose section# ___ __

cx

it is observed that (or +V^) is analogous to -Vsina

and that corresponds to Vcosa in Equation (96). Thus, 
the force perturbations on the end of those hull forms
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affected are

hyo
"^^hyj^cxj

t j"l#2;3,6
, jtl,2,3,6,11,14,15,16 ,

, j-11,14,15,16
EQ. (97)

and

hzo

-V V Yhzj^cxj

■^\z/cxj

, j“l,2,3,6

, j41,2,3,6,11,14,15,16 , .
, j-11,14,15,16

EQ. (98)
Restoration Forces of the Mooring System

Vessels of this type are moored by a system of mooring
lines, usually eight or more, symetrlcally spread over 360
degrees. The mooring lines in this analysis are made of a
very heavy chain «diieh may be idealized as a completely
flexible, inextensible and uniformly heavy string idiose
shape may be described by the catenary equations.

Routh [37] derived the governing differential equations
of motion for a heavy string supported at the ends but found
them to be intractable for an analytical solution. His
approach, and later Pugsley [35], to simplify the systan was
to assume a stretched-out catenary is closely approximated
by a cycloid which is solvable. Later Saxon and Cahn [38] and
Goodey [9] linearize the equations of motion to obtain an 
asymtotic solution. This work was to describe the vibration
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of a string hanging between two points* a catenary. The prob
lem one encounters in a mooring line is basically the same; 
except, the point from which it hangs is in motion and the 
arclength is some function of time. This problem is yet 
to be solved.

The approach taken in this analysis will be to neglect 
the inertia effects of the chain’s motion and to work with

AX = V e s s e l  D i s p l a c e m e n t

Y'

S e a b e dA n c h o r

Figure 11i Typical mooring line in static equilibrium.
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the equations of static equilibrium. Consider the right- 
hand side of a catenary shown in Figure 10 as being in 
static equilibrium. The curve idiioh forms the catenary 
is well-known to be

y = c cosh ̂  » EQ, (99)
and the tangential tension along the chain is

F . wry , EQ. (100)
where is the effective weight per unit length. Note 
that a portion of the total chain length lies flat on the 
seabed. The tension is found readily assuming something 
is known about the system. But» let the end point be dis
placed to a new equilibrium position at x + Ax, then the 
solution for tension is by trial and error. The displace
ment causes two things to happen that are difficult to handlei

1) It changes the arclength by lifting a portion of the 
chain from the seabed, thus shifting the origin an 
unknown distance to the left,

2) The increase in tension simultaneously affects the 
parameter "c" defined by the ratio

•■Ss.
where is the chain tension at the origin.
It is desirable that the forces that arise in the mooring 

system due to the motion of the vessel be in an explicit form 
that can be evaluated quickly. To achieve this point, a
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separate problem will be formulated to give the tension in 
each line at the vessel as a function of distance from the 
anchor point which is stationary*

Here, some of the parameters of the system are definedi 
Total length, each chain = 5000 ft.
Effective unit weight = 91.4 lb./ft.
Water depth = 1000 ft.

The arclength with the chain completely slack corresponds 
to the water depth. Calculating the tension at this point, 
the slack distance, and successively increasing the arc
length by equal increments to the total length, data points 
for tension at the vessel as a function of distance from 
the anchor are found. The variation in chain tension due 
to vertical displacements is assumed to be negligible. The 
computer program in Appendix C makes this calculation for 
417 data points. Selected data is plotted in Figure 12 for 
a tension range of approximately 100,000 lbs. to 1,200,000 
lbs.

These data points are fitted by "least-squares" to a 
finite series of Chebyshev polynominals which results in 
an explicit equation for the tension at the vessel as a 
function of vessel displacement in the form

. EQ. (101)
where the polynorainal is calculated in the form of its
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Water Depth « 1,000 feet, 3 1/4 inch chain

1200

1000

"S 800
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«g 400

200

50004080 480046004200 4400

Figure 12 :
X + AX, Distance From Anchor Point - feet 
Tension at the fairlead as a function of distance 
from the anchor point.
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TABLE 1
MOORING LINE DATA 

Water Depth * 1000 feet 3 1/4 inch chain at 105.11 lbs/ft,
• AX feet Anchor Tension lbs. Percent Error
4032 (completely slack) 91434 .0127
4070 92217 .0344
4118 93779 -.0012
4173 96171 .0061
4202 97797 -.0108
4252 101130 .0071
4294 104560 .0071
4330 108100 -.0058
4375 113600 -.0022
4430 122280 .0064
4471 130440 -.0023
4514 141220 -.0036
4559 156200 .0040
4601 174830 .0012
4644 200520 -.0028
4687 236300 .0016
4730 288020 .0006
4773 367980 -.0011
4816 501950 .0010
4859 749470 -.0002
4898 1203500 .0011
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Chebyshev expansion

+ BjP̂ Cx) + ... + •
EQ. (102)

The detail of the curve-fitting technique and the solution 
for the coefficients are given in Appendix C.

A relative error of the fitted curve was calculated 
for each of the data points to determine the accuracy where

Error = % 100 . EQ. (103)

The relative error in the fitted curve is less than 0.01 
percent in the above tension range with eighteen terms t this 
could be reduced by using additional terns in the polynominal 
expansion during the "least squares* process.

As mentioned earlier Equation (lOl) gives the tangential 
tension at the vessel. In order to separate this force into 
its component parts, an identical curve fitting procedure is 
used to determine the corresponding angle that the force 
deviates from horizontal. This angle is defined by

6 = arctan[2c^Pn-l^*D^^ * EQ. (104)
The horizontal and vertical restoration forces of the 
mooring system are now written as

^hn.^*D> ' -«"• « Z V n - l ( * D )  . B5- (105)

and

^vhi(*d ) ■ •®*-" « • ^0' (105a)
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The sign of Equation (105) depends on the location of the 
particular moortng line as shown in Figure 13.

22JT

ZC.G.

Figure 13% Top view and orientation of mooring system.
To utilize the above equations for chain tension, initial 
distances from each anchor point must be specified which 
gives the tensions at calm conditions.
Wind Forces

The general wind force equation appropiate to bodies
exposed to a uniform wind velocity is 

F^ . 0.0038AV^ , EQ. (106)

idiere the units of is in knots and the area of flat surface 
A is in (feet)^ . The constant, .0038, contains the dimension- 
less drag coefficient Cp « 1.0.
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The wind velocities used in this analysis together with 
the wave amplitudes correspond to the Beaufort Scale of which 
an abbreviated summary is given below.

Beaufort Scale

Beaufort Average Wind Average Wave
Description Velocity-knots

0 Calm 0 0
1 Light Airs 2 0,05
2 Light Breeze 5 0,18
3 Gentle Breeze 8,5 0.6
4 Moderate Breeze 13,5 1,8
5 Fresh Breeze 19 4,3
6 Strong Breeze 24,5 8,2
7 Moderate Gale 30,5 14,0
8 Fresh Gale 37 23,0
9 Strong Gale 44 36,0
10 Whole Gale 51.5 52,0
11 Storm 59.5 73,0
12 Hurricane >64 >80 iO

Basic data and calculated areas have been furnished by 
the vessel owneri this data is included in Appendix D, From 
this data the applied wind forces in the negative x and z 
directions are found to be

^wx " “69.3056(V^cosacos/')* , EQ. (107)
and
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“ -73,4496(V sinacose) EQ. (108)

These forces are applied to the vessel as in a calm sea. The 
affect of roll and pitch are included; however, no attempt is 
made to account for the change in the exposed area of the 
columns due to motion and wave action.
Summary of Forces

The forces on each of the hull-column segments are 
linearly superimposed to give a total force. These terms 
are summarized as follows *

Vertical Force

^  ^ v V

“^y^hyl^hyl " ^hy^hy

*c 7^1

f
- K

(Added Mass)

(Drag and Damping)

(Pressure)

(Pressure)

(Pressure)
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■''hy/cxi, J ' 1,2,3,6 (Oblique Flow)
0 , j » 1,2,3,6,11,14,15,16
+ W c x j '  J - 11.14,15,16

. !2|És a Wj_

- »1" « (*jk) 2 V n - l ‘*D>

Horizontal Forces

Fcx - -®('=>‘̂ «cx^cx

-S<'=)l>cx’oxPoxl - CcxSj(t)Vcx

-S(t)2|s f ||dy

I

(Change in 
bouyancy)

(Mooring lines) 
EQ. (109)

(Added mass)

(Drag and 
Damping)

(Pressure)

^h
TTed (Change in 

momentum)
+ f j 3*6

joos6 ̂ \  0 t j-^ 3,6*11,14 (Mooring lines)

- , j = 11,14
EQ. (110)

^hx " " ^^Six^hx (Added mass)

■ “hx’̂hx l̂ hxl ■ V h x  <®“ « “ I
Damping)
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/

*e iSi
1 ^ *  1 (Pressure)

EQ. (Ill)

F._ * “S(t)AM„V^„ (Added mass)cz cz cz
-®02̂ «l^cJ - V j C : ) V c ,  (Drag and

Damping)

"I® S  f  If*’' (Pre.sure)
“ s  f

JL( AW, ) (Change in4 cz dt L
momentum)

r +-» J ■ 3,11
+COSÔ ^B^P^_^(Xp) J 9 (Mooring lines)

I - , J « 6,14
EQ. (112)

*■»»■ '-i "hz^hz

-“hz’hzl’hzl - W h z  (®“ S “ *
Damping)

/ *e + K
|£dx (Pressure)

C -  K
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"^hz/cxj* j " 1,2,3'* (Oblique Flow) 
J o  j - 1,2,3,6,11,14,15,16 ,
I + W e x j *  J - 11.14,15,16

EQ, (113)
lAere

^ f1 , j « k, k - 3,6,11,14

f1., 4 " m, m = 1-17

I 0 , j # m
fl , J ■ n, n * 17-24

^jn - <
io , j 4 n

The uniform wind force %diich is applied to the vessel in its 
entirety completes the equations of notion for linear
displacoaent.

24
MX . 2  CFcxj'^hxj^ " 69.3056(V^cosaco8^^)%

J-1 EQ. (114)
24

MY - 2  Fyj , EQ. (115)
J-1 
24

MZ - 2  [^ozj-^hzj] " 73.4496(V^sinacos9)".
J-1 EQ. (116)
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Eooationa of Rotational Motion
goU  WgngnS

The moments around the center of gravity are determined 
by multiplying by the appropiate moment arm. It was pre
viously specified that horizontal and vertical forces acting 
on the hull are concentrated at the intersection of the 
hull-column centerlinei Pereas» forces which act horizontally 
an the columns were assumed to be concentrated at the mid
point of the wetted length. An exception to this is the 
horizontal components of anchor line tension. In calm 
water, these forces act at the same elevation as the center 
of gravity for the particular vessel modeled.

For the roll moment consider the schematic shown in 
Figure 14.

The figure depicts only the perturbation forces and 
the anchor line force. For the moment equations only the 
hydrostatic buoyancy force must be added to the vertical 
force perturbation F^j. This term is equivalent to the mass 
of displaced seawater and is given as

The total roll moment contains the effect of wind which 
has been determined from furnished data in Appendix D as

- -6411.55(V^3inqcos@)^. Eq , (n?)
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An-

Figure 141 Hull-column in large roll.
The total moment is then corrected for the position 

change for the center of buoyancy. The total buoyant force 
is equal and opposite in direction of the veight of the 
vessel acting through the center of gravity. In roll and 
pitch the total buoyant force moves to a new line of action 
where it exerts a restoring moment on the vessel for positive 
stability. The metacentric height GM %diich is the vertical 
distance between the center of gravity and the center of 
buoyancy in calm water must be determined by static incli
nation tests on the vessel. This bit of data has also been 
furnished by the vessel owner. The restoring roll acnent
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due to this concept is well-known to be 
-Mg®l^sine

and is illustrated in A|^>endix B, p. 181.
With these additions the total roll moment is observed 

to be
24

M(e) - 2  [
j-1
+ ̂ ez j CO* Zg jSine )

- * PyBj<*cJ*<‘e j > ~ « ]

" ‘MgGH^sine - 6411,55(V^inacose)' ,
EQ. (118)

where Aj designates the vertical distance from the z-axis to 

the mid-point of the column's wetted length. The sign pre
ceding d^ in the mooring line moment is taken as the same as
the z_ coordinate, c

Included in Equation (118) is the damping moment of the 
added inertia of the displaced water since the force terms 
consider the addedmmass. Similarly, added inertia will be 
included in the yaw and pitch moments which follow.
Yaw Moment

Since only horizontal forces produce a yaw moment the 
hull and column forces are added to give a composite F . and 
F . which is shown in Figure 15.
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C.9.

Figure 151 Typical hull-celmm with large yav angle.
The moment equation for yaw ia observed to be

M(0) * 2  I

+ ^hmx j )co80- (Xg; j

-  Fhm«j[(Xgj*d,j)co,M2,/d,j),W]} . E Q ,  (119)
The wind forces would Impose a minor effect on the yaw moment *, 
this is mmitted due to insufficient data that is needed to give 
the position of the surface areas r^ative to the horizontal 
plane.
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The pitch moment is found in much the same manner as the 
roll moment. Consider the typical hull-column segment il
lustrated in Figure 16 idiieh exhibits a positive counter
clockwise rotation about the z-axis.

X
C.G.

Figure 161 Typical hull-column with large pitch angle. 

The total pitch moment is readily observed to be
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- Fg^jCyco»(A«gj»inf;)

+ 6967.07(Vyoosacoe^'

- MgGM^sin/" • EQ. (120)
AgainI the last term is the correction due to the position 
change in the center of buoyancy.

Summary of Equations of Motion
The development of the forces, moments, angular velocities 

and accelerations that enter into the general equations of 
motion for a rigid body excited by a wave train with an ac
companying wind force is now complete. These equations are 
rewritten in their final form as 

24
^  “ 2  + ^hxj] + ̂ wx , EQ. (121)

J-1
24

" 5! ^vl • EQ. (122)
j-1
24

«2 ■ 2  [F.zj + w  *
j-1
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- â^Hy + » M(e) , EQ. (124)

Hy . « M(0) , EQ. (125)

Hg - âyH^ + ff̂ Hy - M(/) . EQ. (126)

IbCA&C ..SfiflMiiCgMRfifl
The objective of this study# to detetaine the required 

thrust of a mechanical system to w i n  tain the vessel within 
a reasonable tolerance of location, may be reached by solving 
the above set of ordinary differential equations. The solu
tion for the linear and angular displacements will simul
taneously yield the forces that arise in the mooring system 
which keeps the vessel on station. It should be recognized 
that only the horizontal components of the mooring line 
forces contribute to station keeping. The required thrust 
is equated to the maximum of the resultant sum

T, . .«[( 2  + ( 2  . BQ. (127)
in the direction

r  - aretan [ ^  W  2  
where T  is considered positive when clockwise frcn the positive 
x-axis.

The thrust moment which is equally important in order to 
keep the vessel oriented properly is taken directly from the 
yaw m«aent, Equation (119)

M(:r) - 2  {'')=«)[(' e j j

EQ. (129)



CHAPTER IV 
SOLVING THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The six equations of motion are second-order ordinary 
differential equations which contain many facets of non- 
linearity. No attempt is made to simplify the equations to 
obtain an analytical solution. This would be opposed to 
one of the minor objectives of this study, the retention 
of the non-linear features. It is indeed fortunate that 
all second-derivative terms are linear with respect to 
themselves. This permits a straight-forvard numerical 
integration by solving the linear matrix equation 

[A] [ X ] = b 
at each time step.

The equations of motion derived in Chapter III are 
rearranged where the left-hand side of the system contain 
only terms involving a second derivative. This involves 
transposing the second derivative terms in the "added mass". 
Likewise, certain terms in the angular momentum equations 
contain first-order terms alone and are transposed to the 
right-hand side. The system of six second-order equations 
is solved by reducing each to two first-order differential

74
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equations. This reduction is deduced by letting 
X « X

Yx " ^  (y% ) • y»

y» " ^  f (Xx #ya#...*y,e ft)

y * ya 

" dt " fa(ya) ■ y/

ŷ. “ *ya»• • • *y,e #t)

Z  -  Y x -

^  " f^<Xr) - y^

yj • ^  » f^(y ty^t...ty^ #t)
9 - y^

y/ " 4(yy) " y.

y^ * ^  " f8<yi*ya**»»*y,2 *%)

0 •  y.
!

ŷ ■ f^Cyy ) “ y,o

y% - p - (Xx #3̂

•f' - y,>

y'u .  a f  .
d t f// (X// ) "  f / i

y/. f/a(Xx *'** *y,g f t )
with the vector of given initial values
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ri 4P) 
ŷCO)

Y o " <
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"PROSPCTR" ---- Computer Program
The program "Prospctr” is written in single-precision 

Fortran IV to solve the system of twelve first-order dif
ferential equations. The program is divided into the 
following partst

a) MAIN
b) Subroutine PHPCG
c) Subroutine FCT
d) Subroutine RHSV
e) Subroutine DISPL
f) Subroutine FCaCYZ
g) Function P
h) Subroutine AMAT
i) Subroutine SIMQX 
j) Subroutine OÜTP 
k) Subroutine PLOTR

mm
The "MAIN"-line reads data and calculates numerous 

constants that pertain to a particular hull or column.
The constants are arranged as vectors containing twenty- 
four elementst however, for the ficticious columns (17-24) 
the elements are zero. Once, the data is set up, the
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Integration routine PHPCG is called to integrate the equations
of motion. Integration will cease and return to MAIN after
a specified number of wave cycles. The MAIN will then return 
to read an additional set of data or end on the error message
-END OF DATA SET UNIT 5".

The integration subroutine is taken directly from the 
IBM Scientific Subroutine Padcage [1%]. This subroutine uses 
Hamming's modified predictor-corrector method to obtain an 
approximate solution to a general system of first-order 
ordinary differential equations with given initial values.
It is a stable fourth-order integration procedure that re
quires the evaluaticm of the right-hand side of the system 
only two times per time step. This feature offers consider
able savings in computation timie as compared with other 
methods of the same order of accuracy. However, the method 
is not self-startingI that is, the functional values at a 
single previous point arm not enough to get the functional 
values ahead. To obtain the starting values, a special 
Runge-Kutta procedure followed by one iteration step is 
added to the predictor-corrector method. At the end of the 
integration PHPCG returns to MAIN.

The subroutine -FCT- has two functions *
1). The constants calculated in MAIN must be updated 

with each time step since the angle of incidence
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is a function of yaw.
2). To calculate the vector of derivatives in the 

matrix equation when called for by the inte
gration subroutine "PHPCG".

Values of the derivative vector are obtained by 
calling the Subroutines RSHV, AMAT, and SIMQX. RSHV cal
culates the elements in the right-hand side vector and 
AMAT calculates the elements of the coefficient matrix.
Then Gauss-elimination (SIMQX) is applied to solve the 
system of linear equations. The vector of derivatives 
are returned to the integration subroutine PHPCG.
SUBROUTINE RHSV

In essence, RHSV (abbreviated as right-hand side vector) 
calculates the forces and moments involved in the equations 
of motion less those terras of "added mass" that contain 
second-order derivatives (these are transposed to the left- 
hand side).

The forces that arise in the mooring lines are de
termined by calling the subroutines DISPL and FOXYZ which 
returns these values to RHSV.

RHSV returns the right-hand side vector to FCT.

The only purpose of this subroutine is to determine 
the horizontal displacement (X and Z directions) of those 
columns in which mooring lines are attached. The trans
formation given by the general rotation matrix is used to
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give the added displacement due to rotation. DISPL returns 
the displacements to RHSV.
SUBROUTINE FGXÏZ

The horizontal and vertical components of anchor line 
tensions are calculated from the displacement values deter
mined by DISPL with a given initial distance from the anchor 
point. The coefficients calculated by computer program in 
Appendix C are expressed explicitly in this subroutine. The 
tensions are then calculated by the Chebyshev polynominal 
expansion where the value of each polynmninal in the expansion 
is given by the Function P. Values for anchor tension are 
returned to RHSV.

For each term in the Chebyshev expansion a calculation 
is made using explicit polynominal equations derived from 
the Chebyshev recurrance relation. This function subprogram 
accomodates FOXYZ up to eighteen terms.
SUBROUTINE AMAT

The purpose of this subroutine is to calculate the 
elements of the coefficient matrix as called upon by FCT.
The elements are the coefficients of all second-order deri
vatives in the equations of notion including those second- 
derivative terms inbedded in the "added-mass" which have 
been transposed to the left-hand side. This two-dimensional 
array is returned to FCT.
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SUBROUTINE SIMQX
After the system of linear equations are set up by the 

subroutines RHSV and AMAT, FCT calls upon this subroutine to 
solve for the unknowns, a vector of first-order derivatives. 
This subroutine is identical to SIMQ in the IBM Scientific 
Subroutine Package [9], The solution is obtained by Gauss- 
elimination using the largest pivotal divisor. The right- 
hand side vector is replaced by the solution vector within 
SIMQX before return to FCT.
SUBROUTINE OUTP

As the name infers, OUTP is called upon by PHPCG to 
print the results of integration at each time-step.
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Verification of the Computer Program 

The computer program for solving the six non-linear 

differential equations produces a solution for the six degrees 

of freedom (surge, heave, sway, roll, yav, and pitch). The 

theoretical results are plotted versus experimental results 

of model tests for head and beam seas for a thirty feet high 

regular wave train (see Figures 17, 18, 19, and 20).

The model tests were conducted without any attempt to 

model the mooring system. Only slack restraining lines were 

used to eliminate the model drift. Further, wind or current 

forces were not considered in the model testing.

The computer program was idealized to suit these condi

tions; i.e., all mooring, wind, and current forces were set 

equal to zero. No attempt has been made to match the model 

test results by adjustment of the added mass and/or damping 

coefficients.

Comparison of results of model testing versus the 

analytical approach, one finds that the comparison is very 

close and well within the inherent basin and scaling error 

associated with model testing.
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Wind tunnel testing, although very desirable could 

not be arranged for this study.
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TABLE 2a 

MOTION RESPONSE 

MODEL TEST - COMPUTER RESULTS 

Water Depth » 1000 ft.

Wind Speed » 0 kts.

Current Velocity * 0 kts.

Head Sea,(% = 0 degrees 

Wave Amplitude » 15 ft.

Anchor Chain Tension = 0 lbs.

Period
sec Wave Length -ft. Heave - ft. Pitch - Deg.

Model Computer Model Computer

8 328 3.0 3.0 1.56 1.89

9 415 5.7 5.7 1.92 2.34

10 512 11.4 8.1 2.73 2.67

12 737 15.0 12.3 2.55 2,61

13 865 14.1 13.8 2.32 2.46

14 1000 15.0 15.0 2.04 2.25

15 1152 16.2 15.3 1.92 2.04

16 1310 15.6 15.0 1.59 1.74

18 1700 12.6 12.9 1.11 0,91
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TABLE 2b 

MOTION RESPONSE 

MODEL TEST - COMPUTER RESULTS 

Water Depth « 1000 ft.

Wind Speed » 0 kts.

Current Velocity « 0 kts.

Beam Sea o<= 90 degrees.

Wave Amplitude » 15 ft.

Anchor Chain Tension » 0 lbs.

Wave Length -ft. Heave - ft. Roll - Deg.
Model Computer Model Computer

8 328 0.3 0.3 2.14 2.43

9 415 2.1 3.9 2.61 2.78

10 512 7.2 6.3 2.85 3.06

11 620 9.6 9.3 2.85 2.96

12 737 12.0 11.3 2.67 2.82

14 1000 12.6 14.0 2.10 2.34

16 1310 12.9 14.7 1.77 1.65

18 1700 10.2 12.5 1.32 0.88



CONCLUSION 

Chapter V 

Determination of Thrust Requirements

The differential equations of motion for six degrees 
of freedom have been formulated and a method of solution 
has been presented. Determination of the thrust needed to 
maintain the vessel within a pre-determined radius of the 
well and under a given weather and sea condition requires 
instantaneous magnitudes and directions of the resultant 
force vectors at the fairleads associated with the mooring 
lines. Equating the vector sum of the horizontal components 
of the mooring line force vectors to a single thrust vector 
with its magnitude and direction is basic to the subject 
of this entire study. Equating the vector sum of the mooring 
line components to the thrust vector is built into the com
puter program and its value and direction is also determined 
as a function of time. Although the instantaneous value of 
the thrust vector is required, the general subject of this 
study was defined to determine the maximum thrust required 
to maintain horizontal displacement within a predetermined 
radius over a broad range of weather and sea conditions which 
could be further defined as the upper extremities of conditions

90
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that the vessel could be expected to continue normal drilling 
operations. This range is chosen as Beaufort Force 7 thru 10,

Simple economics dictate that vessel heading should be 
such that resistance to the elements be a minimum. Arbi
trarily, Beaufort 10 was used for this determination. Thrust 
requirements were then determined by incrementing the ap
proaching weather and sea direction from a head sea (zero 
degrees) to a beam sea (ninety degrees). All acting forces* 
wind, current, and waves were assumed to be acting in the 
same direction. The resulting data is shown in Figure 19 
which clearly defines a heading of thirty degrees counter
clockwise away from the weather as being optimum. It should 
be noted that this optimum applies only for the particular 
vessel used as an example in this study. The bottom portion 
of the curve gives the minimum values resulting from vessel 
oscillation. The heading of thirty degrees is used in all 
subsequent calculations.

The next step is then to determine the thrust required 
to obtain a steady-state displacement. A maximum displace
ment equal to five percent of the water depth is generally 
considered the limit of efficient drilling operations. In 
order to determine the thrust required to stay within this 
limit, the pre-tensions in the mooring lines were incremented 
and the displacement was determined under steady-state con
ditions upon integration of the differential equations. 
Obviously, larger displacements than desired result with
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Table 3a 
Linear Displacements

Water Depth » 1000 ft. 
Beaufort Force 10 
Current Vel, = 3 kts.

Weather 
Direction 

(deg.)
Surge
Min/Max
(ft.)

Sway
Min/Max
(ft.)

Displ.
Min/Man
(ft.)

1.0 -79.7/.100.4 ------- 79.7/100.4
15.0 -74.4Z-94.2 -5.1/-14.4 74.5/94.2
30.0 -58.0/.75.6 -23.2/-40.7 62.5/85.9
37.5 -44.2/-59.0 -41.7/.62.9 60.6/86.2
45.0 -30.6/-44.3 -56.7/-81.1 64.4/92.4
70.0 -2.5/-8,9 -92.1/-108.3 92.1/108.7
89.0 -- ——  -- -103.6/.113.8 103.6/113.8
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Table 3b 
Restorations Requirements

Weather 
Direction 

(deg.)
Mooring Line 

Tensions 
Min/Max (kips)

Thrust
Min/Max
(kips)

Thrust Moment 
Min/Max 
(kips)

1.0 482/572 519/810 -5S/+257
15.0 470/570 531/746 -827/+2718
30.0 390/461 437/645 -2967/+1282
37.5 423/518 420/656 -2691/-4732
45.0 449/568 454/713 -1287/-4836
70.0 534/633 703/907 -800/-4427
89.0 581/640 833/969 -785/-1923
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low pre-tensions. This observation should have been antici
pated by noting the soft spring constant at low tensions in 
the curve shown in Figure 11. The resulting data is plotted 
in Figure 22 for Beaufort Force 7, 8, 9 and 10. It is noted 
that the plot approaches linearity and for practical purposes 
the extrapolation to the five percent line is of sufficient 
accuracy. The thrust values of the intersecting points are 
then plotted against the Beaufort Scale as shown in Figure 23 
which is the desired result. Other than the maximum and 
minimum values of thrust, it is noteworthy to observe the 
effects of the oscillating forces and vessel inertia associated 
with waves as opposed to the uniform effects of current and 
wind forces. The current and wind forces dominate the rela
tively low amplitudes of oscillation on the lower portion of 
the Beaufort Scale.

The theoretical approach to determine the thrust require
ments is relatively simple compared to tank and wind tunnel 
testing of models and is believed to be at least as accurate 
as the experimental approach. The small cost of computer 
solutions by the method presented compared to model testing 
is most significant.

Although, the subsequent conversion of pounds of thrust 
to horsepower is not presented, this necessary portion is 
straight forward and is available directly from equipment 
manufacturers.
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Table 4aI Thrust Requirements to Maintain
Five percent Horizontal Displacement

X « 30 degrees 
Current Vel. = 3 kts. 
Water Depth = 1000 ft.

Beaufort
Force

Initial Chain 
Tension - kips

Surge
ft.

Sway
ft. Displacementft.

Thrust
kips

Thrust at 5% 
kips

7 330 -46.5 -34.0 57.6 481 489
7 362 -40,6 -30.1 50.5 488
8 330 -49.4 -38.3 62.5 533

550
8 380 -40.2 -31.6 51.1 549
9 330 -51.7 -44.6 68.3 582

632
9 410 -37.7 -33.4 50.4 631

10 339 -61.9 -37.7 72.5 680
10 410 -38.9 -42.1 57.3 744 762
10 450 -34.2 -37.0 50.34 761

Table 4bi Minimum Results from Oscillation
7 362 -39.1 -28.7 48.5 462
8 380 -35.6 -27.1 44.6 460
9 410 -28.2 -22.6 36.1 420

10 450 -17.6 -15.7 23.6 326

iOOO
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In order to achieve the end result of being able to 

calculate the thrust requirements, two major problems 
were overcome \diose solutions have other valuable appli
cations .

The first of these problems was the polynominal series 
approximation to the catenary which was shown to be quite 
accurate. The explicit equations of the polynominals save 
iteration on the transendental functions of the catenary 
resulting in savings of considerable computation. This is 
especially true in working with a system of catenaries 
applicable to the spread mooring system. It was found 
initially that iteration in each of the eight mooring lines 
at each time step during the numerical integration of the 
equations of motion was completely impractical.

The second problem was formulating the equations of 
motion of the rigid body utilizing the Euler angles and 
second order wave theoryi both tended to seriously compli
cate the differential equations. The resulting motion 
response program is shown to give good data compared to 
model tests. The motion response program has the desirable 
feature in that it may be used during the design phase to 
minimize vessel motion. Optimization of vessel motion by 
model testing alone is cost prohibitive.

The same program used to determine thrust requirements 
may also be utilized for mooring analyses of conventional 
sani-submersible vessels and determination of maximum
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water depth capability of the mooring system.
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NOMEÜCLATDRE 
a “ Wave amplitude; ft
b « Vertical distamee from conter of gravity 

to mean water level# ft
■ Length of moering lime laying on seabed# ft
■ Coefficient# Chebyshev polynominal expansion 

e « Catenary parameter# ft
C - Wave celerity# ft/see*

C.6. " Coordinate position# center of gravity 
Cp - Drag coefficient# dimensiomless

C^ « Added mass coefficient# dimensiomless

C^ « Coefficient, Chebyshev polynonimal expansion

d^ ** Column diameter; ft#

d^ - Hall diameter# ft#

^cx*^ez * ^^P^Bite drag coefficients for a column; 
(lb-eec*)/ft*

^ x ' ^ y ^ ^  " Conposite drag coefficients for a hull, 
(lb-sec*)/ft®

■ Acceleration force of added mass# lb.

" Vertical column force due to change in buoyancy# 
lb#
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^cx’̂ ez " Total hydrodynamic column force in horizontal 
direetions» lb.

^cxm'^cym'^czm" column momentum, lb.

^cxp’̂ czp “ pressure column force in horizontal 
directions, lb.

Fj " Drag force, lb.
^hx*^hz “ Total hydrodynamic horizontal bull force, lb.

Fjjyo»Fhzo • Hull end forces due to oblique flow, lb.

^hn*^vn * Components of mooring line force, lb,

^hxp’̂ hzp * Have pressure hull force, lb,

^wx*^wz * Horizontal wind force, lb.
Fy "» Total hydrodynamic vertical force, lb.

Fyp =» Wave pressure vertical force on hull column, 
lb.

g » Acceleration of gravity, ft./sec*
GM^ " Longitudinal metaoentric height, ft.

6M^ » Transverse metaoentric height, ft,

h « Water depth, ft,
H ■ Wave height, trough to crest, ft.
■ Horizontal force at anchor, lb,

^zx*^yy*^zz " Principle mass moments of inertia lb*ft-sec*

l^y,1^2*lyz " Cross products of mass moments of inertia, 
Ib-ft-sec*
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k • Wave wmber, f f  ̂
" Coefficient of aeeessien to inertia# 
dineaeienless 

Lg « ColtaRn length# ft.

« Hull length# ft.

M “ Maes of vessel# (lb»sec*)/ft.
M(T^) * Thrust moment# lb*ft.

M(«)#M(0)#M(^)« Total moments in roll# pitch and yam# Ib-ft. 
M^(e) « Transverse wind moment# Ib-ft.

» Longitudinal wind moment# Ib-ft,

P " Wave pressure# psi 
P^.l(xj^) « Chebyshev polynominal of order n-1 

Q » Constant (Bernoulli equation)# ft. 
s » Catenary aeelength# ft.

S.J. " Total mooring line length# ft.

S(t)= Exposure factor, eoluam wetted length# 
dimensiomless 

t - Time# see 
T^ " Thrust requirement, lb,

u#v#w = Water particle velocities in x#y#z directions 
reapeetlwely» ft/aec.

V " Relative velocity of hall*coluan segment# 
ft/see.
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« Wind velocity» ft/see.
W ■ Total effective weight of catenary 

Wg ■ Effective weight per tmit length of 
mooring line» lb.

» Coltnm wetted-length» ft.

x»y»z > Coordinate axis of rotating system# ft.
X#Y»Z - Coordinate axis of stationary systm» ft,

Xp " Horizontal distance from anchor point
to the vessel» ft.

M _ " Composite added colnmn mass» sec*^ex cz
“hx* "hy

# Ccmposite added maaa of hull, aoc

d = Angle of wave incidence» rad 
Y " Direction of thrust» rad 
Ô * tangent angle of mooring line# rad
* Kronecker delta# dimensionless 

X « Wave length# ft.
X^^ * Direction cosines# dimensionless

o * Wave freqaeney# sec~l

OxfOy.Og = Angular displacements» rad
" Euler angles, roll, yaw, pitch, rad"^

^ ■ Velocity potential# ft*/sec 
^ ■ Elevation of wave profile# ft.



Ill

R * Maas deaalty» (lb»aee*)/ft 
IT - 3.14159

0(aty|^/r) = Damping parameter» dimensionlesa.
é = Perturbation parameter, dimensionlesa.
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Conservation of Mass
Consider the volume element and the coordinate system 

in Figure A.I.

7.

Figure A.li Fluid flow through a volume element.
The net "flow of fluid mass across the element's boundaries 
in time A t  is

+-^few)]Ax A y  A z  ,
113
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at time t, the mass present within the element is
^  A  X A y  A  z I 

then at time t + At, the mass present will be
<2 A  X A y  A Z  + -̂ (<5 A X  A y  Az) A toc

where the second and higher order terms of the Taylor series 
are truncated. The net increase in mass in a time increment
A t  is

^  AX A y  A z  At ,6t . _
Since mass is neither created nor destroyed this must be 
equal to the inflow of mass across the boundaries

iS A x ^ y  A Z  At - +  itfJtipx Ay AZ Atot ox oy oz
which reduces to

H  " >') + ̂ (  « v) + w>] .
EQ. (A.l)

Expanding the right-hand side and transposing yields 

+ + + + •
EQ. (A.2)

It is further assumed that seawater, the fluid of interest, 
is incompressible which reduces Equation (A.2) to

EQ. (A.3)
This result is the well-known continuity equation for an 
incompressible fluid in steady or unsteady flow.
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Equations of Notion for a Fluid Particle
The equations of motion for a fluid particle will be 

derived on the basis of Newton*s "Second Law",
Forces = (mass)(acceleration).

This study assumes that seawater is a frictionless fluid 
which implies a zero viscosity and is incapable of sustaining 

a shear force. With this assumption the only forces acting 
on a fluid element are 1) forces due to fluid pressure acting 
normal to the element face and 2) the body forces which is 
the force of gravity acting in the negative vertical only. 

Consider the fluid element in Figure (A.2).

Figure A.2: Forces acting on a fluid element.
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Sunning forces in each direction and setting the sum equal 
to the mass*acceleration product gives

- (p + ̂ ûx)<ûydz « çax.ayAz(^ +

EQ. (A.4)
QAXAy - (p + -^ z)dXAy = gaxayazCg^^ + u ^  + v |H + w^)»

EQ. (Â.5)
<iùxùz - (p + .|^y)AXAz - gÇhXAyAz »

qz>ocAŷ 4i(4| + u ^  + v ^  + »|J) • EQ. (A.6) 
These equations are easily simplified to read

+ B). CA.7)

+ + B)- (A-8)
- 8 - J - ^ - - f |  + u ^  + v|X + » ^ .  EQ. (A.9)

The last three equations comprise the equations of motion 
for a fluid particle in the three coordinate directions.
An Irrotational Fluid

Further development of the motion of fluid particles is 
to be simplified by assuming that the fluid is irrotational 
by the previous definition of a frictionless fluid; i.e.» if 
the fluid cannot sustain a shear force vdiich imparts a moment 
around the particles center of gravity the particle will not 
rotate. This is expressed as

V  - • EQ. (A. 10)

"xy - %(-# - -i) > EQ. (A.ll)
a
yz . EQ. (A. 12)
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where a^y* ^xz* ^yz angular velocities In their
respective planes. Clearly, if the fluid is taken to be with
out rotation

, EC. (A.13)

, EQ. (A. 14)

ly * fz • EQ. (A.15)
The assumption of an irrotational fluid is fundamental 

to the existence o f  a velocity potential where the field of 
f l o w  can be represented by a scalar quanity f • The velocities 
o f  the fluid particle in the coordinate directions are de
fined as

u = , EQ. (A. 16)

V , EQ. (A.17)

w = -§| . EQ. (A.18)

Laplace's Equation
Thus far, we have an incompressible, irrotational fluid

moving in three-dimensional space. It is desirable to utilize
the existence of the velocity potentials by making the sub
stitution of Equations (A.16, A.17 and A.18) into the con
tinuity equation (A.3),

" 0  EQ- (A.19)

vdiich yields the three-dimensional Laplace equation for fluid 
flow

= 0 , EQ. (A.20)
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where the del operator is given as

Sgonoylil-EgHailon
By taking a time derivative of the velocity potentials

- . EQ. (A.22)

the equations of motion (A,7, A.8 and A.9) may be written as 

- i i #  - + + EQ.(A.25)

- + “^  + *1? + «41 • EQ. (A.26)

■ ® ■ • EQ. (A.27)
Observing that

* I * EQ. (A.28)

^ -^(w®) » EQ. (A.29)

^ "^(v^) » EQ. (A. 30)

and since 9. is constant for an incompressible fluid one may 
write

i ^  = -^(^) * EQ. (A. 31)

^ iz " ) * EQ. (A.32)

^ *3y • • EQ. (A.32a)
and Equations (A,25, A.26 and A.27) may be rewritten as
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A  [ " M  + i *3# = O' EQ. (A.33)

h  [-&# + i = 0, EQ. (A.34)

4ÿ [ " M  + ̂  + + *55 + 8 = 0, EQ. (A.35)
Now introducing the concept that the fluid is irrotational and 
by Equations (A.13, A.14 and A.15) the last set of equations

reduce to

A  + V® + *2)] = 0, EQ, (A.36)

A  C"lf t '*■ 2^^^ + V® + w®)] = 0, EQ. (A.37)

A  ( + 2^"^ + + w=) + gy] = 0. EQ. (A.38)

This set is integrated directly to give

- + ^  + ) = f^(y,z,t) , EQ. (A.39)

- if + t  + ?(u: + v= + w") = f^Cx.y.t) , gQ_ (A.40)

- l l  + I + &(u* + v= + w=) + gy = fjCx.z.t)

Observing Equations (A.39 and A.40), one should note that
f^(y,z,t) = fgXx.y.t) . EQ. (A.42)

Subtracting Equation (A.41 from A.40) gives

gy = f3(x,z,t) - f2(x,y,t) . EQ. (A.43)

Observe further that neither g nor y may be a function of
either x or z. This indicates that

fg(x,z,t) = f^Ct) EQ. (A.44)
a function of time alone which gives
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fgty't) = fgCÇ) - êy . EQ. (A.45)

Substitution of Equations (A.44 and A. 45) into Equations 
(A.40 and A,41) respectively, one will see that the resulting 

equations are equivalent and read as

- If + 2 + l(u® + V® + w*) = fg(t) . EQ. (A.46)

For steady fluid flow that does not change with respect to 
time at a fixed point

fg(t) = constant, EQ. (A.47)
an arbitrary constant that may be incorporated into $ without
change in generality. This final result is

•” It + q + + V® + w^) + gy = 0 , EQ. (A.48)

With this change the horizontal component of water velocity 

is now u-C. This system of stationary waves is shown in 

Figure A.3,
The differential equation applicable to this system has 

been shown to be the familiar Laplace equation. In two- 
dimensions this may be defined as

ix^ + ^3^ ~ EQ. (A.49)
The boundary condition at the seabed, y = - h is that fluid 
flow does not occur across this surface,

V = = 0 at y = - h . EQ. (A.50)

At the free surface, y = '>̂, there are two boundary conditions 
to be satisfied. The first is a dynamic requirement that 
the total energy along the free surface be a constant, say Q.
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Formulating the Boundary Value Problem for Finite Amplitude 
Wave Theory of Second Order»

The development thus far has been three-dimensional.
This is to be reduced to two-dimensions by assuming that the 
wave crests and troughs are parallel and infinite in length. 
This assumption is indeed valid in view of the fact that our 

interest lies only for a crest length just greater than the 
maximum dimension of the vessel. It is also convenient to 
assume that the wave form travels without change in shape and 
propagates with a constant celerity C. Further, in order that 
the motion be steady with respect to a reference system moving 
with celerity C, a uniform current -C is superimposed effecting 
steady motion with respect to a stationary reference system.

Me an  Wafer  L i ne

Velocity
Components

u-C

S e a b e d

Figure A.3: Stationary Wave System,
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Making these substitutions the steady-state form of Bernoulli's 
equation (A. Vs) becomes

1 + 2-g[(u-C)^ + V»] = Q. EQ. (A.51)

The second condition at the free surface to be satisfied is
that no fluid be transported across the free surface, i.e., 
the resultant velocity vector at the free surface must be 

everywhere tangent to that surface. This condition may be 
expressed as

V ^
^  EQ. (A,52)
A solution to this boundary value problem is to be

derived by a perturbation procedure primarily due to the
non-linear terms (u-C)* and v* in Equation (A.51). The 
solutions for ̂ , Tj' , and C are assumed to have the form

* " n?l^ ' EQ. (A. 53)

’I = ’ EQ. (A.54)
and

^ EQ. (A. 55)
Where e is a small parameter to be determined. Because the
wave free surface is an unknown, it will prove advantageous 

to define an expression for a general function f(x,y) eval
uated on y =^2 as

^ = S o  C  ( ^ ^ y = 0  EQ. (A.56)

which is nothing more than a Taylor series. Further, a
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general function f(x,y) may be defined as

f(x,y) = . EQ. (A.57)

Substituting Equation (A.57) into (A.56) and collecting like 
powers of € leads to an expression for f(x,î ) correct to the 

second order which is
f(x,^) = at y = 0. EQ. (A.58)

Now substituting the assumed solution for Equation (A.53) 
into the Laplace equation (A.49) gives

= 0 . eq. (a .59)

this is expanded as

+...+ + €^4r|.+... = 0.  - & y - ' a y .  EO. (A.60)
Collecting like powers of è leads to

« #  + + - +
EQ. (A.61)

Since € is unequal to zero, it is permissible to set the 
coefficients of € and powers of e* to zero. The set of dif
ferential equations to be satisfied now is

\/ 0# n = 1,2,... . EQ. (a .62)
The new boundary conditions at the seabed are

= 0 at y = -h. EQ. (A.63)oy
The new dynamic boundary condition at the free surface (y=^) 

is found by expanding the term (u-C)® in Equation (A.51)
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1  + Zg [u"-2"C + C»+ v»] = Q . EQ. (A.64)
and substituting the equivalent terms for u and v giving

n-<3 + h [#)'- 2C H  + c %  (ÿ)] = 0,
EQ, (A.65;

where the unknown constant Q must be expressed in the form

^ + i§l^ • eq. (A.66)
The second free surface condition, Equation (A.52)

^(u-C) = V at y = , EQ. (A.67)

may now be written as

(#^( 0 )  + C ^ =  H  at y =9^. EQ. (A.68)

Substituting the series definitions of the unknowns 

C, and Q into Equation (A.65),

- (Q. +

= 0, at y =1̂ . ,
EQ. (A.69)

expanding and gathering the coefficients of like powers of 
gives this boundary condition in terms of the perturbation 

parameter

£•[§1 - Qol + £[li-Qi+ ̂
+ £'‘{>1.2 - Q: +
+ 2Cj^' + + 2CgC;]

+ O(é^) = 0 at y = . EQ. (A.70)
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Similarly, the second free surface boundary condition given 
by Equation (A.68) becomes

^ (Co^' " 3
+ Til = 0 at y =,1. EQ. (A. 71)

From the zeroth order term in Equation (A.70), one observes 
that

Q" - §g ' EQ. (A.72)
Next the coefficients of the first and second powers of 

in Equations (A.62), (A.63), (A.70) and (A,71) will be 

grouped and solved for the first and second order approxima

tions respectively.
First Order Wave Theory

The coefficients of € are

= 0 , EQ. (A.73)

= 0 @ y = - h , EQ. (A.74)

- Q, + |û||i + £|£l = 0 (3 y = 0 , EQ. (A.75)

and

0 0 y = 0 . EQ. (A.76)
Separation of variables [4,41] may be used to solve Equation 
(A.73). Assume a solution In the form

i,(x,y) = X(x) Y(y) , EQ. (A.77)

and taking derivatives gives
X"Y + XY" = 0 , EQ. (A.78)

separation of variables gives two differential equations
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X “ + k*X = 0, EQ. (A.79)

and
Y “ - k*Y = 0 . EQ. (A.80)

The equations are readily solved and substituted into Equation
(A.77) as

= -AjCOsh[k(h + y)]sinkx , EQ. (A.81)

where k is defined as the wave number and is equal to

ÿ  * EQ. (A.82)

One should note that since the wave form is constant re
gardless of the celerity, it can be seen from Equation (A,75) 
that

Q, = GoC . e q. (a .83)
c

Omitting these terms from ' Equation (A.75) and differentiating 

with respect to x gives

= 0 , y = 0 . EQ. (A.84)

Now using this result in combination with Equation (A.76), the 
term ( ’br\Jbx) may be eliminated to give

g® & &  + ̂ '  + 0 • EQ. (A.85)
Substituting the solution for into the above result leads 

to
c* A,k'oo#h(kh)8inkx - A^ksinh(kh)8inkx - 0 ,
^  ̂ EQ. (A.86)

or
Gg ■ I tanh(kh) . EQ. (A.87)

This is the first order approximation for the wave celerity
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C q »

The expression for 7̂ , may be found by substituting the
solution for into Equation (A.75) which follows

7̂, = 2° A,kcosh(kh)coskx , EQ. (A.88)
S

at which the wave crest is located a x = 0. This solution 
alone is usually referred to as the small amplitude or Airy 
wave theory.
Second Order Approximation

Again referring to Equations (A.62), (A.63), (A.70) and 

(A,71); the coefficients of f® set equal to zero are

= 0 » EQ. (A.89)

= 0 at y = - h , EQ. (A.90)

+ + 2C,^,

+ 2Co + CÎ + 2CoC,] = 0 at y = 0 .

and

C #  + - ft'n, = 0 at y = 0 .
EQ. (A.92)

Again, by separation of variables, a second order solution 

periodic in x and satisfying Equations (A.89) and (A.90) is
easily found to be

= -As cosh[2k(h+-y)]sin2kx . EQ. (A.93)

The second order celerity C is obtained by taking the 
partial derivative of Equation (A.91) with respect to x
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#  + 2$'

+ 2C,-#' + + 2C° ê ^ '  ^ ]  = 0 at y = 0 -

Solving Equation (A.92) for (ô'7?/3x) and substituting into 
Equation (A.94) yields

_  ju Sis _ Çû |f|2 uS Sx g 5x3

. i_ a& + 1  aa. |î|.. + çg ôx ox^ g by bxby g &x

Çq + £s ^i_L_ _ 1g ôxby ^  g b%âxby Cq

■ I x ’ Ip' y ' ° • (A-95)
Substituting the appropriate forms ofî ,, and into

Equation (A.95) and simplifying the result by using Equation 
(A.87) leads to

A s  sinh®khsin2kx

= ■g -(k ^ sin2kx - ^ ^  coshkhsinkx . EQ. (A.96)

Equating coefficients of sinkx and sin2kx gives

A a  =  H ' ^ s i h h S k h  ’  ( A . 9 7 )

and

C l  =  0  .  E Q .  ( A . 9 8 )

Substituting A s  into Equation ( A . 93) gives the second order
term for the velocity potential as

- gC^fhhskh cosh[2k(h+y)]sin2kx . EQ. (A.99)

The second order term for the wave form ̂ «is determined from
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its free surface boundary condition, Equation (A.91), by 
making the necessary substitutions at z = 0, This result 
after much simplification is

^

+ ̂ Îk*[7comh:%h^+^cgsh2khcoah:kh]cos2kx . e q . (a .i o o)

Similar to the first order theory one sees that

Qa = + £ûÊa . e q . (A.lOl)4g g
The only remaining unknown in the solution now is the 

perturbation parameter £. This may be specified by setting 
the maximum value of the first order wave amplitude equal to 

a, giving
a coskx = coshkhcoskx , EQ. (A. 102)O

which gives

^ = kA.CoCOShkh ’ EQ. (A.103)
Now substituting the appropiate terms into Equations (A.53),
(A.54) and (A.55) gives the desired solutions for velocity 
potential,

■ 15 ^  sln2(kx - trt) , EQ. (A.104)

the wave form,

2 cos(kx - at)

8* sfnhakh (^osZkh + 2) cos2(kx - at) , EQ. (A.105)
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and the celerity
y

Cq = (f tan kh) * . EQ. (A.106)
Note that the celerity in Equation (A.106) is identical to 

that of first order, Equation (A.87) since C, proved to be 
zero.

By previous definition the water particle velocities in the 
X and y directions are the partial derivatives of the velocity 
potential. These terms may now be expressed explicity as

u = C cos(kx - at)\ sinhkh

+ I c CGgbLgkXhtY) cos2(!tx - ot) , EQ. (A.107)

and

V = m  c &iP.hk(lity), sinCkx - at)\ sinkh

+ I (^)^ C sin2(kx - at) . EQ. (A.lGS)

This completes the development of wave theory of second
order used in the equations of motion developed in another 
section.
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RIGID BODY EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Three Dimensional Wave Theory
The final results of the second-order wave theory de

veloped in Appendix A is to be expanded to give the second

crest

trough

crest
hull-

column

C.G.

hul 1- 
column

Figure B-1: Typical hull-column sections in a wave train,
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dimension z in Che horizontal plane. Consider the figure 

above which depicts a wave train whose direction of propa
gation is at an arbitrary angle a relative to the coordinates 
of the vessel. The hull-column sections are typical. Note 
that the wave train is travelling in a general negative 

direction relative to x and z. By replacing x in the two- 
dimensional theory of Equations (A./c^), (A./̂ 7), and (A./̂ f) 
with

xcosa + zsina
and changing the sign preceding ot and the sign of the 
celerity c, the new equation for the wave form ia

Hcosacos[k(x cosa + z sina) + at] +

^ ^  cosa^ v "(coshZkh + 2)cos[2k(x cosa + z sina) + 2at]i 8 A. sinh kh
EQ. (B.l)

= ^oos[k(xcosa + zsina) + at] 4-

X slnH^^h^cosh2kh + 2)cos[2k(xcosa + zsina) t at] ,

EQ. (B.a)

\  = |sinacos[k(x^cosa + z sina) + at]

% ^fsinaS02hkh^^cosh2kh+2)co8[2k(x2Cosa + z^sina) + 2at].

EQ. (B.3)
Similarly, the particle velocities in the x and y directions 
may be rewritten as
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u r:-(HM)Ccosâ ’*^^^^^^y~^^co5[k(xcosa + zsina) + at]
X sinhkh

— Ccosa^^s^2k^&^y:blco8[2k(xcosa + zsina) + 2at] »
EQ. (B.4)

V = -( ̂  ) G )Jlhk g 2: [ k (xcosa + zsina) + at]X sinhkh

— -rC— ) sin[2k(xcosa + zsina) + 2at],
X sinh^kh

EQ. (B.5)
and in the z direction as

w = -( ̂  ) C s i na-'° - cos[k (xcosa + zsina) + at]
X sinhkh

—  ̂ (— ) C s tos [ 2k ( xcosa + zsina) + at] . ̂ X sinh^kh
EQ. (B.6)

The particle accelerations are obtained by differentiating

with respect to time t which will be indicated by a dot
above the symbol

Û = (H^)CTCosa^.?^vî^.̂lyr.fi.̂.sin[k(xcosa + zsina) + at]
X sinhkh

+ 7 (^) crCcos a )sin[2k(xcosa + zsina) + at] ,

EQ. (B.7)

V = - ( ^ ) ^cos[k(xcosa + zsina) + at]

— 2 (^) crC'S^2ti^^MZlk2cos[2k(xcosa + zsina) + 2at] ,

EQ. (B.8)
and

w = (^)oCsina*̂-̂ |^^^y"^)sin[k(xcosa + zsina) + at]
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■f ^(HH) orCslna-'?9h2kXA±y:.b]sin[2k(xcosa + zsina) + 2ccl .2 \ sinliTkh
EQ. (B.9)

RlRid Body Rotation

The vessel is treated as a rigid body free to rotate 
about its center of gravity. This system requires six 
degrees of freedom to define the vessels position in space. 
The six coordinates may be further defined as three being 
displacements of the center of gravity relative to a sta
tionary coordinate system, and three rotations in a moving 
coordinate system rigidly attached to the vessel as shown in 
Figure B,2.

Z

X

Figure B.2: Six degree of freedom coordinate system.
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The angular velocities and accelerations associated 
with the roll (9), pitch (y^)» and yaw (0) are to be derived 
by first deriving a general rotation matrix. First rotate z- 
axis counterclockwise on a unit circle as shown in Figure B.3.

Figure B.3* Rotation around the z-axis.

The transformation matrix for this rotation is

 ̂c o s - s i n / *  0 
sin ̂  cos 0
0 0 1

Second, revolve the unit circle counterclockwise through an 
angle 9 around the x-axis as in Figure B.4.

EQ. (B.IO)
\
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z -e-

Figure B.4i Rotation around the x-axis.

The transformation matrix is easily seen to be

0080
-sin0

sine
COS0

y
EQ. (B.ll)

Finally, rotate the unit circle in the xy plane counterclock

wise thru an angle 0 as in Figure B.5. The transformation 

matrix is

/ COS0 0 -sin0

0 1 0  

\sin0 0 COS0 EQ. (B.12)
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X

Figure B.5i Rotation around the y-axis.

The complete transformation to define the position in apace 

of a point on a rigid body relative to its original position 

in the xyz system is given as the product of the individual 

rotation matrices 

\ = Xf Ip ; EQ, (B.13)

whereasI the transpose ^  will give the position relative to 

the XYZ stationary system. The elements of the resulting 

matrix are the direction cosines of a position vector to a 

point and the original coordinate axes. This development
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results in the following elementsi

» cos0cos^ + sin0sin0sin/' ,

X,2. • cos0sin}^ - sin0sln0cos/',

X/3 » sin0cos© ,

Xa, »  - c o s 0 s i n ^ \

Xzi ■ c o s0 c o ss^  ,

X 3̂ = sin0 ^

Xs( = -sin0co8^+ cos0sin0sin/' ,

Xaz. » -sin0siny'- cos0sin0cosç^ ,

X2 3  » COS0COS0 .

One should note that all coordinates of the vessel relative 

to the rotating axis system remain constant1 however, when 

the restoring forces of the mooring system are to be derived, 

the displacements relative to the stationary X Y Z  system 

will be needed. These displacements lAilch will Include the 

displacement due to rotation may be written now for use 

later as

X * X̂ j ^2./ Yji ^ ^3/ Zg , EQ. (B.14)

Y “ + ^22 Yjj ■*“ 3̂2. * EQ. (B.15)

^ *c * ^h + ^33 ' EQ. (B.16)
The components of angular velocities In the x, y, and z
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Dlirectlons (of rotating system) due to each of the rotations 
may be chosen directly from the rotation matrix. The com
ponents of these angular displacements %rlth respect to X Y Z 
are*

010 EQ. (B.17)

which reduces to
^-^In0cos9 9COS0
/sin© + 0

y /COS0COS© ©sln0

0
+ 0

0
EQ. (B.18)

Ojj ■ -/8ln0cos© + ©CO80

Oy - fsln© + 0

which may be written In the classical form known as the Euler 
angles t

(roll) , EQ. (B.19a)

(yaw) , EQ. (B.19b)

* ^co80co8© + ©sln0 (pitch) . EQ. (B.19c)

The angular velocities along the rotating axes (x,y,z) 
are determined by the simple division of a  t or

®x " -y^^^0cos@ + ©COS0 » EQ. (B.20)

EQ. (B.21)

EQ. (B.22)

Oy * /sin© + 0 ,

Og ■ /cos0cos© + 6sln0 .

By taking derivatives with respect to time the angular 
accelerations are formed to be as follows*
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» - ÿ^sin0cos6 - J^0cos0cos0
# •+ i^ésin0sine + 0cos0 • 60sin0 » EQ. (B.23)

Oy » 9̂ + Ç'ècosQ + ^ , EQ. (B.24)

Og « #cos0cos8 - V^0sin0cos0 - ^ècos0sin0
+ 08ln0 + 00COS0 . EQ. (B.25)

It is emphasized that roll, yaw, and pitch are not de
fined as 0, 0, and except in the most simplified case 
case where

o^ = 0 when = 0 « 0 ,

®y =» 0 when 0 = ^  » 0 ,

a » when 0 = 0 = 0 .

This is a condition that must be satisfied. However, 
the Euler angles 0 , 0  and are defined as dependent varia
bles in the equations of motion rather than a^t Oy, and ô »

The angular displacements are calculated directly from the 
solution by integration.
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fiqwtiLwifi, ..fttJIttkoB
Th* six scalar equatisms of action based os Nevton*s 

Second Law are now written in their most general fora#
MC - 2 Forces^ , EQ. (B.26)

MY - 2 ForceSy , EQ. (B.27)

M2 - 2 Forces^ • EQ. (B.28)

K  - + cfyHg “ 2 Moments^ , EQ. (B.29)

Hÿ - + (T̂ Ĥ  - 2 MoaentSy , EQ. (B.30)

K  " ^ Moments^ , EQ. (B.31)

where

«X ^XX <̂ x ^xy S " ^xz EQ. (B.29a)

"y "*^xy + lyy ^y- ^yz EQ. (B.30a)

«Z "*xz ^yz 4  + Izz ^Z • EQ. (B.31a)

and» 1 «X - :xx - :xy4" h z h EQ. (B.29b). fHy-Ixy ?x + lyyÿy- EQ. (B.30b)

K ■*̂xz «X • EQ. (B.31b)
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â
C.G.

W W

Figure B.G: Top view of superstructure.
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Bofore going furLhei', i:he theory will be somewhat 

clnrified if a plan is given For dividing the vessel in to 
segments which are numbered. Tliis plan is shown in Figure 
B.6. Faeh of the horizontal members are subdivided s^metri- 

rally a1)oui: its respective column. The dashed columns are 
fietitinus (columns with zero diameter) and serve only as 
a eonvenicnt computational scheme. The dashed lines depict 
relatively small diameter members which are not included in 

this analysis. A typical hxrll-column segment is shown in 
Figure B.7.

calm water 
level

z

Figure B.7: Typical hull-column segment.
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Ttic iTiteraction between the sea and the vessel involves 
thr' concepts of added mass and drag. In fluid dynamic systems 
whore forms accelerate relative to the fluid, it is well 

founded that there will a force exerted on the form pro
portional to the relative acceleration. The concept of drag 
forces proportional to the relative velocity squared are 
even more familiar.

The relative acceleration of the added mass in an 

arbitrary direction ^  is formed by the following component 
parts :

H  = Acceleration of the moving origin with respect 
to the stationary axis system.

(5xaç)̂ - Tangential acceleration of a point P fixed in 
space within the rotating system xyz.

5x(dxç)^ - Normal acceleration of a point P similarly fixed 

in the rotating system,

= Acceleration of the water particles integrated 
over the moving surface.

It will be best if all components of the relative tangential 
and normal accelerations arc defined now. By definition 
tangential acceleration is given by the cross-product in 
matrix form

/ i j k \

( W  = a CT a x y z
EQ. (B.32)
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whose components are

» (zcfy - ya^)i , EQ. (B.33)

(5.,)^. ( x a , - . a V J  . EQ. (B.34)

» (rB^ - x3y)k . EQ. (b .35)

Whereast the components of normal acceleration may be obtained 
from the definition

i j k \

ôx(axç) = I *x °y *z

[%*y-yôzl Cxô^-ziô^] I

EQ. (B.36)
which yields

[ox^x#)]^ = -X*y)- EQ. (B.37)

[èx^x$)]y = -ydz )- *x(y*x"X*y) ' EQ. (B.38)

[B*(oxS)]_ = â„(xô -ZÔ )- Ô (zc -yô ) , EQ. (B.39)

where %  # ôy, and 6̂  are given by Equations (B.20), (B.21),

(B.22) and c^,cy, and %  are defined by Equations (B.23), 
(B.24), and (B.25) respectively.
Relative Acceleration of Added Mass in z Direction

For motion in the x and z directions the hull-column 
sections are treated separately. Further, since the hull 
motion does not produce a change in the displaced volume 
(being fully submerged at all times), for added mass and 
drag considerations only motion in a direction normal to
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its longitudinal axis will be included. The motion of a 
column whose submergence varies with time must include the 
affect of a continuous change in bouyancy due to the wave 

form and vertical displacement.
For accelerated motion normal to a hull's longitudinal 

axis, note from Figure B.6 that only numbers 1 thru 16 are 

considered for the z direction. These will be given the 
subscript m. Thus, the relative acceleration of the added 

mass integrated over the hull length may be written as

•' 2 4 m  J  ^7 4 m  ? 4 m

-Zc"x- V z )

which simplifies to

V = Z + y, (ct +CT à ) - X (a -d d ) - z (d^+d®) nz h X y z c y x z  c x y

+{1 )(HH) (ÿ) tana
i-hm  ̂ ^ sinhkh

times ^cos[k(x^+ 2i^^)co8a + Icz^sina + at]
-cos[k(x^- lL^)cosa + kz^sina + at]j
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times ^cos[2k(x^+ ^Lhm)cosa + Zkz^slna + 2at]

-cos[2k(x^- il^)cosa + 2kz^sina + 2at]j » EQ. (B.4&)

The force exerted by the relative acceleration of the added
mass of a hull section moving in the z direction is

,3
F = - C P — hm L V, ,hza m^ 4 m  hzm EQ. (B.41)

where Cj^is an empirical added mass coefficient. Note that 

this term is negative which indicates that the force is ap
plied as a damping term.

The force exerted on a column by the relative accelerati<5n 
of the column's added mass is derived in a similar manner 

with the exception that provision must be made to obtain the 
instantaneous wetted length of the column corrected for the 

effects roll, pitch, yaw, vertical displacement and a time- 
varying wave height against the column. The wetted length of 
the column in calm water, as seen from Figure B.7 is

Lç = ^"^h" "Ẑ ĥ * EQ. (B.42)
where y^ is a negative coordinate. The effect of roll and 
pitch can be treated separately and superimposed only for 
small angles. For larger angles, one must return to the 

results of the rotation matrix. However, this is convenient 
since the position of the wave form is relative to the sta
tionary oyafeMt of «MS* Una tmapose of the rotation matrix 
X  gave the mew poaitiom of a hnll-ooluma intersection relative 
to a set of atationary axes due to body rotations. Using these
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relations, the instantaneous change in wetted length of a 
column is

AW, . (B.43)

where the argument of is given by Equations (B. 2).
Since the constants associated with the added mass 
of a column and the drag (to be discussed) are based on the 
wetted length in a calm sea. Equation (B.43) must be used as 
part of an exposure factor which is defined as

S(t) - 1 - Y +/lyh -
'’- V

EQ. (B.44)
The above exposure factor is the proportion of instantaneous 
wetted length of a column to wetted length in a calm sea.

The relative acceleration of a column's added mass in 
the z direction is similar to that of a hull except the in
tegration must be over the wetted length of the column. This 
term can be written as

V c z  -  Z  -  x « 6y  +  I

lb
/ :
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v/hi.cli reduces to

V ! Z - X (Ô -a a ) - z  (a^+a^) cz c y X z c x y
+ i (y + -d + b)(a + O' 'J )2 h 2 h X y z

+ (----------)(Illi)crC—SiSflL- sinfkCx cosa + z sina) + crt]y + id -b k sinhkh c ch 7 h
times [sinhk(h+y^^ + ^.d^-b) - sinhkh]

+ (-)(----^ ---- )(2B)aC-~^9— sin[2k(x cosa + z sina) + 2ot]2 + ^d^-b k srnhTkh c c

times [s inh2k ( h+y^ + b ) - s inh 2. kh] , EQ. ( B. A 5 )

The force exerted by the relative acceleration of the column's 
added mass may now be written as

^cza ' -SCt)C„,(2|^)(b-yj,- 9^, . EQ. (B.«)

Relative Acceleration of Added Mass in X Direction
The derivation of relative acceleration in the x direction 

is very similar to that for z, except 1) the components of 
tangential and normal acceleration must be in the x direction 
given by Equations (B,34) and (B.38), 2) the integrations over 
the hull lengths must be carried out with respect to z since 
the hulls No. 17 through No. 24 (these hulls will be sub
scripted with an n) lie parallel to the z axis, and 3) com
ponents of water particle acceleration must be given in the 
•\ direction as defined by Equation (B.7). With these ex

ceptions the relative acceleration of tiie hull forms in the 
X direction is written directly,
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^ + r I ZG dz + j (y d - x d ) - x'hx " •'̂ ~ T I u z  T  u  vy a  - x o ; - x d®^  ̂ ^hnl y y h x  c}^ c z
z - iïC 2 hn

'̂ c “*■ zSin 
+ 7̂  I [zG G - û(x ,y ,z)]dz

1-1 . ■  y  y  n n -*

f
"hn f ^ ^ e n

^c” i h m
which reduces Co 

Vhx " ^ - *y*x^ + ''

+ ( 1 )(nB )(2C )cota522E < n^ X b)
sinhkh

cimes (eosTkx eosa + k(z + I l  )siria + kacl \ G e 2 lin -’
-eos[2kx^eosa + 2k(z^- "2h^)sina + 2katjj

■H 3( 1 )( ü H ) )coCa2°sh2kXh4%h.b.)
Z A Zk sinhnch

cimes ^cos[2kx^cosa + 2k(z^ + ^l^^)sina + 2katl

-cos[2kx^eosa + 2k(z^ - -2Lj^)sina + 2kat]j •

EQ. (B.47)
The force exerCed by the hull's added mass for motion in the 
X direction is

'  E Q .  ( B . 4 8 )

Similarly, the relative acceleration of a column's 
added mass in the x direction may be written as
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h T h
'  v K

V  K  •' yh+ K
which reduces to

Vex = X + + “x*z^ ' ’‘ĉ '*y + “P  + ÿ ^ h  + K  + ‘>X“x*y"4)

+(--- i-’j— )(j^)"-̂ ^ " sln[k(XgCosa + z sina) + at]b-y^- k\ sinhkh ^ ^

times [sinhk(h+y^+ Id^-b) - sinhkh]

times [sinh2k(h+y^+ ̂ d^-b) - sinhZkh] . EQ. (3.49)

The force exerted on the column due to the above relative 
acceleration of the column's added mass corrected for the 
instantaneous wetted length may be written as

fcxa ' -SV)C„(n^)(b-y^- . EQ. (B.50)

Relative Acceleration of Added Mass in v Direction
For motion in the vertical direction, the added mass of 

all hull forms (No. 1 through No. 24) must be considered. The 
The relative acceleration of a hull's added mass in the vertical

direction is derived by the method used in the x and z direc
tions. This term is written as
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'c‘ & 4 m
iZ-+ iLi.

■/
+ ^cn^’z - ï ^ l  v(x^»yh»z)]dz ,

J Ẑc" Ŷ -'hn
which upon incegration over the appropriate lengths of the 
hull forms reduces to

V = 5  • «  •

times ^sin[k(Xç,+ -^L^)cosa + kz^sina + at]

-sin[k(x^- kz^sina + at]j

+ :3(_J:_)(lltl): ( a C _ ) ± 1^2]̂ h±m:b)
2 L];jju \ Zkcosa sinh kh

times ^sin[2k(xç,+ iLj^)cosa + 2kz^sina + 2at]

-sin[2k(x^“ ^L^)cosa + 2kz^sina + 2at]j

j^( 1 ^^TTlI^^a C  ^s i n h k ( h f y h - b )  
i--hn ksina sinh kh

times ^sin[kXgCOsa + k(z^,+ .iLj^)sina + at]

-sin[kx^cos% + k(z^- -iLj^)sina + at]j

jl1(-1-)(IIH)%JZC.....) sinh2k.(h+yh-b)
2 X 2ksina sinh^kh

times  ̂sin[2kx^,cosa +2k(z^ + ^Lj^)sina + 2at]

-sin[2kx^cosa + 2k(z^- iLj^)sina + 2at]j *
EQ. (B.51)
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where l o m <  16, and 17 <n < 24. The force related to 
Equation (B.51) is simplified to read

V a  ■ ' BQ. (B.52)
This completes the derivation of forces associated with the 
relative accelerations of added masses due to the vessel's 
motion. It is to be emphasized that the acceleration terms
1) translation, 2) tangential, and 3) normal are with respect 
to the motions perpendicular to a longitudinal axis, neglecting 
those terms perpendicular to the transverse axes which are 
considered very small relative to the terms just derived.
In addition, the "Coriolis" terms \diich would consider the 
acceleration an a rotating path is considered relatively small; 
they too are excluded.
PrflR J0CSÆ9 Dwe t? Mation

The second type of force due to interaction of vessel 
and sea that is considered in this analysis is the familiar 
term called "drag force" given by

Fd » - . EQ. (B.53)

Many authors refer to Equation (B.53) as "dynamic damping" 
or "square-law damping". The symbol Â represents the pro
jected area normal to the direction of motion. The V s  are 
defined as the velocity of the surrounding fluid relative to 
cylindrical form moving in a direction normal to its longi
tudinal axis. The components of relative velocities of a 
hull and column moving in the three coordinate directions
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will be derived in much the same way as the derivations of 
the relative accelerations# In general, the relative velocity 
is written as ^

= f + (éxç)j - j ^ d ?  , EQ. (B.54)

where the components of the cross-product (ox?) are chosen 
from the definition

(ctx?) EQ. (B.55)

\x y z j
The terms incorporated into Equation (B.54) involve :
1) 4*= velocity of a hull or column with respect to the sta

tionary coordinate system XYZ,
2) (5xÇ)ç. “ the velocity component due to rotation of a rigid 

body,
3) j^^df = the velocity component of the water particles 

integrated over the appropriate surface and direction.
Relative Velocity in Z Direction

The relative velocity of a column in the z direction may
be expressed by substituting the corresponding terms in Equa
tion (B,54), ^

%  + K
which after integration becomes
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z - -\,Ôy + 2<J'h + î^h +

— (--- ^ ■■ ■ ) c o s [k ( X c os a + z sina) + at]b-ŷ .-  ̂ kstnhkh c <=

times [sinlik(h+y|^T ^à^-b) - sinhkh]

~ 4 - b-yi]

times [sinh2k(h+y^^+ - sinhZkh] . EQ. (B.56)

The drag force on a coluiiui moving in the z direction corrected 
for the instantaneous wetted length according to Equation 
(B.53) is

'ozd ' - iSCt) Cj,d̂ ,(b-5V  . eQ. (B.37)

Likewise, the relative velocity of those hulls positioned 
perpendicular to the z direction (Nos. 1 - 1 6  and subscripted 
in) may be written as

‘̂c'*' 7^hm
'•hz ' ^ + )'h°x - Ihn,J  [%*y + w(x,yh,2^)]dx ,-'hm

X - lic iSorn
and after integration becomes

- x̂ d̂ , + ( n H ) ( ^ ) , a n ayos|kVjVtgh-b)

times ^sin[k(x^ + + kz^slna + at]

-sin[k(x^ - YL^)cosa + kz^sina + at]j

+ 3(HH)= (_c---)^ana-^o£^^L(h+^:.b)
''i \ 2L^k sinh/kh
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tlniey ^sin[2k(x^ + -iLj^)cosa + 2kz^sina + 2&c]

-sin[2k(x^ - + 2kz^sina + 2at]j,
EQ. (3.58)

The drag force on a hull whose longitudinal axis is normal 
to the z direction may be written as

fhzd ' - i'^Co^.VhzFhzl • EQ. (B.59)

Relative Velocity in x Direction
The derivation of relative velocity in the x direction 

is identical in the method after choosing the correct terms. 
For column motion

b

T h

which is evaluated as

^cx = X + ^o®y - î yti + b +

times [sinhk(h+y^+ ^dj^-b) - sinhkh]

_J(_---1. (§r^T%rf--)cos[2k(x cosa + z sina) + 2ot]4 b-ŷ -̂ d̂|.j  ̂ ~ 2ksinh/kh ^

Limes [sinh2k(h+y^+ ^d^-b) - sinh2kh] . EQ. (B.60)

The drag force corresponding to this motion is

hxd ' - is(t)çCpd^(b-y,^- tdh)V,^|\^|. EQ. (B.61)
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times |sin[2k(x^ + iLj^)cosa + Zkz^sina + 2crt]

-sin[2k(x^ - + Zkz^sina + 2at]j,
EQ. (3.58)

The drag force on a hull whose longitudinal axis is normal 
to the z direction may be written as

\ z d  = - . EQ. (B.39)

Relative Velocity in x Direction
The derivation of relative velocity in the x direction

is identical in the method after choosing the correct terms.
For column motion

b

which is evaluated as

Vex = X + ^c^y " ?(yh + b + ldj,)dz

times [sinhk(h+y^+ ̂ d^-b) - sinhkh]

 ̂r r )(̂ ) ^ (5 / ° 44, - )cos[2k(x cosa + z sina) + 2at]4 b-y|̂ - d̂j,̂   ̂ - 2ksinh*kh  ̂ ^

Limes [sinh2k(h+y^+ ^d^-b) - sinhZkh] . EQ. (B.60)

Tlie drag force corresponding to this motion is

foxd ' - ÿ(t)SCgd^(b-y,^. K^^cxl^cxl- EQ. (B.61)
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The relative vclod ty of those hull forms which lie normal 
to the X direction (No's. 17 - 24 and subscripted with an n) 
may bo wri tton as

/ i^hn
\ x  - ^ I [zcy - u(x^,yj^,z)]d2

""c" i S m
which is integrated to give 

‘ ^ - >h^z + =c°y

times IsinTkx cosa + k(z + iL, )sina + ot")\ c c l  hn
-sin[kx^cosa + k(z^- ^Lj^)sina + at]j

times |sin[2kx^cosa + 2k(z^+ iLj^^)sina + 2ot]

-sin[2kx^cosa + 2k(z^- lLp^^)sina + 2ot]j .
EQ. (B.62)

Whereas, the drag force on the hull is

ĥxd. " " i^Vh^hn'^hxr^Iixl ' EQ. (B.63)
Relative Velocity in v Direction

As in deriving the relative acceleration in the y direc
tion, all of the hull forms must be included. Again, those

hulls positioned parallel to the x-axis will be subscripted
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with ail ra, and those parallel to the z-axis will be sub
scripted with an n. The relative velocity in ttie vertical 
direction is given as

^c ’ 2'"hm/»^o+ i sJ ^c' 2^hm

i^hn
+  ( = ' o ° z > n  -  I  [ z ' ) %  +  v C X ( , , y j j , z ) ] d z

^o- i v
which is evaluated as 

V  ^ + %c°z - ^o‘»x

_(nH)( C )slnhk(h+yh-b)
X kLĵ ĉoso, sinhkh

times fcosFkCx + il, )cosa + kz sina + atl V  ̂ c lim c -*
-cos[k(x^- ^L^)cosa + kz^sina + at]j

—  r C \,sinh2k(h+vh-b)
/| X 2kLĵ ^̂ cosa' sinh^kh

times ^cos[2k(x2+ + 2kz^sina + 2ct]

-cos[2k(%2- + 2kz^sina + 2at]j

C \sinhk(h+yh-b)
À k-L^sina sinhkh

times ^cos[kx^cosa + k(z^,+ ■̂ L].ŷ )sina + at]
-cos[kXç,cosa + k(z^- ^L^)sina + at]j
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( C \ s lnh2k ( h+Yh-b)
4 X ZkL|^sina sinh^kh

Cimos ^cos[2kx^cosa + 2k(z^+ ■jL^)sina + 2at]

- cos[2kx^cosa + 2k(z^- ^Lj^)sina + 2at]j ,

EQ. (B.64)
This result is used to determine the component of drag force
on a hull moving in the vertical direction as

^hyd " " 7^^D"^hSi\y phyl . EQ. (B.65)

End Effect Due to Oblique Flow

The third type of force due to interaction concerns the 
force applied to certain hull forms that are discontinuous; 
i.e., those hull segments that form the ends (fore and aft) 
of the vessel. Observing Figure B.6 , it is seen that these 
forces will be limited to hull No's. 1, 2» 3, 6 , 11, 14, 15, 
and 16. Consider a hull whose longitudinal axis lies parallel 
to the X direction which is moving at an angle of incidence 
to a unifox-m stream as shown in Figure B.8 . It has been 
verified that the fore and aft ends experience a lateral 
differential force per unit length given by

dF - ^^V^sin2adS , EQ. (B.66)

where S is the area of a general cross-section. This equa
tion can be rearranged to read 
dF = ^dSVsinaVcosa 5 

and integrated from the beginning of each section (where S = 
Trdĵ /4) to the end (where S = 0). This result is
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it is observed that or + is analogous to -Vsiaa and 
+Vc3ç corresponds to +Vcosa in Equation (B.67). Therefore the 
forces exerted on the ends due to oblique flow may be written
as

■ ' w V i '  ‘ ■

0 , j « 1,2,3,6,11,14,15,16 ,
■^^hy/cxj» J “ 11,14,15,16 EQ. (B.68)

and

F. . - W e x j -  j
'hzo ■ 0 • J “ 1.2.3,6,11,14,15,16 .

I “ 11,14,15,16 EQ. (B.69)

Force Perturbations Due to J^os-uniform Pressure
In Appendix A, Bernoulli's equation was derived in terms 

of pressure. Omitting the hydrostatic pressure this relation 
is rewritten as

I  “ É  + v '  + » ’ ) • a ) .  (B.70)

To use Equation (B.70) effectively the requited substitutions 
for ̂ /̂s>t and the velocities must be made and then reduced 
to an integrable form of pressure gradients ratAer than 
pressure. When the pressure is caused by velocities and 
accelerations in the fluid the resulting force is the pressure 
integrated over a surface i or by the Divergence theorem, 
pressure gradient integrated over a volume which will be the 
approach taken here.
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Differentiating 5  * Equation (A./^V) gives

^  « aC (T ^)co8t^^Cxcoa x + zsinx) + at)at ainhkh
+ .2 2 ^  r lcos2[k(xco*K + zsin^) + atQ )

EQ. (B.72a)
squaring the velocity terms and abreviating by letting

ccshl ■ eoshk(h+y-b) , 
cosh2 " cosh2k(h+y-b), etc.

and
B1 « k(xcosa + zsinq) + at ,
B2 « k(xcosa + zsina) + at, etc. 

leads to
'** “ (*9^585*)”cosh* 1 cos*Blsiniucn

+ 3 ( a ^ ^ & )  (n&2^gg)ooshleosh2cosBlcosB2

+ i (MlOteggg)»cosh»2eos*B2 , EQ. (B.72b)4 X sinh^kh

+2(̂ ;{$^PK)(^^^^;^)9i*hlsinh28inBlsinB2 

+ |(2â2^^)®8inh»2sin»B2 , EQ. (B.72c)

W» . (gg " '

 ̂ )coshlcosh2co8BlcosB2
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+ )co«h^2cos»B2 . BQ. (B.72d)

Substituting Equations (B.73a, B.73b, B.73c and B*73d) into 
Equation (B.720 reads

2 §*)» + (âS^aisa)*leosh»leos*Blsinbkh sinhkh

times co8hlco8h2eo8BlecsB2

* (_a%-_)*sinh*lsin*Bl sinbkh

cosh*2cos'B2

+ EQ. (B.72e)

By making use of the identity 
coB®f + sin®f = 1 

and letting the constants in front of each term become a 
single constant. Equation (B.72e) simplifies to 

P « A^eoshlcosBl + A2eosh2eosB2

-A^(eosh*lcos®Bl + sinh*lsin*Bl)

"Aq(cosh*lco8*B2 + sinh®2sln®B2)
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-Ag( eeshlooshZeosBleosBZ

+ slnhltiahZsinBlsiiiBZ) . BQ. (B.72f)
Again using the identities 

sin'Bl ■ l-eos*Bl  ̂

sin'BZ “ l-cos*B2 ,
Equation (B.72f) is replaced by 

P * A^coshlcosBl + AgOOshZcosBZ

-AgCcosh'lcos^Bl + sinh^l - sinh^lcos’Bl)

-A^(eosh*2tos*B2 + sinh^2 - sinh"2cos"B2)

-Ag(coshlcosh2cosBlcosB2 + sinhlsinhZsinBlsinBZ) ,
EQ. (B.72g)

which by utilizing the relation 
eosh®f - sinh*f » 1 , 

reduces to
F = A^coshlcosBl + AgOoshZcosBZ

-AgCcosSBl + sinh=l) - A^(cos*B2 + sinh»B2)

-Ag( coshlcoshZcosBlcosBZ + sinhlsinh2sinBlsinB2) ,

EQ. ( B.72h)
Further use of the identities 

cos*f « i + ̂ o s 2 f ,

sinh®f“ ̂  eoshZf- -i 5 

Equation (B.72h) transforms to
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P « À^eoshlcosBl + A2eosh2eosB2

- <|a^(co8B2 + co8h2)

- ^4^(eosB4 + cosh4)

• A^(eo8hlco8h2cosBlcosB2 + 8inhl8inh28inBlsinB2) *

EQ. (B,72i)
Woricing vLth only the coefficient of A^ and using the hyper
bolic identities

cosh2 • 1 + 2sinh®l î 
sinh2 " 2sinhIeo8hl, 

this tern becomes
coef(Ag) « coshl(l 4- 2 sinhUl)cosBlcosB2

4'2sinh^lcoshlsinBlsinfi2 , EQ* (B.72J)
idiich is rearranged to read 

ooef(Ag) a* coshlcosBleosB2
+2sinh*lcoshl(cosBlcosB2 + sinBlsinB2) •

EQ. (B,72k)
The factor in the second term corresponds to the cosine 
double angle formula

cos(f - ̂  ) * cosfcosf + sinfsinf' ,
«here

f - ̂  « B1-B2 - -B1 ,
idiidh for the cosine the entire factor reduces to Just cosBl 
\diich gives
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coef(Ag) ■* co8hlcosBleo8B2 + 28lnh*leo8hlco8Bl .
EQ. (B.721)

Now replacing co8B2 by its equivalent l-28ln'Bl the coef
ficient Is In the form

coef(Ag) = coshlcosBl - 2co8hleo8Blsln^Bl
+ 28lnh°BlcoshlcosBl  ̂ EQ. (B.72m)

which Is a desirable form for differentiation and integration. 
Substituting coef(Ag) back Into Equation (B.721) and letting 
the factor 1/2 become part of Ag and A^, the final form of 
Bernoulli's equation for pressure Is

P » Â  co8hk(h+y-b)cos[k(xcosa + zslna) + at]
+Ag cosh2k(h+y-b)cos2[k(xcoaa + zslna) + at] 
-AgCos2[k(xcosa + zslna) + at]
-AgCosh2k(h+y-b)

-AgCosh2k(h+y-b)

-A^cos4[k(xcosa + zslna) + at]

-A^cosh4k(h+y-b)

-AgCoshk(h+y-b)cos[k(xcosa + zslna) + at]
+2AgCoshk(h+y-b)sin [k(xcosa + zslna) + at] 
times cos[k(xcosa + zslna) + at]
-2Ag slnh k(h4y-b)coshk(h+y-b)
times cos[k(xoosa + zslna) + at] » EQ, (B,73)

where the coefficients are given as

*2 - <»•” >
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S  ' • «5. (B.76)

\  • B)' <*•” >

4  • B3*

The desired pressure gradiemts are found readily by differ
entiating as follows ;

0^ " -(A^ + Ag)kcosacosbk(h4y-b)sin[k(xoosa + zsino) + at]

- 2A2kcosaoosh2k(h+y- b ) sin2[k(xco#a + zsina) + at] 
+2A3kcosasin2[k(xcosa + zsina) + at] 
44A^kcosasin4[k(xoosa + zsina) + at]

+6Agkoosaoosbk(h+y-b)cos^[k(xcosa + zsina) + at]

tines sin[k(xcosa + zsina) + at]
+2Agkcosasinh*k(h4y- b ) costak(h4y- b )

times sin[k(xeosa + zsina) + at] # EQ. (B.79)

^  " (A^ + Ag)ksinhk(h+y-b)cos[k(xoosa + zsina) + at] 

+2A2ksinh2k(h4y"b)cos2[k(xcosa + zsina) 4 at]

- 2Agkslnh2k(h4y- b )

-4A^ksinh4k(h4y- b )

42Agksinhk(h4y-b)siif [k(%eosa 4 zsina) 4 at]

times co@[k(xcosa 4 zsina) 4 at] 
-6AjSinhk(h4y-b)coeh*k(h4y-b)COôQ<0<Cosft;+2s/A^oO+a-tJ^

EQ. (B.80)
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^  « --(A^ + Ag)kaimaco8hk(h+yb)sim[k(xcosa + zsina) + at]

- ZAgksinaooshZkCh+y- b ) sim2[k( xcosa + zsina) + at]

+2Agksinasin2[k(xco«a + zsina) + at]

•+4A^k8inasin4[lc(xcosa + zsina) + at]

+6Agksinacoshk(h4y- b ) cos '[k( xcosa + zsina) + at]

times sin[k(xcosa + zsina) <f at]
+2AgksinasinÉk(h4y- b )coshk(h4y- b )

times sin[k(xcosa + zsina) + at] • EQ. (B.8l)

Integrating the above pressure gradients over appro
priate volumes leads to the following forces due to pressurei

_ J -(A^+A^)cosa[sinhkh-sinhk(h4%'l^d^-b)]

times sinB^(t)

- A2COso[ sinbZkh- sinh2k(h+y^ + ̂ d^-b)] 

times sinBgiCt)

+2A3<b-yjj- Id^)kcosasinB22(t)

+4A3(b-7jj- ^)kcosasinB^j^(t)

+6AgCOsa[ sinhkh" sinhk(h4y^+ ̂ d^-b)] 

times cos^B^Ct) S//v Cf )

+ ̂  AgCOsa[sinh*kh-sinh*k(h+yjj+ ̂ d^-b)]sihBi(t^i

EQ. (B.82)
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2 f
^hxp " " Ag)cotaco8hk(h+y^^-b)[cosB^(t)-co8Bg(t)]

"h&2Cotaco8h2k(h4y^- b ) [ cosBg^ (t)- cosBggC t)] 

-AgCOta[co8B24(t)-co8B25(c)]
- A^cota[co8B^( t )- cosB^g( t ) ]

- 2A5COtaco8hk(h+yjj-b ) [eo8 *B^( t )-C08 ̂BjC t ) ]

- 2AgCot&8imh'k(h+y^- b )eo8hk(li4yj^- b)

tlaes [oo8B^(t)"C08Bg(t)]^ . EQ. (B.83)

^yp “ ^ypi ^yp2 ^yp3 *

*' V  i't •' ĥ'*’ 2<% % ■  ÿl»

EQ. (B.84)J 8inhk(hty^-b)[8imB2(t)-slnB^Ct)]

+  - | 2 - . 8 i n h 2 k ( l i 4 y j j - b ) C s l i i B 2 2 ( t : ) - « i n B 2 3 ( t ) ]

-  ^sg^'WiZkChty^.b) 

■ # ^ '*»Wk(h4yh-b)

+ ̂  -j^8inhk(h-yjj-b)[8in*B2(t)-8i«*B3(t)]
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+2Agk8tma(b-y^- ^^)slnB2^(t)

■*4A^k8tm(b-yj^- ^)siiiB^^(t)

+6Ag9ima[ sint^th- sinhk(h4y^+ •Jdjj-b)]cos®Bj(t)sinBj^(t)

+ ^8lna[aliih® kh-sti!li^k(h4yjj+ ÿ ^ -b )]8 ia B ^ (t^ )

EQ. (B.88)
®̂ hap “ ‘ j^(A^+Ag)taaace8hk(h+y^-b)[co8B2(t)-eo8Bg(t)] 

+A2t&naoo8h2k(h+y^- b )[co8B22( t )- co8B2g( t ) ]

• A2taaa[ co8B22( t )- co8B2^( ti )] 

-Aqtaaa[co8B^2(c)-co8B^g(t)]

-^gtamaco8bk(h+y^- b ) [cos 'B^C t )- co8 *Bg( t ) ]
-3
- 2Agtana8lnh^k(h+y^- b ) coshk(h+y-b) 
tinea [cosB2(t)-eosB2(t)]|,

where
B^(t) * k(XgC08a + z^alna) + at ,

B2^(t) ■ 2B^(t))
B^l(t) ■ 4B^(t) )
B2(t) » k(Xg+ ■^L^)eosa + kz^aina + at ,

®22^^^ * 2B2(t) 3

EQ. (B.&9)

EQ. (B. 90)

EQ. (B.91)

EQ. (B.92)
EQ. (B.93)

EQ. (B.94)
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B3<t) ■ k(xg- ^l^)co8a + kZgSime + ot , EQ. (B.95)

BjjCt) - ZBgCt) , BQ. (B.96)

B*(t) « kXgCOsa + k(zg+ ÿ^)sina + ot $ EQ. (B.97)

* 2B^(t) , EQ. (B.98)

B„(t) " 4B^(t) 9 EQ. (B.99)

BjCt) * * k(Zg- •ĵ L̂ )sina + ot ^ EQ. (B.lOO)

- 2Bg(t) , BQ. (B.lOl)

®45<«=> * 4Bg(t) . EQ. (Ba02)

Once again, the integrations over the column length was as if
it were in a calm sea. The force pertarbatlone on the colcnme 
will be corrected for the instantaneoae wetted length by the 
exposure factor s(t) in the equations of aotitm.
Forces Due to Change in Momentum

The time-varying wetted length of a column eith accom
panying motion produces a rate of change in momentum*

F «  ^ ( m V )  ,

or

F - V ^ + m ^  , 

but, the second terra is the linear acceleration which has been
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accounted for already. Therefore, the component forces are 

F = - V _  , EQ. (B.103)cxm cx

F = -v^ At , EQ. (B.104)cym hy dt

F = _V Ak . EQ. (B.105)czm cz dt

The instantaneous change in wetted length of a column has been 
defined by Equation (B.43). Differentiating A  with re
spect to time and multiplying by the column cross-section 
will produce the mass derivative. So, the additional forces 
exerted due to a rate of change in momentum are

Fcxm ' -’ox • EQ. (B.106)

'■oym = • EQ. (B.107)

fozm ■= -’oz ' EQ. (B.108)

- S sinB^(t)

+ 2)slnB2,(t)

- Y + cos@@Zg + (cos^cosO^- sin4̂  sinô9)x^

- (sln/cose^ + co./slnee)y^ .
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TfiJa perturbation of the hydrostatic bouyancy force due 
to simultaneous change in bou ancy with a change in the 
column wetted length is

=,^glÿ A W ^  . EQ. (B.llO)

Preliminary Summary. Equations of Motion
The theory and derivation of forces exerted thus far 

have been concerned only with the forces that arise due to 
the vessels motion when subjected to a uniform wave train*
Wind forces and the restraints of a mooring system are yet 
to be derived. At this time* the force terms (Just derived) 
are to be grouped and substituted into the equations of 
motion* (B.23 thru B.28),

Surge Equation

+*'hxj> EQ. (B.in)

Dropping the ”j" subscript for brevity the hull and column 
forces derived are superimposed to give a total force per
turbation which is summarized as

Fox " V e x  + VcxlVcxI-D96inBl(t)

-D29sinB21(t) + D39sinB41(t) + D49cos Bl(t)sinBl(t)

+D59sinBl(t)] , EQ. (B.112)

^hx = • ^ “hx'̂ hx + ° h x V F h x l  + D7(cosB4(t)-cosB5(t))

+D27(cosB24(t)-cosB25(t))-D37(cosB44(t)-cosB45(t))
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-D47(co8*B4(t)-cos*B5(t]|^D57(c08B4(t)-co8B5(t)^<^ 9

EQ. (B.113)
lAere the new paraaetera (D *s) are equated to the
conatants involved in the integrated pressure gradients.
These terns are defined ast

D9 » 2$gco8a(A^4Ag)[8inhkh-8inhk(h'*3^+ ̂ d^-b)] ,

EQ. (B.114)
D29 * ̂ ^GcoaoAgCsinhZkh-8inh2k(h+y^+ ̂ d^-b)]

-TTdJeo8ai^k(b-y^- ^d^) , EQ. (B.115)

D39 - 2irdgcoaaA^k(b-y^- , EQ. (B.116)

D49 « BTTdJeesaA^fsinhkh-sinhkCh'fy^'f j^-b)] , EQ. (B.117)

D59 - ndgooaaAgCsinh*kh-sinh^k( ^d|^-b)] , BQ. (B.118)

D7 m Z^koota(A^+Ag)oe8hk(hty^^-b) , BQ. (B.119)

D27 " ndgaota[A20oah2k(h+y^- b) - A3] , EQ. (B.120)

D37 » wdgA^eottt , EQ. (B.121)

D47 » AgCOtaeoshk(h+y;^-b) » EQ. (B.122)

D57 ■ A3eotasliih^(h47^-b)oo8hk(h4y^-b) . EQ. (B.123)

BasxsLSsmsAm

MŸ . I Fyj , BQ. (B.124)
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iriiftrei
Fy - - A  >\,yV\yV„y(\y| -[Dl(.l«B2(t)-aliiB3(t))

+D21(#imB22(t)-aimB23(t)0 - D3l 
-H)41(8ln»B2(t)-8iii*B3(t)0 
-D5l(8inB2(t).8imB3(t)9 
+D2co8Bl(t)+D22eo8B22(t)-D32 
+D428ia'Bl(t)oo8Bl"D52e08Bl(t)] S ^

-QD3( slnB4(t )•> 8inB5(t )-H)23(8liiB24(t )-8liiB25( t) ) 
-D33+D43(8ln»B4(t)-8tn*B5(t)
.D53(8lnB4(t)-8ttiB5(t)63

- V e *  ' j ■
0 , j 4 1,2,3,6,11,14,15,16 ’

+ V e x  ' j " 11.14,15,16 EQ, (B.125)

D1 " ^g(A^-A^)8Wik(h+yj^-b)/o08a , BQ, (B.126)

D21 » ^A2«iBh2k(htjrj^-b)/oo8a , EQ, (B,127)

D31 * ird^AjI|^8lnh21c(hty^»b)/e«8a

+2wd*A^X^siiüi4k(h4yj^-b)/eo8a , EQ, (B,128)

041 » g"*%4g8l%&k(h4y^-b)/oo8* , EQ, (B,129)

051 ■ 2iTdgAg008h"k(h4i^-b)8iabk(h+y^»b)/eoaa , (3,130)

02 - ̂ (A^-A5)[eoshkh-co8hk(h4yj^+ ̂ i^-b)] , EQ, (3,131)
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ird”D22 “ -2|;5j^^[co8h2kh-co*h^(h4y^+ ̂ d^-b)] » 

D32 » -^Ag[ceah&h-C0#h2k(h4gi^+ ̂ d^-b)]4
ffd*+ -^ifiA^[eo8h41ch-eo8h4k(h4y^+ Id^-b)] ,

D42 ■ TgioAg[coshkh"co8hk(h+y^+ ̂ d^#b)] , 

D52 ■ ^oAg[cosh^kh- C08h^(h4y^+ j^d^.b)] #
2

D3 ■ Dleota ,
D23 # D21eot« *
D33 ■ D3l0#t& #
S43 « SAlettta ,
D53 « SSledttt •

^ y . S i m s A m

MZ - I (F„J + F^j) ,

BQ. (B.132)

BQ. CB.133)

BQ. (B.134)

BQ. (B.135)

EQ. (B.136)
BQ. (B.137)
BQ. (B.138)
BQ. (B.139)
BQ. (B.140)

BQ. (B.141)

where I
Fez ■ {-S< « ) C A M „ V ^  +

-D48inB21(t)*»l>348iiiB41(t)4044eoa*Bl(t)8i«Bl(t) 

•HDSAstnBKt^+ç!^ Vgjg , BQ. (B.142)

Phz " + DtoVj^lVij,l-B5(eo8B2(t)-ewB3(t)0
-D25(oo8B22(t)-oo»B23(t)+D35(eo8B42(t).@#8B43(t)) 
+D45(eos*B2(t)-c08*B3(t^ f055<eo8B2(t)*ee8B3(tÿ|
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4
- W e x  • i 1

0 . J 4 1,2,3,6,11,14,15,16 ,
■ ^ W c x  • j “ 11.14.15,16

EQ. (B.143)
04 • 09tana , EQ, (B.144)
024 * 029tana , EQ, (B.145)
034 ■ 039taaa , EQ. (B.146)
044 ■ D49tana , BQ, (B.147)
054 " 059tamtt ; EQ. (B.148)
05 - 07taa®ft j BQ. (B.149)

025 " 027taa®a i BQ. (B.150)
035 « D37tan®a $ BQ. <B,151)
045 ■ D47tan'a , BQ. (B.152)
055 " D57taa*a , BQ. (B.153)

SalLHamgat
Consider the hull-column segment with a positive roll

angle e as shown in Figure B.9. The moment around the C.G. 
in roll due to the applied forces is readily seem to be 

M ( e )  -  - F y j C y j j j S i n e  +  Z g jC O s e )  +  - Z g j S i n e )

+ Fç^j(Aj«ose - ZçjSine) , BQ. (B.154)

where Xj designates the distance from the z-axis to the mid
way point of the column's wetted length. This term may be 
represented by
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- Y + Zg#io0 -

+ • BQ. (B.155)

C.G.

Figure B.9V Hull-column la large roll.
% e  total moaeat given by Equation (B.125) is to be corrected. 
The total buoyant force is equal and opposite la directiea of 
the weight of the vessel acting through the center of gravity. 
In roll and pitch the total buoyant moves to a new lime of
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action where it exerts a restoring nesieat on the vessel for 
positive stability as shown in Figure B.IO.

L-e-

Z

Figure B.IO I Restoring moment and aetacmatrie height.
The couple formed by the buoyant force in roll is

M^(e) - - «|(»!çSine , EQ. (B.156)

idiere QM^ is the transverse metaeaitrio height. For small 
angles GM̂ . is independent of 0. This numerical distance will 
be treated as a constant even though the rwiaimder of the 
analysis includes the affects of large angle rotation. Thus 
far, the total moment on the vessel around the x-axis is 
found to be

24
M(e) * 2  [ -Fyj(y^jSin0+ZgjCose) 4- Fj^^jCy^jOOsB-s^jSint)

j"l
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+ Fczj(AjC08@-ZgjSin@)] - MgGM^sind •

BQ. (B.157)

A typical hull-column segment in large pitch is shown in 
Figure B.ll. The moment due to the applied forces in pitch is 
easily shown to be

M(^) - Fyj (x^jcos^-yjjjsinj^) - Fj^^jCx^jSin.^^.+yj^jCosi^)

+ Fgxj( :yoo8 jSinf) . EQ. (B.158)

The concepts of a couple being formed due to a new line of 
action for the total buoyant force are also valid for pitching 
motion. If the angle in Figure B.IO is changed to and 
to (longitudinal metaeentric height) the correspcnding 
restoring moment in pitch is found to be

Ml<^) - - MgQML«ttt^ EQ. (B.159)

With this addition, the total mcnent developed thus far is 
determined as 

24
^  [Fyj(XcjCos/.y^jSin^ - + y^jCOs^

J-1
- Fcxjt2jOO*/+ XgjSin^)] - MgOM^sin^.

EQ. (B.160)
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CXJ

X
C.G.

Figure B« 111 Typieal hull - column with large pitch angle*

Xiiümqat
In detemtnlng the nouent in yaw* term# for the total 

force (ftsn of separate forces on hull and column) in the x 
and z directions nay be used rather than hull and column 
forces. Consider Figure B.12 uhieh depicts the forces
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exerted on a typical hull-column with a large yaw angle*

C.G.

Figure B.12* Typical hull-colinm in large yaw.
The moment around the vertical axia ia written aa

M(0) - F^^(ZçjCos0-XçjSin0) - F^j(Xgjcea0+*gjain0) •

EQ. (B.161)
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The moments defined by Equatlcms (B.129), (B.132), mad 
(B.133) are substituted into Equations (B.29), (B.30), and 
(B.31) to define the equations of motion in roll, piteh and 
yaw. These equations are as followss

'  \cy^y ’

**■ ®y^^zz^”^X2 ̂ x'^yz *̂ ŷ

- ^[-FyjCy^^jSin# + ZgjCose) + " y^jCcse)

+ F^^jCXjOOse - ZgjSine)] - MgOM^sine , EQ. (B.162)

^yy^y " ^xy^x * ^yz®z " ®x^^zz ^z“^xz^ *^yz ̂ y^

^ ^^^xx  ̂ x*^xy °V'^xz ̂ z^ ’

[F^j (Zgj 0080 - Xgj sin0) - F^ (x^ eos0 + ẑ j sin0)] ,
BQ. (B.163)

^zz*z ” ^xz^x " ^yz^y ~ ^^^^xx ̂ x'^xy ̂ y'^xz ®*̂ ẑ
+  C3^(Iyy Cfy-Ij^y <̂ x‘̂ yz ^z^

24
“ 2  “ yhj»l-’̂ <^ - Fhxj(Xoj«in/+ y^jeoB^^)

- Fgj^(AjCos(^ + Xçjsin^)] - MgGM^sin^ , EQ. (B.164) 

where

F.j ■ ^cxi * ^hxj • »)" (*•!«>

■ F c j  + ^hzj " ®5- <*•“ «>
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The equations of motion for the six degree of freedom 
rigid body system accounts for the interaction of the vessel 
and sea with the excitation of second-order waves. These 
equations do not yet include the restraining forces of a 
mooring system or applied wind loads. These effects are to 
be derived in Appendices C and D.
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MOORING SYSTEM

Vessels of this type are moored by a spread mooring 
system generally containing at least eight mooring lines and 
anchors. The mooring lines in this analysis are made of very 
heavy chain which may be idealized as a uniform heavy string 
whose shape may be described by the catenary equations.

Derivation of Catenary Equations

Consider the curve formed by an ideal perfectly flexible 
uniform string hanging freely between two points as shown in 
Figure C.l.

Figure C.l: A ideal string hanging freely between two points.

188
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The objective at this point is to derive the differential 
equation which describes the system shown in Figure C.l, 
solve and obtain a relation for the tension F in the mooring 
line.

The portion AK is in equilibrium under a horizontal 
tensim F at A, the tension F directed along the tangent 
at K, and the weight W of the arc AK. It is easy to see 
that

W - WgS,, EQ. (C.l)
dW - Wgds , EQ. (C.2)

and by dividing by dx

^  • EQ. (C.3)

In general, dx/dx is defined by the arc length equation as

ga - ri + , EQ. (C.4)

which may be substituted into Equation (C.3) to give

dK - W (1 + (#%)')% . EQ. (C.5)dx c dx

From the force triangle in Figure C.l, one should note that

tanô » = Adx

which upon differentiation leads to

EQ. (C.6)

Substituting Equation (C.5) into (C.6) gives the differential 
equation of the uniform hanging string, otherwise known as
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the catenary. This result is
(1 + (dZ)=)% , BQ. (C.7)

dx® Fjj dx
with the boundary conditions

y « c  at x * 0  9 EQ. (C.8)

4^ ■ 0 at X “ 0 • EQ. (C.9)dx
This differential equation is non-lineari but fortunately, 

it is quite easily solved by reducing the order when letting
P m ,

dx EQ. (C.IO)
and separating variables. The result is

dx . EQ. (C.ll)

Integration and some manipulation leads to
P + (1 + ,.)% . C exp(^) . EQ. (C.U)

idiere C is a constant of integration. Applying Equation (C.9) 
idiieh dictates that the slope (P) is zero at x * 0 gives 
C " 1, idiiCh leaves

P + (1 + P»)% " exp(]^) j BQ. (C.13)

a first order non-linear differential equation. Observing 
that

( 1 + P® )» - P» - 1 ,
and factoring

( 1 + P® + P) ( 1 + P® - P) . 1 ,
Equation (C13) m@- be changed to
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1 + P» - P - exp(-J^) . EQ. (C.14)

Subtracting Equation (C.14) from (0.13) eliminates the radical
and leaves the result in a form conducive to straight forward 
integration

^  % exp (&) - exp(^) . EQ. (c.l5)

Integration gives
y « ^ Sa exp(&) + exp(-&) + C, . EQ. (0.16)

”c Fh Fh
Applying Equation (0.8), the remaining boundary condition is

Cs * c - ^  . EQ. (0.17)

Now by suitably shifting the x-axis Oa can be set to zero to 
give

c ■ 5 EQ. (0.18)
"c

which is called the parameter of the catenary.
The final solution is

y - |<exp(|) + exp(-|)) - coo8h(|) , gp. (c.l9)

which is the familar catenary equation.
Integrating Equation (0.4) leads to the companion equation for 
arc length

8 « csinhJlj • EQ. (0.20)
The tension F from the force triangle in Figure C.l is 

easily observed to be
F = F^ sec 6

but
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80
F ■ WgO sec 6 . EQ. (C.21)

It was shown previously that 
tan 6 - g $

so the arc length may be written in the f o m
a » ctan 6 • EQ. (C.22)

Squaring and subtracting Equations (C.19) and (C.20) leads to 
y* - c® + s* , EQ. (C.23)

a result which is needed now and will be quite useful later. 
Substituting Equation (C.22) into (0.23) and using a trigo- 
netric identity gives

y « c sec 6 , EQ, (0.24)
and making use of this relation in Equation (0.21) indicates 
that the tension in the catenary is given by

F = cy . BQ. (0.25)
These equations are transcendental in nature are very 

difficult to use in obtaining an explicit equation for tension 
at the vessel. For example consider a typical mooring line 
with part laying flat on the seabed and the remainder forming 
the catenary just described in theory. The water depth and 
total length of chain are known.

This system may be solved for F at the vessel (which is 
of supreme interest) if the horizontal distance b or the arc
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length are known. But if the vessel is displaced in *d.ther 
positive or negative directions a solution for F must be 
found graphically or by trial and error. The difficulty 
lies in the varying arc length. In essence, a very heavy 
chain as shown is a non-linear spring that can be classified 
as either "hard or soft" depending entirely on how far the 
catenary is stretched out.

X = vessel displacement

anchor

X

Figure C.2i Typical mooring line in static equilibrium.
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The forces, that arise in the mooring system clue to the 
vessel's motion must be included in the equations of motion 
derived in Appendix B. It is very desirable that this force 
be sn explicit term that can be evaluated easily rather than 
in trancendontal form. This can bo done if two simplifi-- 

cations are made:
1) Assume that vertical motion of the vessel produces a 

relative small change in the tension F and may be 
neglected.

2) The inertia effects in addition to fluid drag of the 
chain are negligible.
The general approach to solving this problem will be to 

assume values for arc length and calculating the corresponding 
tension at the vessel as data points on a curve F vs the 
distance from the anchor point which is stationary. These 
data points will bo fitted by "least squares" to a finite 
series of Chebyshev polynominals, which will result in an 
explicit equation for the tension F as a function of vessel 
displacement in the form

^Cx) = | b . V , C x ) , (C.2S)

where the polynominal is calculated in the form of its
Chebyshev expansion 

m

B^Pq (x ) + B^P^Cx) + . , , + B^P^_^^(x) .
r \ a |

EQ. Cc.27)
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The total length of chain has been defined as S^#

This would be the upper limit of s if the vessel was dis
placed to a point where the total length of chain would 
form the catenaryt i.e., no chain would be laying flat on 
the seabed. The lower limit of s may be said to correspond 
to the arc length when the chain is completely slack. This 
length would equal to the vertical distance fix» the fair- 
lead to the seabed, Wp.

At the fairlead, one should note that 
y * c + Wp . EQ. (C.28)

Substituting this relation into Equation (C.23) and simplifying 
leads to

' " 2W^ ("5 + ) EQ. (C.29)

which may be used to calculate the value of the parameter a 
for assumed values of s. Setting Equation (C.28) equal to 
the catenary. Equation (C.19) 

c + Wp » ccosh(^) 9

or
0 + Wp,— if - cosh(a) , EQ. (C.30)

the variable x is solved for by taking the inverse
X - ccosh’^(-2^) , EQ. (C.31)

where
oo,h-V . mar - eq. (c.32)
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The X in the above relations should not be confused with the 
X in the equations of motioni x as shown in Figure C.2 is the
horizontal distance from the point where dy/dx » 0 to the
fairlead.

The amount of chain laying on the seabed may now be de
termined by

b& - S% - csinh(|). EQ. (C.33)
Similarly the horizontal distance from the anchor point to 
the fairlead is

%D " * + b* , EQ. (0.34)
and the tension as defined by Equation (0.25). This is the 
calculation required for one data point on the curve FvsXg. 
Any number of data points may be calculated between the 
limits of arc length; the more the better insofar as s is 
reasonably equidistant. In this study 417 data points were 
calculated for a chain whose total length is set at 5000 
feet.
Least Squares Fit of Chebvshev Polvnominals

The problem in any "least squares" technique is to de
termine the coefficients of the series expansion such that

2  [f(%i) - p(%i)]* • minimum.

This problem leads to a system of linear equations
fA] (A - W  EQ. (0.35)

where B is the vector of unknown coefficients.
Let and Xg denote the lower and upper limits of Xg.
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By means of the linear transformation

*u " %L EQ. (C.36)
the argument range Xy is reduced to -1^X^<1. The poly
nominal is then calculated by Equation (C.27), the Chebyshev 
expansion.

The vector B of the unknown coefficients is a solution 
of the matrix Equation (C.35), where Â is an m by m positive
definite matrix whose elements may be determined by

n
Ajk " • BQ. (0.37)

i n r
The elements of the vector R are calculated by

h.
Tj - ]^Tj_^[t(x^)] f (x^) . EQ. (C.38)

i-i
The Chebyshev polynominals of degree k are determined by 

the recurrence relation 
Tĵ (x) = 2xT^_^(x) - BQ. (C.39)

where
TqCx ) = 1  BQ. (C.40)

and
Tj(x) » X . EQ. (C.41)

Using a mooring system of dhain lAose unit weight is 91.4 
lbs/ft. in seawater, total length of 5000 ft. and Wj) « 1000 ft., 
a computer program was written to calculate the data and
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matrix equation for "least squares" fit for the Chebyshev 
expansion of tension F at the fairlead. The matrix equation 
is then solved by "Gauss" elimination. The results which are 
given below are used directly in the equations of motion 
^ich are solved by a separate computer program. The co
efficients of the Chebyshev expansion are listed in Table 
5a.

It was determined that eighteen terms would give a relative 
error of less than 0.01 % by the Chebyshev approximation as 
opposed to the calculated data points in the range 100,000 lbs.
< F < 1,000,000 lbs.. This error is calculated by the relation

error * x 100 • EQ. (C.42)
D

Additional terms will improve the accurracy significently 
if needed.

It must be remembered that the tension F at the fair
lead formed by Equation (C.26) is directed along the tangent. 
What is needed for the equations of motion are the horizontal 
and vertical components. Therefore, a similar curve-fitting 
procedure is used to fit a Chebyshev expansion to the curve 
tan 6 vs Xp where tan ô is the tangent of the angle relative 
to the horizontal at the fairlead. Much of the initial cal
culations may be used since

tan 6 " sinh ̂  . EQ. (C.43)
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TABLE 5a 

Coefficients for Mooring 

Line Tensions

B(l) = 3.3094528 B(10) » 0.0353964

B(2) = 3.9090561 B(ll) = 0.01815837

B(3) « 2.5616797 B(12) = 0.0090104

B(4) * 1.5184452 B(13) = 0.0046683

B(5) = 0.8621944 B(14) = 0.0021917

B(6) » 0.4723058 B(15) = 0.0011888

B(7) = 0.2532643 B(16) =» 0.0005230

B(8) = 0.1331087 B(17) = 0.0002541

B(9) = 0.0692389 B(18) = 0.0001899
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TABLE 5b 

Coefficients for Mooring Line 

Tangent Angles

0(1) - 0.2861405 0(10) « 0.0884618

0(2) =-0.4993399 0(11) » -0.0841822
0(3) = 0.3677220 0(12) » 0.0730596
0(4) » -0.2397937 0(13) - -0.0583060

0(5) « 0.1294944 0(14) » 0.0428919

0(6) = -0.0427505 0(15) « -0.0286052
0(7) = -0.0198204 0(16) » 0.0169394
0(8) * 0.0603033 0(17) = -0.0081828
0(9) - -0.0818071 0(18) = 0.0026316
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An Identical procedure of a "least squares" fit yields the 
coefficient vector of the tan 6 at the fairlead as a func
tion of distance from the anchor. These coefficients are 
listed in Table 5b. The relative error for the tangent angle 
is slightly less for the same range of tension used pre
viously. Once the coefficients are known, the tangent angle 
is found by the inverse as

Ô = arctan ' • B). (C.44)

Multiplying Equation (C.26) by cosô and sinfi the respective 
horizontal and vertical components of force are obtained

^h^^D^ “ ^°®*|2®n^n-l^^D^ ' • EQ. (0.45)

Fy(Xp) - ' EQ. (C.46)

This is the form that will be used and added to the 
equations of motion derived in Appendix B.

Computer Program for Least-Squares Fit of Chebyshev Expansion
The following Fortran IV computer program simultaneously

calculates and solves for the two coefficient vectors B_ andn
and C^ just given.



COMPUTER PROGRAM 

CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMINAL 

APPROXIMATION FOR THE 
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FUNCTION T(J,X)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,C-Z),INTEGER*4(I-N)
IF(J.GT.O) GO TO 1 
T=l.
RETURN
IF(J.GT.1)G0 TO 2
T«X
RETURN
IF(J.GT.2)G0 TO 3 
T=2*X**2-1. O
RETURN
IF(J.GT.3)G0 TO 4
T=4*X**3-3*X
RETURN
IF(J.GT.4)G0 TO 5 
T=8*X**4-8*X**2+1.
RETURN
IF(J.GT.5)G0 TO 6 
T»16*X**5-20*X**3+5*X
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12 IF(J.GT.12)G0 TO 13
T=2048*X**12-6144*X**10+6912*X**8-2576*X**6+968*X**4-1Q4*X**2+1• 
RETURN

13 T«4096*X**13-13312*X**11+16640*X**9-7968*X**7+3168*X**5-492*X**3 
1+13*X
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SIMQX(A.N,B,KS)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z),INTEGER*4(I-N)
DIMENSION A(1),B(1)
TOL-0.
KS"1
JJ=-N
DO 65 J=1,N 
JY-J+1 
JJ=JJ4N+1 
BIGA=0.
IT-JJ-J

N)O
Ln



DO 30 I=J,N 
IJ=IT+I
IF(DABS(BIGA)-DABS(A(IJ)))20,30,30 

20 BIGA=A(IJ)
IMAX»I 

30 CONTINUE
IF(DABS(BIGA)-TOL)35,35,40 

35 KS=0 
RETURN

40 Il«J+N*(J-2) ^
IT»IMAX-J 
DO 50 K»J,N 
I1*I14N 
I2-I1+IT 
SAVE«*A(I1)
A(I1)-A(12)
A(I2)*SAVE 

50 A(I1)»A(I1)/BIGA 
SAVE»B(IMAX)



B(IMAX)-B(J)
B(J)«SAVE/BIGA 
IF(J-N)55,70,55 

55 IQS*N*(J-1)
DO 65 IX»JY,N
IXJ-IQS+IX
IT-J-IX
DO 60 JX»JY,N
IXJX-«*(JX-1)+IX
JJX»IXJX+IT g

60 A(IXJX)«^(IXJX)-(A(IXJ)*A(JJX))
65 B(IX)»B(IX)-(B(J)*A(IXJ))
70 NY-N-1 

IT=^*N
DO 80 J-l.NY 
IA«IT-J 
IB4N-J 
IC»N
DO 80 K»1,J



lA-IA-N 
80 IC-IC-1 

RETURN 
END

SUBROUTINE CSHIV(AA,YY,XX)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z),INTEGER*4(I-N)
DIMENSION A(500)
IF(AA.GT.O.)60 TO 1 o
XX-0.
RETURN 

1 Z-YY/AA
A(1)«DL0G(2*Z)
A(2)-.25/Z/Z 
DO Z K=3,500 
KK-K-1 
KL-2<4C-4 
KM«2*K-3



KN»2*K-2
A(K)»A(KK)*KL*KM/(KN*KN*Z*Z)
KSAV-*
IF(A(K).LE.1.E-70)GO TO 3

2 CONTINUE
3 AX«0.
4 AX»AX+A(KSAV)

KSAV=4CSAV-1
IF(KSAV-2),5,1,4
XX=(A(1)-AX)*AA gVO
RETURN
QiD

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) »INTBGER*4(I-N)
DIMENSION A(417),8(417),Y(417),X(417),F(417),DIST(417)
DIMENSION TX(417),R(20),Q(20,20),DYDX(417),RD(20),QD(20,20)
NDIM=20
NPT-417
DELS-6.25



IW-6
WD-400,
WC=60.
ST-3000.
S(1)«WD
DYDX(1)-100.
DDD=DYDX(1)
DO 1 1-2,NPT 
11= 1-1
S(I)=S(II)+DELS 
DO 2 J-1,NPT
A(J)«.5*(S(J)*S(J)-WD*WD)/WD
Y(J)=DSQRT(A(J)*A(J)+S(J)*S(J))
AA-A(J)
YY-Y(J)
CALL CSHIV(AA,YY,XX)
X(J)«XX
F(J)»WC*Y(J)
DIST(J)»ST+X(J)-S(J)

tN jMO



2 CONTINUE
DO 3 J»2,NPT
H=DSQRT(F(J)*F(J)-(WC*S(J))**2)

3 DYDX(J)=WC*S(J)/H 
FFC-F(l)
DDC«DIST(1)
DO 140 J»1,NPT 
DYDX(J)«DYDX(J)/DDD 
F(J)-F(J)/FFC 
DISK J )=DIST( J ) /DDC 

140 CONTINUE
DO 138 J»1,NPT

138 TX(J)»(2*DIST(J)-DIST(1)-DIST(NPT))/(DIST(NPT)-DIST(1)) 
DO 139 J=1,NDIM
RD(J)=0.
R(j)-0.
DO 139 K=1,NDIM 
QD(J,K)=0.

139 Q(J,K)«0.



DO 141 J=1,NDIM 
DO 141 K-l.NDIM 
DO 141 I-1,NPT
Q(j,K)=Q(J,K)+T(J-liTX(I))*T(K-l,TX(I))

141 QD(J,K)«Q(J,K)
DO 142 J»1,NDIM 
DO 142 1=1,NPT
RD(J)-RD(J)+T(J-1,TX(I))*DYDX(I)

142 R(J)=R(J)+T(J-1,TX(I))*F(I)
CALL SIMQX(Q,NDIM,R,KS) ^
CALL SIMQX(QD,NDIM,RD,KS)
DO 144 J»1,NPT
TEST=R(1)*T(0,TX(J))+R(2)*T(1,TX(J))+R(3)*T(2,TX(J))+R(4)*T(3,TX( 

1J))+R(5)*T(4,TX(J))+R(6)*T(5,TX(J))+R(7)*T(6,TX(J))
2+R(8)*T(7,TX(J))+R(9)*T(8,TX(J))4R(10)*T(9,TX(J))+R(11)*T(10,TX 
3(J))4R(12)*T(11,TX(J))+R(13)*T(12,TX(J))+R(14)*T(13,TX(J)
TEST»TEST*FFC
TDYDX»RD(1)*T(0,TX(J))+RD(2)*T(1,TX(J))+RD(3)*T(2,TX(J))+RD(4)*

1T(3iTX(J))+RD(5)*T(4,TX(J))+RD(6)*T(5,TX(J))+RD(7)*I(6,TX(J))



2+RD( 8 )*T( 7, TX( J ) )+RD( 9 )*T( 8 , TX( J ) )+RD( 10 ) *T( 9 , TX( J ) )-fRD( 11 )*
3T(10 , TX( J ) )-f«D(12 )*T( 11, TX( J) )4BD(13 )*T(12 » TX( J ) )-ffiD(14 )*T(13 » T 
4X(J))
TDYDX=TDYDX*DDD 
DYDX(J)«DYDX(J)*DDD 
F(J)-F(J)*FFC 
DIFF=(F(J)-TEST)/F(J)*100.
WRITE(IW,145)J,F(J),TEST,DIFF,DYDX(J).TDYDX

145 F0RMAT(I5,5E25*15)
144 CmTINUE ^

DO 147 I«1,NDIM 
WRITE(IW,146)I,R(I),RD(I)

147 CONTINUE
146 F0RMAT(1H0,I5,5X, R"',E22.15,5X,'RD=',E22.15)

CALL EXIT
END
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PHYSICAL DATA

WIND FORCES AND MOMENTS
The forces and moments acting on the vessel for a given 

wind velocity in the general direction of wave propagation 
are to be determined. Basic data and calculations of areas 
and moment arms furnished by the vessel owner are included 
at the end of this appendix.

The data determines the transverse and longitudinal 
wind moments for wind velocity and wind components in the X 
and Z directions. For wind velocity at an angle of in
cidence a the components in the X and Zddirections are 
V^cosa and Vasina respectively. It is easily shown that the
normal components of force due to wind are

= - 69.3056(V^cosacos )* EQ. (D.l)
and

F^g = - 73.4496(V^sinacos9)® EQ. (D.2)

The transverse moment (around the z-axis) has been determined 
to be

M^C ) = + 6967.07(V^cosacos )® EQ. (D.3)

and the longitudinal wind moment (around the x-axis) as
M^(e) » - 6411.55(V^sinûcos0)® . EQ. (D.4)
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The yaw moment (around the vertical axis) due to wind is 
omitted due to insufficient data.

The above terms for forces and moments are to be included 
in the appropriate equations of motion derived in Appendix B.
MASS AND MASS PR8BBRTIES* 
Mass = 55,321,734 Ibs.^-kips 

= 430,724,040 ft.^-kips
= 632,448,210 ft.^-kips 

I,, = 425,417,240 ft.^-kips
= ' 633,484 ft.2-kips
= 1,709,465 ft.2-kips

I = 11,837,974 ft.2-kips

XX

^yy
zz 
■xy 
:xz
yz

CENTERS OF GRAVITY
Vertical C.G. Height is 49,45 ft.
Longitudinal C.G, is .02 ft. starboard of centerline. 
Transverse C.G, is 1,57 ft. aft of centerline, 
METACENTRIC HEIGHTS 
GM^(Longitudinal) = 24,40,

GM-J.CTransverse) = 23,50 ft.

* Note I Above properties are for a zero topside load only.



PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS AND COORDINATES

;mber Col. O.D. 
ft.

Hull O.D. 
ft.

Hull Length 
ft. fh

L 22.50 25.50 61.00 124.57 -36.70 44.98
2 22.50 25.50 61.00 124.57 -36.70 -45.02
3 22.50 25.50 64.00 61.57 -36.70 119.28
4 12.00 25.50 64.00 61.57 -36.70 44.98
5 12.00 25.50 64.00 61.57 -36.70 -45.02
6 22.50 25.50 64.00 61.57 -36.70 -119.32
7 12.00 25.50 57.00 1.57 -36.70 119.28
8 12.00 25.50 57.00 1.57 -36.70 44.98
9 12.00 25.50 57.00 1.57 -36.70 -45.02

10 12.00 25.50 57.00 1.57 -36.70 -119.32
11 22.50 25.50 64.00 -58.43 -36.70 119.28
12 12.00 25.50 64.00 -58.43 -36.70 44.98
13 12.00 25.50 64.00 -58.43 -36.70 -45.02
14 22.50 25.50 64.00 -58.43 -36.70 -119.32
15 22.50 25.50 61.00 -122.43 -36.70 44.98
16 22.50 25.50 61.00 -121.43 -36.70 -45.02



Member Col, O.D. Hull O.D. Hull Length x_
___________________ ft._______ ft,___________2._______ 1ÎÎ________i

17 0.0 12.00 67.00 124.57 - 9.45 - 0.02
18 0.0 18.00 51.00 61.57 - 9.45 81.73
19 0.0 18.00 51.00 61.57 - 9.45 -81.77
20 0.0 18.00 51.00 61.57 - 9.45 -81.77
21 0.0 18.00 51.00 - 58.43 - 9.45 81.73
22 0.0 18.00 67.00 - 58.43 - 9.45 - 0.02
23 0.0 18.00 51.00 - 58.43 - 9.45 -81.77
24 0.0 12.00 67.00 -121.43 - 9.45 - 0.02 Nih-»OO
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MAIN PROGRAM
DIMENSION Y(12),DERY(12),PRMT( 5),DMCX(24),DMHY(25),DMHZ(24).
1 DMCZ(24),ALFA(24),CAPK(24).PDH(24),YH(24),DC(24),HL(24),
2 SJ(24),YBAR(24).AF(8),DCX(24),DHY(24),DCZ(24),DHZ(24),
3 AUX(8,12).Q(24),ANU(24),FCX(24),FHX(24),FCZ(24),FHZ(24),
4 DHX(24),DMHX(24),XI(24),YI(24),ZI(24)
DIMENSION A1(24),A2(24),A3(24),A4(24),A5(24),A6(24),A7(24),A8(24),

1 A9(24),A10(24),A11(24),A13(24),E1(24),E2(24),E3(24),E4(24),
2 E5(24),E6(24),E7(24),E8(24),E9(24),E10(24),E11(24),E13(24),
3 £21(24),A22(24),A23(24),A24(24),A25(24),A26(24),A27(24), %
4 A28(24),A29(24),A210(24),A211(24),A213(24),E21(24),E22(24),
5 E23(24),E24(24),E25(24),E26(24),E27(24),E28(24)
DIMENSim E29(24),E210(24),E211(24),E213(24),C1(24),C2(24),C3(24),

1 C4(24),C5(24),C7(24),C9(24),01(24),D2(24),D3(24),D4(24),D5(24),
2 07(24),09(24),021(24),022(24),023(24),024(24),025(24),027(24),
3 029(24),021(24)022(24),023(24),024(24),025(24),BYO(24),027(24),
4 029(24),Bl(24),B2(24),B3(24),B4(24),B5(24),OSJ(24),A35(24),
5 A36(24),E35(24),E36(24),031(24)



DIMENSim C32(24),C33(24),D31(24),D32(24),D33(24),D69(24),041(24),
1 051(24),061(24),043(24),C53(24),C63(24),034(24),044(24),
2 054(24),035(24),045(24),055(24),065(24),037(24),047(24),
3 057(24),067(24),039(24),049(24),059(24),069(24),D4K24),
4 051(24),061(24),D42(24),D52(24),D62(24),D43(24),D53(24),
5 063(24),034(24),044(24),054(24),064(24),035(24),045(24),
6 055(24),065(24),037(24),047(24),057(24),067(24),039(24)
OIMENSIW 049(24),059(24)
OIMENSim BATA(20)
OCMMON A35,A36,E35,£36,031,032,033,031,032,033,059,069,041,051, 5cn
1 061,043,053,063,034,044,054,035,045,055,065,037,047,057,067,
2 039,049,059,069,041,051,061,042,052,062,043,053,063,034,044,
3 054,064,035,045,055,065,037,047,057,067,039,049 
CŒM0N A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,A7,A8,A9,A10,A11,A13,E1,E2»E3,E4,E5,E6,
1 E7,E8,E9,E10,E11,E13,A21,A22,A23,A24,A25,A26,A27,A29,A210,A211,
2 A213,E21,E22,E23,E24,E25,E26,£27,E28,E29,E210,E211,£213,01,02,
3 03,04,05,09,07,01,02,03,04,05,07,09,021,022,023,024,025,027.029
4 ,021,022,023,024,025,027,029,B1,B2,B3,B4,0SJ,BY0



COMMON GML.GMT, SINA.COSA,CAPH,ANU, SJ,DMCX.DMHY.DMHZ,DMCZ,ALFA,
1 DHX,DMHX,XI,YI,ZI,EIXY,EIXZ,EIYZ,DCX,DHY,DCZ,DHZ,OMEGA,PI,
2 WAMP,G,PIR04,AK,WAVEL,DEG,PI2,II1ASS,EIX,EIY,EIZ,B,HH,T1,CAPK.
3 CSHKH,CSH2KH.SNHKH,SNH2KH,A28,B5,PDH,HL,DC,YBAR,RO,CM,VCMAX,
4 SNHKH3
COMMON TM0M,THRUST,WIND,ALPHA,WNVX2,WNVZ2,WX,WZ,WiX,WMZ,AF,DIR,

1 FCX,FHX,FCZ,FHZ,Q,DOMX8,DOMXlO,DOMX12,DOMY8,DOMYlO,DOMY12t
2 D0MZ8,DOMZIO,D0MZ12,PER
COMMON SNHKH2 , SNHKH4 , SNHKH5, CSHKH3, CSH4KH, SNH4KH, OMEGAC, PIHL,
1 PIHL2,CMC,AC1,AC2,AC3,AC4,AC5,C,H 
COMMON SINY7,COSY?,SINY9,C0SY9,COSYll,SINYll,Y?,Y8,Y9,YlO,Yll,

1 Y12,C9S11,C7C11,C9S7C1,S9S7SI,S9S11,C9C11,C7S11,S9S7C1,C9C7,
2 S9C7, S9C11,C9S7S1,S9C7S1
COMMON XD(8),ZD(8),YD(8),DH(8)HD(8),DIAG(8),RT(14),RD(14),AX(4), 

1 AY(4),AZ(4),ISIN(24),JSIN(24),KSIN(24),NOEL.NOADM
WRITE (6,2)
PI=3.141592653897932

N3
ts>o\



******* THE FOLLOWING COEFFICIENTS ARE DERIVED BY SEPARATE PROGRAM 
RT(1)-.585486207567359E01 
RT(2)— .655207363767616E02 
RT(3)«.700250076790167E01 
RT(4)— .390504932656121E02 
RT( 5)-. 347744093045743E01 
RT( 6)— .120584678480321E02 
RT(7)-.110999717336903E01 
RT( 8)— •119988117142609E01 
RT(9)-.312869779676840E00 
RT(IO)-.258947534989535E00 
RT(11)-.689791595390375E-01 
RT(12)».123090560725601E00 
RT(13)— .474291002936958E-02 
RT(14)=,575121457054698E-01 
RD(1)-.315570220253098E1 
RD(2)— .379663428077203E1 
RD(3)».448416616629841E1



RD(4)=-.204884702675601E1 
RD(5)=.159798259161104E1 
RD(6)»-.574389211513435E0 
RD(7)=.222001561998078E0 
RD(8)=-.440981032013393E-01 
RD(9)«-.340374970989804E-01 
RD(10)=.307661923105107E-01 
RD(11)»-.232107931651822E-01 
RD(12)=.147666199923824E-01 
RD(13)«-.738303718839151E-02 
RD(14)=.23l93l0358654l7E-02 
DEG»180./PI 

80 READ (5,23,END«=99) DATA 
23 FORMAT (20A4)

********MASS AND PRINCIPAL INERTIA TERMS*********
READ( 5,4 )EMASS, EIX, EIZ, EIY
********CROSS-PRODUCTS OF INERTIA AND UPPER ERROR BOUND********* 
READ(5,4)EIXY,EIXZ,EIYZ,EPSI

toto
OO



c ********B-+VALUE OF CG BELOW CALM WATER LINE************
C ********H=WATER DEPTH*************
C ********GML=LŒGITUDINAL METACENTRIC HEIGHT**************
C ********GMT=TRANSVERSE METACENTRIC HEIGHT**********

READ( 5 , 32 ) B, H , GML, GMT, NOEL, NOADM 
32 FORMAT (4F8.3,218)

C ********CONSTANTS FOR WIND FORCES AND MOMENTS**********
C ********VCMAX=CURRENT VELOCITY IN KNOTS*-*********

READ(5,3)WX,WZ,WMX,WMZ,VCMAX 
C ********ALPHA=ANGLE OF INCIDENCE,POSITIVE CLOCKWISE FROM POS
C X-AXIS
C ********NOTE THE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE ALPHA SHOULD NOT BE A
C MULTIPLE OF Pl/2.********************
C ********WIND=WIND VELOCITY IN KNOTS***********

READ(5,1)ALPHA,WIND,CMC,CM,CDF
ALPH=ALPHA
ALPHA=ALPHA/DEG

>WAVE LENGTH IN FT.:

N)
rs>TO



********WAMP=WAVE»WAVE AMP OR ONE-HALF OF WAVE HEIGHT****** 
READ( 5,1 )WAVEL, WAMP, ADM, CD, C , CASE, TMIN, CYC 
DO 30 1=1,NOEL
READ (5,37) DC(I),PDH(I),HL(I),XI(I),YI(I),ZI(I),DSJ(I),C69(I), 

1 ALFA(I),ISIN(I).JSIN(I),KSIN(I)
37 FORMAT (2X,9F8.2,312)

IF(DSJ(I).LE.0,0) DSJ(I) » ADM 
IF (C69(I).LE.0.0) C69(I) = CM

30 cmTINUE
IF (NOADM.LE.O) GO TO 49 
DO 35 I=1,N0ADM

35 READ (5,36) DH(I),HD(I),XD(l),YD(l)*ZD(l)
36 FORMAT (10X,5F8.2)
49 WRITE (6,24) DATA 
24 FORMAT (25X,20A4/)

DO 39 1=1,4 
39 READ (5,38) AX(l),AY(I),AZ(l)
38 FORMAT (26X,3F8.2)

toUio



WRI TE( 6,4 ) EMASS, EIX, El Y , El z 
WRITE( 6,4 ) EIXY, EIXZ.EIYZ, EPSI 
WRITE(6,1)B,H ,GML.GMT 
WRITE( 6 , 3 ) WX, WZ, WMX. WMZ, VCMAX 
WRITE(6,15)ALPHP,WIND,CMC,CM,CDF 
WRITE(6,15)WAVEL,WAMP,ADM.CD,D ,CASE,TMIN,CYC 
WRITE (6,55)

55 FORMAT (6X, ”ELEM COLUMN HULL HULL”, 8X,"X",11X,
1"Y",11X,"Z", 8X, "DAMPING COEFF. HULL ISIN JSIN KSIN"/
2 7X,"N0 DIAMETER DIAMETER LENGTH COORD. COORD. ",6X, " %
3C00RD. COEFF. MASS ANGLE"/
4 13X, 4("(FT.)",5X),2X, "(FT.)",7X, "(FT.)",26X, "(DBG.)"//)
DO 60 1=1,NOEL
WRITE (6,56) I, DC(I), PDH(I), HL(I), XI(I), YI(I), ZI(I),
1 DSJ(I), C69(I), ALFA(I), ISIN(I), JSIN(I), KSIN(I)

56 FORMAT (5X,I4,1X, 3(F8.2,2X), 3(F9.2,3X), F8.2, 2X, F7.2, 3X,
1 F8.2, 2X, 3(14,2X))

60 CONTINUE



IF(NOAIW.LE.O) GO TO 65 
WRITE (6,27)

27 FORMAT (1H0,40X, "*** ADDED DAMPING ***"/)
DO 64 I»1,N0ADM

64 WRITE (6,28) I,DH(I), HD(I),XD(I),YD(I),ZD(I)
28 FORMAT (5X,I4,11X,2(F8.2,2X), 3(F9.2,3X))
65 WRITE (6,40)
40 FORMAT (IH0,40X, "*** ANCHOR LOCATimS ***"/)

WRITE (6,41) (I,AX(I),AY(I),AZ(I),I=1,4)
41 FORMAT (5X,I4,5X, -FWD PORT", 14X,3(F9.2,3X)/ 5X,I4,5X, %

to

1 "FWD STBD" , 14X,3(F9.2,3X)/ 5X,I4, 5X, "AFT PORT", 14X,
2 3(F9.2,3X)/ 5X,I4, 5X, "AFT STBD",14X,3(F9.2,3X))
WRITE (6,5) CASE

1 FORMAT (9F8.3,2X,312)
2 FORMAT(lHl)
3 F0RMAT(5F14.4)
4 F0RMAT(4E14.8)
5 F0RMAT(1H1,58X,"CASE ",F6.3)



6 FORMAT(8F15.4)
14 FORMAT(4F14.7)
15 FORMAT (2X,8F8.4)
16 FORMAT(1HO,1X,"WAVE HEIGHT =",F5.0,"FT.",5X,"WAVE LENGTH =",F6.0,"

1FT.",5X,"WAVE PERIOD =",F5.1," SEC")
17 FORMAT(IHO,IX,"WAVE IS APPROACHING BOW AT",F5.1," DEGREES TO STB")
18 FORMAT(IHO,IX,"WATER DEPTH =",F6.1,"FT.")
19 FORMATdX, "WIND SPEED =",F5.0," KNOTS")
20 FORMAT(IHO,IX,"CURRENT =",F5.0,"KNOTS")

G=32.17 ^
EMASS«EMASS/G
EIX-EIX/G
EIY=EIY/G
EIZ-EIZ/G
EIXY=EIXY/G
EIXZ-EIXZ/G
EIYZ«EIYZ/G
6D=1.05



D=1.05
R0=64./G
AK*=2.*PI/WAVEL
WAVH=2*WAMP
NDIM«12
PIR04»PI*R0/4.
PI2»Pl/2.
HH=2*WAMP 
XAKH= EXP(AK*H)
XMAKH«= EXP(-AK*H) %
TNHKH«( XAKH-XMAKH ) / ( XAKH+XMAKH )
SNHKH=. 5*( XAKH- XMAKH )
SNHKH2»SNHKH*SNHKH 
SNHKH3»SNHKH**3 
SNHKH4«SNHKH**4 
SNHKH5=SNHKH**5 
eSHKH«=. 5*( XAKH+XMAKH)
CSHKH3=CSHKH**3



X2AKH= EXP(2*AK*H)
XM2AKH= EXP(-2*AK*H) 
X4AKH» EXP(4*AK*H)
XM4AKH» EXP(-4*AK*H) 
SNH2KH=* 5*(X2AKH-XM2AKH) 
CSH2KH» . 5*( X2AKH+XM2AKH ) 
CSH4KH». 50*(X4AKH+XM4AKH) 
SNH4KH». 5*(X4AKH-XM4AKH) 
PIHL»PI*HH/WAVEL

ts)PIHL2**‘PIHL*PIHL w
tn

C= SQRT(G*TNHKH/AK)
0MEGA«2*PI*C/WAVEL
CMEGA2*OMEGA*OMEGA
PER»WAVEL/C
TGAP»TMIN*PI/(180*OMEGA)
TLAST»PER*CYC
OMEGAC«OMEGA*C
CAPH=PI*HH*HH*CSHKH*(CSH2KH+2.)/(8*WAVEL*SNHKH**3)



WRITEC 6,16 )WAVH, WAVEL, PER
WRITE (6,17) ALPHP
WRITEC6,18)H
WRITE(6,19)WIND
WRITE(6,20)VCMAX
VCMAX«ECMAX*1.689
A0MEG2=WAMP*WAMP*0MEGA*0MEGA
AC1-. 5RRO*HH*C*OMEX5A/SNHKH
AC2=.375*RO*PI*HH*HH*C*OMEGA/(WAVEL*SNHKH4)
ACS». 25*R0*( . 5*HH*C*AK/SNHKH)**2 
AC4»9*R0/256.*(PI*HH*HH*C*AK/(WAVEL*SNHKH4))**2 
AC5»3*RO/16. *(PI*HH*HH*HH*C*C*AK*AK)/ ( WAVEL*SNHKH5 ) 
WRITEC6,903) ACl,AC2,ACS,AC4,AC5 

903 FORMAT (IX," AC ",5E15.5)
IF CNOADM.LE.O) g o  t o 101 
DO 105 I»1,N0ADM 

105 DIAG(I) « ADM * OMEGA * PIR04 * DH(I)**2 * HD(I)
101 DO 100 1=1,NOEL



PIROC=.25*PI* DC(I)*DC(I)
PIROH=.25*PI* PDH(I)*PDH(I)
ADM=DSJ(I)
CM«=C69(I)
YH(I)«YI(I)
BYDB -AK*(H+YH(I)-B)
B2YDB - 2.0 * BYDB 
B4YDB»2*B2YDB 
XBY » EXP(BYDB)
XMBY = EXP(-BYDB) w
X2BY « EXP(B2YDB)
XM2BY = EXPC-B2YDB)
X4BY= EXP(B4YDB)
XM4BY*= EXP(-B4YDB)
CBSH1=. 5*(XBY+XMBY)
CBSH2».5*(X2BY+XM2BY)
SBNH1». 5*(XBY-XMBY)
SBNH2». 5*(X2BY-XM2BY)
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A211(I)«A210(I)
A13(I)=A8(I)
A213(I)-A28(I)
C1(I)« (AC1-AC5)*SBNH1*PIR0H 
C21(I)- AC2*SBNH2*PIROH
C31( I )=2*AC3*AK*HL(I )*SBNH2*PIR0H44* AC ̂AK*HL'Ct )*SBNH4*PIR0H 
C31(I)=C31(I)
041(1)»2*AC5*SBNH1/3.*PIR0H
C51(I)=(4*AC5*SBNH1*CBSH12*PIRŒ+2*AC5*SBNH13*PIR0H) 
C3(I)=C1(I)
C23(I)-C21(I)
C33(I)=C31(I)
C43(I)=C41(I)
053(1)=C51(I)
05(I)= PIROH*(A01+A05)*0BSHl 
C25(I)= PIROH*(AC2*OBSH2-A03)
C35(I)»PIR0H*AC4
C45(I)=2*PIROH*AC5*OBSHl

Ni



C55(I)»2*PIR0H*AC5*SBNH12*CBSH1 
C7(I)«C5(I)
C27(I)»C25(I)
C37(I)=C35(I)
C47(I)=C45(I)
C57(I)«C55(I)
D61( I )»PIR04*PDH(X)*PDH( I )*G*WAMP*SBNH1/SNHKH
D62(I)=PIR04*PDH(I)*PDH(I)*G*3*HH*HH*SBNH2/(16*WAVEL*SNHKH4)*PI 
BYD(I )=1. /(B-YH(I)- . 5*PDH(I) )
A2YDB =2*AK*( H+YH( I )+. 5*PDH( I )- B ) ^
AYDB »AK*( H+YH( I )+. 5*PDH( I )- B )
A4YDB»2*A2YDB 
XA2 = EXP(A2YDB)
5WA2 » EXP(-A2YDB)
XAl = EXP(AYDB)
XMAl = EXP(-AYDB)
XA4*= EXP(A4YDB)
XMA4*- EXP(-A4YDB)

O



CSH1-.5*(XA1+XMA1)
CSH2».5*(XA2+XMA2)
SNHl-. 5*( XAl-XMAl )
SNH2». 5*(XA2-XMA2)
SNH4=. 5*(XA4-XMA4 )
CSm», 5*(XA4+XMA4 )
CSH13»CSH1**3
SNH13-SNH1**3
A i d  )»BYD( I )*PIHL*CWBGAC*( SNHl- SNHKH)/( AK*SNHKH)
A21( I )-. 75*BYD( I )*PEHL2*0MEGAC*( SNH2- SNH2KH)/( AK*SNHKH4 )*KSIN( I ) 
A3(I)-A1(I)
A23(I)-A21(I)
A7(I)-BYD(l)*PIHL*C*(SNH1-SNHKH)/(AK*SNHKH) *KSIN(I)
A27(I)-.75*BYD(I)*PIHL2*C*(SNH2-SNH2KH)/(2*AK*SNHKH4)*KSIN(I) 
A9d)-A7(l)
A29(I)=A27(I)
D2(I)« PIROC*(CSHKH-CSHl)*(ACl-AC5)
D22(I)» PIR0C*AC2*(CSH2KH-CSH2)



D32(I)- PIR0C*AC3*(CSH2KH-CSH2)+PIROC*AC4*SNHKH4**2*(CSH4KH/(SNHK 
1H4**2)-CSH4/(SNHKH4**2))
D42(I)= PIROC*2*AC5*(CSHKH-CSHl)
D52(I)»4*PIROC*AC5*SNHKH5*SNHKH5*(CSHKH3/SNHKH5-CSH13/SNHKH5)/3.0 

1+2*AC5*((CSHKH3/3.-CSHKH)-(CSH13/3.-CSHl)) * PIROC 
C4(I)« (AC14AC5)*(SNHKH-SNH1)*PIR0C
C24 (!)•►( PIR0C*AC2*( SNH2KH- SNH2 )-2*AC3*AK/BYD( I )*PIROC )
C34(I)»PIROC*4*AC4*AK/BYD(I)
C44(I)« 6*PIR0C*AC5*(SNHKH-SNH1)
C54(I)«2*PIR0C*AC5*SNHKH5*(SNHKH3/SNHKH5- SNH13/SNHKH5)/3,0 ^
C9(I)»C4(I)
C29(I)-C24(I)
C39(I)»C34(I)
C49(I)-C44(I)
C59(I)-C54(I)
DHY(I)-.5*D*R0*HL(I)*PDH(I)
CAPKd )«PIR04*G*DC( I )*DC( I )
C67 ( I )=CDF*ADM*WEGA*PIROC*RO/BYD( I )

to



D67(I)-ADM*PIRQH*RO*HL(I)*OMEGA 
DCX(I)-CD*.5*R0*DC(I)/BYD(I)
DCZ(I)-DCX(I)
DMCX(I)-CMC*PIR04*DC(I)*DC(I)/BYD(I)
DMCZ(I)-DMCX(I)
DHZ(I)-.5*D*R0*HL(I)*PDH(I)
DHX(I)-DHZ(I)
DMHY(I) « CM*PIR04*PDH(I)*PDH(I)*HL(I)
DMHXd )-DMHY(I )*SIN(ABS( ALFAd ) )/DBG)/CM
DMHZd)»DMHY(l)*COS(ABS(ALFA(l))/DEG)/CM ŵ
ALFA( I )-ALPHA- ALFA( I ) /DBG 

100 CONTINUE 
PRMT(1)»0.
PRMT(2)-TLAST 
PRMT(3)+TGAP 
PRMT(4)»EBSI 
DO 1000 1-1,12 

1000 Y(l)-0,



c ********dery is initially a  vector of weights, later the vector of
C DERIVATIVES ***********

DO 2000 1=1,5 
2000 DERY(I)=.01D0

DERY(6)=.02D0 
DO 3000 1=7,11 

3000 DERY(I)=.15D0
DERY(12)».18D0 

C ********PRKGS i s INTBGRATIW SUBROUTINE REFER IBM
CALL PRKGS(PRMT,Y,DERY,NDIM,IHLF,AUX)
GO TO 80 

99 CALL EXIT 
END

to
■4̂



SUBROUTINE OUTP(T,Y ,DERY.IHLF,NDIM,PRMT)
DIMENSION Y(12),DERY(12),PRMT( 5),DMCX(24),DMHY(24),DMHZ(24),

1 DMCZ( 24 ), ALFA( 24 ), CAPK( 24 ) , PDH( 24 ), DC( 24 ),
2 HL(24),SJ(24),YBAR(24).AF(8),DCX(24),DHY(24)DCZ(24).DHZ(24),
3 AUX(8,12),Q(24),ANU(24),FCX(24),FHX(24),FCZ(24),FHZ(24),
4 DHX(24),DMHX(24),XI(24),YI(24),ZI(24)
DIMENSION A1(24),A2(24),A3(24),A4(24),A5(24),A6(24),A7(24),A8(24),
1 A9(24,A1C(24),A11(24),A13(24),E1(24),E2(24),E3(24),E4(24),
2 E5(24),E6(24),E7(24),E8(24),E9(24),E10(24),E11(24),E13(24),
3 A21(24),A22(24),A23(24),A24(24),A25(24),A26(24),A27(24),
4 A28(24),A29(24),A210(24),A211(24),A213(24),E21(24),E22(24),
5 E23(24),E24(24),E25(24),E26(24),E27(24),E28(24)
DIMENSION E29(24), E210(24 ), E211(24 ), E213(24),Cl(24) ,C2( 24),C3(24),
1 04(24,05(24),C7(24),09(24),D1(24),D2(24),D3(24),D4(24),D5(24),
2 D7(24,D9(24),021(24),022(24),023(24),024(24),025(24),027(24),
3 029(24),021(24),D22(24),023(24),D24(24),D25(24),BYD(24),D27(24)
4 ,D29(24),B1(24),B2(24),B3(24),B4(24),B5(24),DSJ(24),A35(24),
5 A36(24,E35( 24),E36(24),031(24)

to
4:».
cn



DIMENSION C32(24),C33(24,D31(24),D32(24),D33(24),D69(24),
1 041(24),051(24),C6K24),043(24),C53(24),C63(24),C34(24),C44(24)
2 ,054(24),035(24),045(24),055(24),065(24),037(24),047(24).
3 057(24),067(24),039(24),049(24),059(24),D4K24),051(24),
4 061(24),042(24),052(24),062(24),043(24),D53(24),063(24),
5 034(24),D44(24),054(24),064(24),035(24),045(24),D55C24),065(24)
6 , 037(24),047(24),057(24),067(24),039(24),049(24),059(24)
OOMMON A35,A36,E35,£36,031,032,033,031,032,033,059,069,041,051,
1 061,043,053,063,034,044,054,035,045,055,065,037,047,057,057,

3 044,054,064,035,045,055,065,037,047,057,067,039,049
OŒMON A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,A7,A8,A9,A10,A11,A13,E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,
1 E6,E7,E8,E9,E10,E11,E13,A21,A22,A23,A24,A25,A26,A27,A29,A210,
2 A211,A213,E21,E22,E23,E24,E25,E26,E27,E28,E29,E210,E211,E213,
3 01,02,03,04,05,09,07,01,02,03,04,05,07,09,021,022,023,024,025,
4 027e029,021,022,023,024,025,D27,029,Bl,B2,B3,B4,0SJ,BYD 
OOMMm GML,GMT,SINA,OOSA,OAPH,ANU,SJ,OMOX,DMHY,DMHZ,DMOZ,ALFA,
1 DHX,I»ÎHX,XI,YI,ZÏ,EIXY,EIXZ,EIYZ,00X,0HY,002,DHZ,0MEGA,PI,

to2 C67,C39,C49tC59,C69,D41,D51,D61,D42,D52,D62,D43,D53,D63,D34, âv



2 WAMP,G,PIR04,AK,WAVEL,DEG,P12,EMASS,EIX,EIY,EIZ.B,HH,T1,CAPK,
3 CSHKH,CSH2KH.SNHKH,SNH2KH,A28,B5,PDH,HL,DC,YBAR,R0,CM,VCMAXv
4 SNHKH3
CCMMONTMOM, THRUST, WIND, ALPHA, WNVX2 . WNVZ2, WX, W Z, W M X, W M Z, AF, DIR ,

1 FCX,FHX,FCZ,FHZ,Q,DOMX8,DOMX10,DOMXX2,DCMY8,DOMY10,DOMY12,
2 D0MZ8,DOMZIO,D0MZ12,PER 
COMMON SNHKH2, SNHKH4 , SNHKH5, CSHKH3 , CSH4KH, SNH4KH, OMEGAC, PIHL,

1 PIHL2,CMC,ACl,AC2,AC3,AC4,Ae5,C,H 
COMMON SINY7,C0SY7,SINY9,C0SY9,COSYll,SINYll,Y7,Y8,Y9,YlO,Yll,
1 Y12,C9S11,C7C11,C9S7C1,S9S7S1,S9S11,C9C11,C7S11,S9S7C1,C9C7, ^
2 S9C7,S9C11,C9S7S1,S9C7S1
COMMON XD(8),ZD(8)iYD(8),DH(8),HD(8),DIAG(8),RT(14),RD(14),
1 AX(4),AY(4),AZ(4),ISIN(24),JSIN(24),KSIN(24),NOEL,NOADM
IF(T.GT,0.)GO TO 4 
WRITE(6,5)
FORMATCIHO, 3X, ’’T" è4X, "WAVE", 8X, "SURGE" , lOX, "HEAVE",8X, "SWAY",
1 lOX, "ROLL", 12X, "YAW",lOX, "PITCH",4X, "THRUST/DEG",4X, "MOMENT"//)
WAVE«WAMP* COS(CMEGA*T)+.125*HH*HH*CSHKH*(CSH2KH+2*)* C0S(2*



1 0MEGA*T)*PI/(WAVEL*SNHKH3)
TX=Y(7)*DEG
F=Y(9)*DEG
U=Y(11)*DEG
WRITE(6,1) T,WAVE,Y(1),Y(3),Y(5),TX,F,U,THRUST,DIR.TMOM,IHLF 
FORMAT(1X,F6.2V3X,F6.2,6(3X,F11.4),3X,F8.0,"/",F5.1,F10.0,13) 
WRITE(6,2) (AF(I),I«1,8)
FORMATClOX,"ANCHOR TENSIONS NO. 1 THRU 8 ",8(3X,F8.0)/)
TIMER = 0.8 * PRMT(2)
IFCT.l t .TIMER)G0 TO 8
0MD2TX«D0MX8*DERYC 8 )+DCMX10*DERYC 10)+D0MX12*DERYC 12 ) 
0MD2TY«D0MY8*DERYC 8)+D0MY10*DERYC10)+DCMY12*DERYC12) 
0MD2TZ»DCMZ8*DERYC 8)+D0MZ10*DERYC10)+D0MZ12*DERYC12)
DO 7 1=1,24
FCXT=-DMCXCI)*SJCI)*CDERYC2)+ZICI)*0MD2TY- . 5*CB+YICD+. 5*PDHCI )
1 *0ND2TZ)4fCXCl)
FHXT=- DMHXC l)*C DERYC 2 )+ZI CI )*0MD2TY-YICI )*CMD2TZ)+FHXC I )
FCZT=- DMCZCI )*S JC I )*C DERYC 6)4-. 5*C B+YI C l)+. 5*PDHC I ) )*0MD2TX- XIC D *

00



1 0MD2TY)+FCZ(I)
FHZT=-DMHZ(I)*(DERY(6)+YI(I)*0MD2TX-XI(I)*0MD2TY)+FHZ(I)
FHYT=-DMHY(I)*(DERY(4)+XI(I)*0MD2TZ-ZI(I)*0MD2TX)+Q(I)
WAV=WAMP*C0S(B1(I))+CAPH*COS(2*Bl(l))
AGAP=50.-WAV+YBAR(I)
WRITE(6,6)1,FCXT,FHXT,FCZT,FHZT,FHYT,ANU(I),AGAP

6 F0RMAT(1X,I5,5E15.4,2F15.4)
7 CONTINUE
8 RETURN 

END
to



SUBROUTINE FC T(T,Y .D ER Y )

DIMENSION Yn2),DERY(12),DMCX(24),DMHY(24),DMHZ(24),DMCZ(24),
1 fiLFA(24),CAPK(24),PDH(24),YH(24),ZC,(24),XC(24),DC(24),
2 HL(24),SJ(24),YBAR(24),AF(8),RHS(6),A(6,6),DCX(24),DHY(24)i
3 DCZ(24),DHZ(24),0(24),ANU(24),FCX(24),FHX(24),FCZ(24),FHZ(24),
4 DHX(24)»DMHX(24),XI(24),YI(24),ZI(24)
DIMENSION A1(24),A2(24),A3(24),A4(24),A5(24),A6(24),A7(24),A8(24),
1 A9(24),A10(24),A11(24),A13(24),E1(24),E2(24)-,E3(24),E4(24),
2 E5(24),E6(24),E7(24),E8(24),E9(24),E10(24),E11(24),E13(24),
3 A21,(24),A22(24),A23(24),A24(24),A25(24),A26(24),A27(24),A28(24 g
4 ),A29C24),A210C 24),A211(24),A213(24),E21(24),E22(24),E23(24),
5 E24(24),E25(24),E26(24),E27(24),E28(24),
DIMENSION E29(24),E210(24),£211(24),E213(24),01(24),02(24),C3(24),

1 04(24),05(24),07(24),09(24),D1(24),D2(24),D3(24),D4(24),D5(24),
2 D7(24),D9(24),021(24),022(24),023(24),024(24),025(24),027(24),
3 029(24),D21(24),D22(24),D23(24),D24(24),D25(24),BYD(24),
4 D27(24),D29(24),B1(24),B2(24),B3(24),B4(24),B5(24),DSJ(24),
5 A35(24),A36(24),E35(24),£36(24),031(24)



DIMENSION C32(24),033(24),D3l(24),D32(24),D33(24),D69(24),C41(24),
1 051(24),061(24),043(24),053(24),063(24),C34Ô24),044(24),054(24)
2 ,C35(24),C45(24),055(24),065(24),037(24),047(24),057(24),067
3 (24),039(24),049(24),059(24),069(24),D41(24),D51(24),D61(24),
4 D42(24),D52(24),D62(24),D43(24),D53(24),D63(24),D34(24),D44
5 (24),D54(24),D64(24),D35(24),D45(24),D55(24),D65(24),D37(24),
6 D47(24),D57(24),D67(24),D39(24),D49(24),D59(24)
OOMMON A35,A36 i E35,E36,031,032,033,D31,D32,D33,D59,D69,041,

1 051i061,043i053,063,034,044,054,035,045,055,065,037,047,057,
2 067,039,049^059,069,D41,D51,D61,D42,D62,D43,D53,D63,D34,D44, ^
3 D54,D64,D35,D45,D55,D65,D37,D47,D57,D67,D39,D49 
OOMMON A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,A7,A8,A9,A10,A11,A13,E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,

1 E6,E7,E8,E9,E10,E11,E13,A21,A22,A23,A24,A25,A26,A27,A29,A210,
2 A211,A213,E21,E22,E23,E24,E25,E26,E27,E28,E29,E210,E211,E213,
3 01,02,03,04,05,09,07,D1,D2,D3,D4,D5,D7,D9.021,022,023,024,
4 025,027é029éD21,D22,D23,D24,D25,D27,D29,Bl,B2,B3,B4,DSJ,BYD 
OOMMON GML,GMT,SINA,OOSA,OAPH,ANU,SJ,DMOX,DMHY,DMHZ,DMOZ,ALFA,

1 DHX,DMHX,XI,YI,ZI,EIXY,EIXZ,EIYZ,DOX,DHY,DCZ,DHZ,OMEGA,PI,

to



2 WAMP,G,PIR04,AK, WAVEL,DEG,P12,EMASS,EIX,EIY,EIZ,B,HH,T1,CAPK,
3 CSHKH, CSH2KH, SNHKH, SNH2KH, A28, B5 , PDH, HL, DC, YBAR, RO, CM, VCMAX,
4 SNHKH3
CCMMWTMOM, THRUST, WIND, ALPHA, WNVX2, WNVZ2 , WX, WZ, WMX, WMZ, AF, DIR,

1 PCX, FHX , FCZ, FHZ , Q , D0MX8, DOMXIO , D0MX12 , D0MY8, DOMYlO, D0MY12,
2 D0MZ8,DOMZIO,D0MZ12,PER 
COMMW SNHKH2,SNHKH4,SNHKH5,CSHKH3,CSH4KH, SNH4KH, OMEGAC, PIHL,

1 PIHL2,CMC,AC1,AC2,AC3,AC4,AC5,C,H 
COMMON SINY7,COSY?,SINY9,COSYll,SINYll,Y?,Y8,Y9,YlO,Yll,Y12,

1 C9S11,C7C11,C9S7C1,S9S7S1,S9S11,C9C11,C7S11,S9S7C1,C9C7,S9C7, %
2 S9C11,C9S7S1,S9C7S1 
COMMON XD(B),ZD(8),YD(8),DH(8),HD(8),DIAG(8),RT(14),RD(14),AX(4),

1 AY(4),AZ(4),ISIN(24),JSIN(24),KSIN(24),NOEL,NOADM
NDIM=6 
T2=T
IF(T.LE.0.)Tl-0.
SINY7» SIN(Y(7))
C0SY7= C0S(Y(7))



SINY9= SIN(Y(9))
COSYll* C0S(Y(11))
SINYll* SIN(Y(11))
Y7*Y(7)
Y8=Y(8)
Y9*Y(9)
Y10*Y(10)
Yll-Y(ll)
Y12=Y(12)
C9S11»C0SY9*SINY11 5
C7C11*C0SY7*C0SY11
C9s 7C1«COSY9*SINY7*COSY11
S9S7S1=SINY9*SINY7*SINY11
S9S11=SINY9*SINY11
C9C11»C0SY9*C0SY11
C7S11»C0SY7*SINY11
S9S7C1*SINY9*SINY7*C0SY11
e9C7*COSY9*COSY7



S9C7=SINY9*COSY7
S9C11-SINY9*C0SY11
C9S7S1»C0SY9*SINY7*SINY11
S9C7S1»SINY9*C0SY7*SINY11
0MEGAT«0MB6A*T
DELT»T2-T1
WNVX2»(WIND* COS(ALPHA)*C0SY11)**2 
WNVZ2«(WIND* SIN(ALPHA)*COSY7)**2 
ewgy»-SINY7*Y12+C7S11*Y8+C7C11*Y10 
DO 1 1-1,24
ALFR»ALFA( I )-K»lGY*DELT
ALFA(I)»ALFR
SINA- SIN(ALFR)
COSA- COS(ALFR)
TANA-SINA/COSA
ZC(I)=C9C7*ZI(I)+( C9S7S1-S9C11)*XI(I)+(C9S7C1+S9S11)*YI(I) 
XC(I)=S9C7*ZI(I)+(S9S7S1+C9C11)*XI(I)+(Ô9S7C1-C9S11)*YI(I) 
DMYI- (YI(I)+.5*PDH(I)+B)

lN>
cn4:̂
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E6(I)«A6(I)/SINA
E26(I)«A26(I)/SINA
E7(I)«A7(I)*cosA
E27(I)«A27(I)*C0SA
E8(I)-A8(I)/TANA
E28(I)-A28(I)/TANA
E9(I)-A9(I)*SINA
E29(I)»A29(I)*SINA
E10(I)»A10(I)/SINA
E210(I)»A210(I)/SINA ^
E11(I)*A11(I)/C0SA
E211(I)-A21l(I)/COSA
E11(I)-A11(I)/C0SA
E211(I)-A211(I)/COSA
E13(I)»A13(I)*TANA
E213(I)«A213(I)*TANA
D1(I)»C1(I)/C0SA
D21(I)«C21(I)/C0SA
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D7(I)=C7(I)/TANA
D27(I)«C27(I)/TANA
D37(I)-C37(I)/TANA
D47(I)»C47(I)/TANA
D57(I)*C57(I)/TANA
D9(I)»C9(I)*C0SA
D29(I)»C29(I)*COSA
D39(I)=C39(I)*C0SA
D49(I)»C49(I)*COSA
D59(I)»C59(I)*C0SA %
SINB1»SIN(B1(D)
SINB21»SIN(2*B1(I))
YBAR(I)«Y(3)-ZI(I)*SINY7+XI(I)*SINY11*C0SY7-YI(X)*(1.-C0SY7*C0SY11 
1)
SJ(I)-l.-BYD(I)*(YBAR(I)-WAMP*C0SB1-CAPH*C0SB21)
DUMYb SJ(I)
IF(DUMY.LT.0,)DUMY»0.
IF(DUHY.aT.2.)DUMY«2.



SJ(l)aDUMY
ANU(I)=.5*(DMYI+WAMP*C0SB1+CAPH*C0SB21-YBAR(I))

1 CONTINUE 
T1=T2

C CALCULATES THE RHS
CALL RHSV(T,Y,RHS)

C ********AMAT CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENT
CALL AMAT(A,Y)

C ********SIMQX SOLVES THE MATRIX EQ FOR THE DERIVATIVE VECTOR,REFER
TO IBM PACKAGE SIMQ*******iWkVWf***

CALL SIMQX(A,RHS,NDIM,KS)
IF(KS.EQ.1)G0 TO lOOO 
DO 3 1-1,6 
I0DD=2*I-1 
IEVEN=2*I 

3 DERY(IODD)-Y(IEVEN)
RETURN 

1000 WRITE(6,1100)



1100 FORMAT(IX,"SINGULAR MATRIX") 
RETURN 
END

N)o\O



SUBROUTINE SIMQX(A,B,N,KS)
DIMENSim A(36),B(6)
FORWARD SOLUTION
TOL*=0.0
KS«0
JJ=-N
DO 65 J»1,N
JY=J+1
JJ=JJ+N+1
BIGA=0
IT»JJ-J
DO 30 I=J,N
SEARCH FOR MAXIMUM COEFFICIENT IN COLUMN 
IJ=IT+I
IF(ABS(BIGA)-ABS(A(IJ)))20,30,30

20OBIGA«A(IJ)
IMAX«I 

30 CONTINUE

too\



TEST FOR PIVOT LESS THAN TOLERANCE (SINGULAR MATRIX)
IF(ABS(BIGA)-TOL)35,35,40 

35 KS»1 
RETURN
INTERCHANGE ROWS IF NECESSARY 

40 Il=J4N*(J-2)
IT=IMAX-J 
DO 50 K=J,N 
Il-Il+N 
I2=I1+IT o\
SAVE=A(I1)
A(I1)-A(I2)
A(I2)«SAVE
DIVIDE EQUATION BY LEADING COEFFICIENT 

50 A(I1)=A(I1)/BIGA 
SAVE»B(IMAX)
B(IMAX=B(J)
B(J)«SAVE/BIGA



ELIMINATE NEXT VARIABLE 
IF(J-N) 55,70,55 

55 IQS=N*(J-1)
DO 65 IX=JY,N 
IXJ-IQS+IX 
IT-J-IX 
DO 60 JX=JY,N 
IXJX»=N*(JX-1)+IX 
JJX=IXJX+IT 

60 A(IXJX)=A(IXJX)-(AIXJ)*A(JJX)) o\
65 B(IX)«=B(IX)-(B(J)*A(IXJ))

BACK SOLUTION 
70 NY-N-1 

IT=N*N
DO 80 J=1,NY 
IA«IT-J 
IB=N-J 
IC»N



DO 80 K*=1,J
B(IB)=B(IB)-A(IA)*B(IC) 
IA=IA-N 

80 IC-IC-1 
RETURN 
END

tsJ
O'



SUBROUTINE AMAT(A,Y)
DIMENSION Y(12),DMCX(24),DMHY(24),DMHZ(24),DMCZ(24),ALFA(24),
1 CAPK(24),PDH(24),YH(24),ZC(24),XC(24),DC(24),HL(24),SJ(24),
2 YBAR(24),AF(8),A(6,6),DCX(24).DHY(24),DCZ(24),DHZ(24),Q(24),
3 ANU(24),FCX(24),FHX(24),FCZ(24),FHZ(24),DHX(24),DMHX(24),
4 XI(24),YI(24).ZI(24)
DIMENSION A1(24),A2(24),A3(24),A4(24),A5(24),A6(24),A7(24),A8(24)
1 ,A9(24),A10(24),A11(24),A13(24),E1(24),E2(24),E3(24),E4(24),
2 E5(24),E6(24),E7(24),E8(24),E9(24),E10(24),E11(24),E13(24),
3 A21(24),A22(24),A23(24),A24(24),A25(24).A26(24),A27(24), w
4 A28(24),A29(24),A210(24),A211(24),A213(24),E21(24),E22(24).
5 E23(24),E24(24),E25(24),E26(24),E27(24),E28(24)
DIMENSION E29(24),E210(24),E211(24),E213(24),01(24),02(24),
1 03(24),04(24),05(24),07(24),09(24),D1(24),D2(24),D3(24),
2 D4(24),D5(24),D7(24),D9(24),021(24),022(24),023(24),024(24),
3 025(24),027(24),029(24),D21(24),D22(24),D23(24),D24(24),
4 D25(24),BYD(24),D27(24),D29(24),B1(24),B2(24),B3(24),B4(24),
5 B5(24),DSJ(24),A35(24),A36(24),E35(24),E36(24), 031(24)

Ln



DIMENSim C32(24),C33(24),D31(24),D32(24),D33(24),D69(24),C41(24)
1 ,C51(24),C61(24),C43(24),C53(24),063(24),C34(24),C44(24),C54
2 (24),035(24),045(24),055(24),065(24),037(24),047(24),057(24),
3 067(24),039(24),049(24),059(24),069(24),041(24),051(24),
4 061(24),042(24),052(24),062(24),043(24),053(24),063(24),
5 034(24),044(24),054(24),064(24),035(24),045(24),055(24),065
6 ( 24),037(24),047(24),057(24),067(24),039(24),049(24),059(24)
COMMCW A35,A36,E35,E36,031,032,033,031,032,033,059,069,041,051,
1 061,043,053,063,034,044,054,035,045,055,065,037,047,057,067,
2 039,049,059,069,041,051,061,042,052,062,043,053,063,034,044, w
3 054,064,035,045,065,037,047,057,D67,039,049 
OOMMON A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,A7,A8,A9,A10,A11,A13,E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,
1 E6,E7,E8,E9,E10,E11,E13,A21,A22,A23,A24,A25,A26,A27,A29,
2 A210,A211,A213,E21,E22,E23,E24,E25,E26,E27,E28,E29,E210,E211,
3 E213,01,02,03,04,05,09,07,01,02,03,04,05,07,09,021,022,023,
4 024,025,027,029,021,022,023,024,025,027,029,B1,B2,B3,B4,
5 OSJ.BYO
OOMMON GML,GMT,SINA,OOSA,OAPH,ANU,SJ,DMOX,DMHY,OMHZ,OMCZ,ALFA,

ON
ON



1 DHX,DMHX,XI,YI,ZI,EIXY,EIXZ,ElYZ,DCX,DHY,DCZ.DHZ,OMEGA.PI,WAMP
2 ,G,PIR04.AK,WAVEL,DEG,PI2,EÎ4ASS,EIX,EIY,EIZ,B,HH,T1,CAPK,CSHKH
3 , CSH2KH, SNHKH, SNH2KH ,A28,B5, PDH, HL, DC, YEAR, RO, CM, VCMAX, SNHKH3 
COMMONTMON, THRUST, WIND, ALPHA , WNVX2, WNVZ2. WX, WZ, WMX, WMZ, AF, DIR

1 PCX,FHX,Fez,FHZ.Q,D0MX8,DOMXIO,D0MX12,D0MY8,DOMYIO,D0MY12,
2 DOMZ8,DCMZ10,DGMZ12,PER
COMMON SNHKH2,SNHKH4,SNHKH5,CSHKH3,CSH4KH,SNH4KH,OMEGAC,PIHL,

1 PIHL2,CMC,AC1,AC2,AC3,AG4,AC5,C,H 
COMMON SINY7,C0SY7,SINY9,C0SY9,C0SY11,SINY11,Y7, 8,Y9,Y10,Y11,

1 Y12,C9S11,C7C119 C9S7C1» S9S7S1,S9S11,C9C11,C7S11,S9S7C1,C9C7,
2 S9C7,S9C11,C9S7S1,S9C7S1
COMMON XD(8),ZD(8),YD(8),DH(8),HD(8),DIAG(8),RT(14),RD(14),AX(4), 

1 AY(4),AZ(4),ISIN(24),JSIN(24),KSIN(24),NOEL,NOADM
C ********** aMAT c a lc ul ate s THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX **********
C THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS SET UP AS FOLLOWS"
C THE FIRST ROW IS SURGE ACCELERATION
C THE SECOND ROW IS HEAVE ACCELERATION
C THE THIRD ROW IS SWAY ACCELERATION

o\



c THE FOURTH ROW ISROLL MOMEMTUM
C THE FIFTH ROW IS YAW MOMENTUM
C THE SIXTH ROW IS PITCH MOMENTUM

DO 1 1=1,6 
DO 1 J=l,6 

1 A(I,J)=0
S9C7C1=SINY9*C0SY7*C0SY11
S7C11=SINY7*C0SY11
C9C7C1=C0SY9*C0SY7*CGSY11
C9C7S1=C0SY9*C0SY7*SINY11 ON
S9S7=SINY9*SINY7 “
C9S7=COSY9*SINY7
C9S11«C0SY9*SINY11
S7S11=SINY7*SINY11
C9S7C1=C0SY9*SINY7*C0SY11
D0MX8*=S9S7S1+C9C11
D0MY8=C7S11
Dmz8=C9S7Sl- S9C11



DOMX10«S9S7C1-C9S11
DOMY10:=C7C11
DOMZ10=C9s7C1+S9S11
DOMX12=S9C7
D0MZ12=C9C7
A2C2=BMASS
A2C8=0
A2C10=0
A2C12*=0
A4C4»EMASS o\
A4C8=0
A4C10*=0
A4C12-0
A6C6=BMASS
A6C8=0
A6C10=0
A6C12=0
A8C4=0



A8C6=0
A8C8=EIX*D0MX8-EIXY*D0MY8-EIXZ*D0MZ8 
A8C10=EIX*D0MX10-EIXY*DOMYlO-EIXZ*D0MZ10 
A8C12*EIX*D0MX12-EIXY*D0MY12-EIXZ*D0MZ12 
A10C2-0 
A10C6=0
A10C8»=EI Y*D0MY8- EIXY*D0MX8- EIXZ*D0MZ8 
A10C10=EIY*DOMYlO-EIXY*DOMXlO-EIXZ*DOMZ10 
A10C12=EIY*D0MY12-EIXY*D0MX12-EIXZ*D0MZ12 
A12C2=0
A12C4=0 ^
A12C8=EIX*DCMZ8-EIXZ*DCMX8-ElYZ*D0MY8 
A12C10»=EIZ*D0MZ10- EIXZ*DOMXlO- El YZ*DOMY10 
A12C12«=EIZ*DOMZ12- EIXZ*D0MX12- EIYZ*D0MY12 
DO 2 1=1,24 
XC(I)»XI(I)
YH(I)«YI(I)
ZC(I)=ZI(I)

O



ARE THE MCWENT ARMS************* 
ARMX1=ABS(YH(I))*SINY7-ZC(I)*C0SY7 
ARMX2=ABS(YH(I))*C0SY7+ZC(I)*SINY7 
ARMX3=-ANU(I)*C0SY7+ZC(I)*SINY7 
ARMY1=ZC(I)*C0SY9-XC(I)*SINY9 
AMtf5f2=XC( I )*COSY9+ZC( I )*SINY9 
ARMZ1«=ABS( YH(I ) )*SINY11+XC( I )*C0SY11 
ARMZ2=ABS(YH(I ) )*C0SY11-XC(I )*SINY11 
ARMZ3=- ANU( I )*C0SY11-XC( I )*SINY11 
DMYI=.5*(YH(I)+.5*PDH(I)+B)
FHX8=DMHX(I)*(ZC(I)*D0MY8-YH(I)*D0MZ8) 
FCX8=DMCX(I)*SJ(I)*(ZC(I)*D0MY8-DMYI*D0MZ8) 
FHX10=DMHX(I)*(ZC(I)*DOMYlO-YH(I)*DOMZ10) 
FCX10=DMCX(I)*SJ(I)*(ZC(I)*DOMY10-DMYI*DOMZ10) 
FHX12=DMHX(I)*(ZC(I)*D0MY12-YH(I)*D0MZ12) 
FCX12>=DMCX( I )*S J( I )*( ZC( I )*D0MY12-DMYI*D0MZ12 ) 
FHY8«=DMHY( I )*(XC( I )*D0MZ8- ZC( I )*D0MX8 ) 
FHY10=DMHY(I)*(XC(I)*DOMZ10-ZC(I)*D0MX10)

N>
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SUBROUTINE PRKGS(PRMT,Y ,DERY,NDIM,IHLF,AUX)
DIMENSION Y(1),DERY(1),AUX(8,1),A(4),B(4),C(4),PRMT(1)
DO 1 1=1,NDIM

1 AUX(8,1)=.O6666666666666665Ee0SBERY( I)
X=PRMT(1)
XEND=PRMT(2)
H=PRMT(3)
PRMT(5)=0.
CALL FCT(X,Y,DERY)
ERROR TEST ÔN
IF(H*(XEND-X))38,37,2 
PREPARATIONS FOR RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD

2 A(l)=.5
A(2)=.29289321881345248 
A(3)*l.7071067811865475 
A(4)=.16666666666666667 
B(l)=2.
B(2)=l.



B(3)=l.
B(4)=2.
C(l)=.5
C(2)=.29289321881345248 
C(3)«l.7071067811865475 
C(4)=.5
PREPARATIŒS OF FIRST RUNGE-KUTTA STEP
DO 3 1=1,NDIM
AUX(1,I)=Y(I)
AUX(2,I)=DERY(I)
AUX(3,I)=0.

3 AUX(6,I)=0.
IREC=0 
H=H+H 
IHLF=-1 
ISTEP=0 
IEND=0
START OF A RUNGE-KUTTA STEP



4 IF((X-m-XEND)*H)7,6,5
5 H=XEND-X
6 IEND=1

RECORDING OF INITIAL VALUES OF THIS STEP
7 CALL OUTP(X,Y,DERY,IREC,NDIM,PRMT) 

IF(PRMT(5)>40,8,40
8 ITEST=0
9 ISTEP*=ISTEP+1 

START OF INNERMOST RUNGE-KUTTA LOOP 
J=1

10 AJ=A(J)
BJ“B(J)
CJ«C(J)
DO 11 1=1,NDIM 
R1=H*DERY(I)
R2»AJ*(Rl-BJ*AUX(6,1))
Y(K)=Y(I)+R2 
R2=R2+R2+R2



11 AUX(6,I)*AUX(6,I)+R2-CJ*R1
12 J«J+1

IF(J-3>13,14,13
13 X=X+.5E0*H
14 CALL FCT(X,Y,DERY)

GO TO 10
0 END OF INNERMOST RUNGE-KUTTA LOOP
0 TEST OF ACCURACY

15 IF(ITEST)16,16,20
C IN CASE ITEST=0 THERE IS NO POSSIBILITY FOR TESTING OF ACCURACY

16 DO 17 1=1,NDIM
17 AUX(4,I)=Y(I)

ITEST=1
ISTEP=ISTEP+ISTEP-2

18 IHLF=IHLF+1 
X«X-H 
H=.5E0*H 
DO 19 1=1,NDIM



Y(I)=AUX(1,I)
DERY(I)=AUX(2,I)

19 AUX(6,I)«=«AUX(3,I)
GO TO 9
IN CASE ITEST*1 TESTING OF ACCURACY IS POSSIBLE

20 IM0D=ISTEP/2 
IF(ISTEP-IMOD-IM0D)21,23,21

21 CALL FCT(X,Y,DERY)
DO 22 1=1,NDIM
AUX(5,I)=Y(I) «

22 AUX(7,I)=DERY(I)
GO TO 9
COMPUTATION OF TEST VALUE DELT

23 DELT=0.
DO 24 1=1,NDIM

24 DELT=DELT+AUX(8,I)*ABS(AUX(4,I)-Y(I)
IF(DELT-PRMT(4))28,28,25 
ERROR IS TOO GREAT

tNj
00o



25 IF(IHLF-10)26,36,36
26 DO 27 1=1,NDIM
27 AUX(4,I)=AUX(5,I)

ISTEP=ISTEP+ISTEP-4
X=X-H
IEND=0
GO TO 18
RESULT VALUES ARE GOOD

28 CALL FCT(X,Y,DERY)
DO 29 1=1,NDIM ^
AUX(1,I)=Y(I)
AUX(2,I)=DERY(I)
AUX(3,I)=AUX(6,I)
Y(I)=AUX(5,I)

29 DERY(I)=AUX(7,I)
CALL OUTP(X-H,Y,DERY,IHLF,NDIM,PRMT)
IF(PRMT(5))40,30,40

30 DO 31 1=1,NDIM



Y(I)=AUX(1,I)
31 DERY(I)=AUX(2,I)

IREC=IHLF 
IF(IEND)32,32,39 
INCREMENT GETS DOUBLED

32 IHLF*=IHLF-1 
ISTEP=ISTEP/2 
H«H+H
IF(IHLF)4,33,33

33 IM0D=ISTEP/2 Sro
IF(ISTEP-IMOD-IMOB)4,34,4

34 IF(DELT-.02E0*PRMT(4))35,35,4
35 IHLF=IHLF-1 

ISTEP=ISTEP/2 
H«H+H
GO TO 4
RETURNS TO CALLING PROGRAM

36 IHLF=11



CALL FCT(X,Y.DERY)
GO TO 39

37 IHLF=12 
§8 TO 39

38 IHLF=13
39 CALL OUTP(X.Y,DERY,IHLF,NDIM,PRMT)
40 RETURN 

END

oo04



SUBROUTINE RHSV(T,Y.RHS)
DIMENSION Y(12),DMCX(24),DMHY(24),DMHZ(24),DMCZ(24),ALFA(24),CAPK
1 (24),PDH(24),YH(24).ZC(24),XC(24),DC(24),HL(24),SJ(24),YBAR
2 (24),AF(8),RHS(6),DCX(24),DHY(24),DCZ(24),DHZ(24),P(24),Q(24),
3 R(24),TH(24),FF(24),FR(24),ANU(24),FCX(24),FHX(24),FCZ(Î4),
4 FHZ(24),DHX(24).DMHX(24),XI(24)YI(24),ZI(24)
DIMENSION A1(24),A2(24),A3(24),A4(24),A5(24),A6(24),A7(24),A8(24)

1 ,A9(24),A10(24),A11(24),A13(24),E1(24),E2(24),E3(24),E4(24),
2 E5(24),E6(24),E7(24),E8(24),E9(24),E10(24),E11(24),E13(24),
3 A21(24),A22(24),A23(24),A24(24),A25(24),A26(24),A27(24),
4 A28(24),A29(24),A210(24),A211(24),A213(24),E21(24),E22(24),
5 E23(24),E24(24),E25(24),E26(24),E27(24),E28(24)
DIMENSION E29(24),E210(24),E211(24),E213(24),01(240,C2(24),
1 C3C24),04(24),05(24),07(24),09(24),D1(24),D2(24),D3(24).D4(24)
2 ,D5(24),D0(24),D9(24),021(24),022(24),023(24),024(24).025(24),
3 027(24),029(24),D21(24),D22(24),D23(24),D24(24),D25(24)»BYDC24)
4 ,D27(24),D29(24),B1(24),B2(24),B3(24),B3(24),B5(24),DSJ(24),
5 A35(24),A36(24),E35(24),E36(24),031(24).

to
0045̂



DIMENSION C32(24),C33(24),D31(24),D32(24),D33(24),D69(24),C41
1 (24),051(24),061(24),043(24),053(24),063(24),034(24),044(24),
2 054(24),035(24),045(24),055(24),065(24),037(24),047(24),057
3 (24),067(24),039(24),049(24),059(24), 069(24),D4K24),051(24),
4 061(24),042(24),052(24),062(24),043(24),053(24),063(24),034
5 (24),044Ê24),054(24),064(24),035(24),045(24),055(24),065(24),
6 037(24),047(24),057(24),067(24),039(24),049(24),059(24) 
OIMENSim 0ELX(4) ,0ELZ(4),ARM( 12),EX(4),FZ(4),TENSX(4),TENSZ(4),
1 FY(4)
OOMMON A35,A36,E35,E36,031,032,033,031,032,033,059,069,041,051,

1 061,043,053,063,034,044,054,035,045,055,065,037,047,057,067,
2 039,049,059,069,041,051,061,042,052,062,043,053,063,034,044,
3 054,064,035,045,055,065,037,047,057,067,039,049
OOMMON A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,A7,A8,A9,A10,A11,A13,E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,

1 E7,E8,E9,E10,E11,E13,A21,A22,A23,A24,A25,A26,A27,A29,A210,
2 A211, A213, E21, E22, E23, E24, E25, E26, E27 , E28, E29 , E210, E211, E213,
3 01,02,03,04,05,09,07,01,02,03,04,05,07,09,021,022,023,024,
4 025,027,029,021,022,023,024,025,D27,D29,B1,B2,B3,B4,OSJ,BYO

ts)
oo
en



COMMON GML,GMT,SINA,COSA,CAPH,ANU,SJ,DMCX,DMHY,DMHZ,DMCZ,ALFA,
1 DHX,DMHX,XI,YI,ZI,EIXY,EIXZ,EIYZ,DCX,DHY,DCZ,DHZ,OMEGA,PI,
2 WAMP ,G,PI R04, AK, WAVEL, DEG, PI 2, E34ASS ,EIX,EIY,EIZ,B,HH,T1, CAPK,
3 CSHKH,CSH2KH,SNHKH,SNH2KH,A28,B5,PDH,HL,DC,YEAR,RQ,CM,VCMAX,
4 SNHKH3
COMMONTMOM,THRUST,WIND,ALPHA,WNVX2,WNVZ2,WX,WZ,WMX,WMZ,AF,DIR,

1 FCX,FHX,FCZ,FHZ,Q,DGMX8,DCMXIO,D0MX12,D0MY8,DOMYIO,D0MY12,
2 DOMZ8,DOMZ10,DGMZ12,PER
COMMON SNHKH2,SNHKH4,SNHKH5,CSHKH3,CSH4KH,SNH4KH, Œ4EGAC,PIHL > to

L PIHL2,CMC,ACl,AC2,AC3,AC4;AC5,e,H S
COMMON SINY7,COSY?,SINY9,C0SY9,COSYl1,SINYl1,Y?,Y8,Y9,Y10,Y11,

1 Y12 f C9S11,C7C11,C9S7C1,S9S7S1,S9S11,C9C11,C7S11,S9S7C1,C9C7,
2 S9C7,S9C11,C9S7S1,S9C7S1
COMMON XD(8),ZD(8),YD(8),DH(8),HD(8),DIAG(8),RT(14),RD(14),AX(4),
1 AY(4),AZ(4),ISIN(24),JSIN(24),KSIN(24),NOEL,NOADM

C ********* RHSV CALCULATES THE RHS VECTOR *********
C RHSV IS SET UP AS FOLLOWS
C 1) RHSV SUMS ALL THE FORCES AND MOMENTS FOR SIX DEGREES OF



c FREEDOM
C 2) IN ADDITION, THE VECTOR CONTAINS THE FIRST DERIVATIVE
C PORTIONS OF ACCELERATim AND ANGULAR MOMENTUM WITH A CHANGE
C IN SIGN
C 3) RHS(1)«SURGE FORCE
C 4) RHS(2)«HEAVE FORCE
C 5) RHS(3)»SWAY FORCE
C 6) RHS(4)«R0LL MOMENT
C 7) RHS(5)«=YAW MOMENT
C 8) RHS(6)«=PITCH MOMENT ”

DO 6 1=1,24 
XC(I)»XI(I)
YH(I)«YI(I)

6 ZC(I)=ZI(I)
C ft*******wiND FORCES IN X AND Z DIRECTIWS*********

FWX-WX*WNVX2 
FWZ=WZ*WNVZ2 

C ********WIND MOMENTS ABOUT X AND

N)
OO



WMY7«=WMZ*WNVZ2 
WMYl1=WMX*WNVX2
********DISPL CALCULATES THE DISPLACEMENT OF THE FAIPLEADS*******
CALL DISPL(Y,DELX,DELZ,ARM,AX,AZ,AY)
FOXYZ CALCULATES THE MOORING LINE TENSIONS**********
CALL FOXYZ(DELX,DELZ,FX,FY,FZ,TENSX,TENSZ,DIRC,THR,RT,RD)
DIR=DIRC
THRUST=THR
AF(1)=TENSZ(1)
AF(2)«=TENSX(1) g
AF(3)=TENSX(2)
AF(4)=TENSZ(2)
AF(5)=TENSZ(4)
AF(6)=TENSX(4)
AF(7)=TENSX(3)
AF(8)«=TENSZ(3)
Y8Y8=Y8*Y8
Y10Y10=Y10*Y10



Y12Y12*=Y12*Y12
Y8Y10=Y8*Y10
Y8Y12»Y8*Y12
Y10Y12=Y10*Y12
S9C7C1=SINY9*C0SY7*C0SY11
S7C11»SINY7*C0SY11
C9C7Cl*=COSY9*COSY7*COSYll
C9C7S1«=C0SY9*C0SY7*SINY11
S9S7»SINY9*SINY7 

ÔO

C9S7=COSY9*SINY7
C9S11=C0SY9*SINY11
S7S11=SINY7*SINY11
C7C11«C0SY7*C0SY11
********aNGULAR VELOCITIES**************
OMEGX=S9C7*Y12+(S9S7S1+C9C11)*Y8+(S9S7C1-C9S11)*Y10 
OMEGYo-SINY7*Y12+C7S11*Y8+C7C11*Y10 
0MEGZ=C9C7*Y12+(C9S7S1-S9C11)*Y8+(C9S7C1+S9S11)*Y10 
********FIRST DERIVATIVE PART OF ANGULAR ACCELLERATION********



DOMGX=-S9s7*Y8Y12-k:9C7*Y10Y12+C9S7S1*Y8Y10+S9C7S1*Y8Y8+S9S7C1*
1 Y8Y12-S9C11*Y8Y10-C9S11*Y8Y12+C9S7C1*Y10Y10+S9C7C1*Y8Y10
2 -S9S7S1*Y10Y12+S9S11*Y10Y10-C9C11*Y10Y12 
DOMGZ=-C9S7*Y8Y12-S9C7*Y10Y12-S9S7s1*Y8Y10+C9C7s1*Y8Y8+C9S7c1*

1 Y8Y12-C9C11*Y8Y10+S9S11*Y8Y12-S9S7C1*Y10Y10+C9C7C1*Y8Y10-C9s 7S
2 1*Y10Y12+C9S11*Y10Y10+S9C11*Y10Y12 

DOMGY«-S7S11*Y8Y8-C7S11*Y10Y12-S7C11*Y8Y10-COSY7*Y8Y12+C7C11*Y8Y1
2 2
HPX=EIX*OMEGX- EIXY*OMEGY- EIXZ*CMEGZ 
HPY=- EIXY*OMEGX+EI Y*OMEGY- EIYZ*ŒiEGZ 
HPZ=-EIXZ*OMEGX-EIYZ*OMEGY+EIZ*OMEGZ 
HD0TX=EIX*D0MGX-EIXY*DOMGY-EIXZ*DOMGZ 
HDOTY=- EIXY*DOMGX+EIY*DOMGY- EIYZ*DŒGZ 
HDOTY»-EIXY*DOMGX+EIY*DOMGY-ElYZ*DOMGZ 
HDOTZ<=- EIXZ*DCMGX- El YZ*DQMGY+EIZ*D0MGZ
********FIRST DERIVATIVE PART OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM**********
RHS4=-(HDOTX-0MEGZ*HPY+OlEGY*HPZ)
RHS5=-(HDOTY-OMEGX*HPZ+OMEGZ*HPX)

ts)VDO



RHS6=-(HDOTZ-OMEGY*HPX+OMEGX*HPY)
********THRUST MOMENT************
TMOM»FX(1)*((AZ(2)+.5*DC(7))*C0SY9-AX(2)*SINY9)-FX(2)*((-AZ(l)+

1 .5*DC(3))*COSY9+AX(l)*SINY9)-FX(3)*((AZ(4 )+.5*DC(24))*COSY9
2 -AX(4)*SINY9)+FX(4)*((-AZ(3)+.5*DC(23))*C0SY9+AX(3)*SINY9)-
3 FZ( 1 )*( AX( 2)*C0SY9+(AZ( 2)+. 5*DC( 7 ) )*SINY9 )+FZ( 2)*4-AX( 1 )*COSY
4 9-(-AZ(1)+.5*DC(3))*SINY9)+FZ(3)*(-AX(4)*C0SY9-(AZ(4)+.5*DC
5 (24))*SINY9)-FZ(4)*(-AX(3)*C0SY9+(-AZ(3)+.5*DC(23))*SINY9) 

OMEGXX»OMEGX*OMEGX
OMEGYY-=OMEGY*OMBGY
OMEGZZ=OMEGZ*OMEGZ
OMEGXY=CMEGX*OMEGY
CMEGXZ-OMEGX*CIMEGZ
0MEGYZ“0MEGY*0MEX3Z
VCSINA«VCMAX*SINA
VCCOSA=VCMAX*COSA
DO 2 1=1,24
C0SB1«C0S(B1(I))

ts)to
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SINB24= SIN(2*B4(I))
SINB25» SIN(2*B5(D)
C0SB42= C0S(4*B2(I))
COSB43» C0S(4*B3(I))
C0SB44= COS(4*B4(l))
C0SB45*= C0S(4*B5(D)
SIN3B2=SINB2**3
SIN3B3=SINB3**3
COS3B3»COSB3**3
COS3B2=COSB2**3 to
SIN3B4»SINB4**3 
SIN3B5«SINB5**3 
C0S3B4=C0SB4**3 
COS3B5«COSB5**3 
DMYI».5*(YH(I)+.5*PDH(I)+B)

VBHX«JSIN( I )*( Y( 2 )+ZC( I )*OMEGY-YH( I )*C5MEGZ+E8( I )*( SINB4- SINB5 )
+E28(I)*(SINB24-SINB2 5)+VCCOSA)



VBHY=Y(4)+XC(I)*OMEGZ-ZC(I)*OMEGX-JSIN(I)*E10(I)*(COSB4-COSB5)-
1 JSIN(I)*E210(I)*(COSB24-C0SB2 5)-KSIN(I)*E11(I)*(C0SB2-C0SB3)-
2 KSIN(I)*E211(I)*(COSB22-COSB23)
VBHZ=KSIN(I)*Y(6)+YH(I)*OMEGX-XC(I)*0MEGY+E13(I)*(SINB2» SINB3)
1 +E213(I)*(SINB22-SINB23)+VCSINA)
VBCZ=(Y(6)-XC(I)*CMEGY+DMYI*OMEGX-E9(I)*C0SB1-E29(I)*C0SB21+
1 VCSINA)*KSIN(I)
VBCX=(Y(2)+ZC(I)*OMEGY-DMYI*OMEGZ-E7(I)*C0SB1-E27(I)*C0SB21+
1 VCC0SA)*KSIN(I)

hO********WAVE PART OF RELATIVE ACCELERATION********** to
TACZW=SJ(I)*DMCZ(I)*(El(I)*SINB1+E21(I)*SINB21)*KSIN(I)
TAHZW=-DMHZ( I )*KSIN(l)*( E2( I )*( C0SB2-C0SB3 )+E2'2( I )*( COSB22- 
1 COSB23))
TACXW=-SJ(I)*DMCX(I)*(E3(I)*SINB1+E23(I)*SINB21)*KSIN(I)
TAHXW<=-DMHX(I )*JSIN(I )*£e4(I )*CCOSB4-COSB5)+E24( I )*(COSB24- 

1 COSB25))
TAHYW=- DMHY( I )*KSIN( I )*( E5( I )*( SINB2- SINB3 )+E25( I )*( SINB22- 

1 SINB23))-DMHY(I)*JSIN(I)*(E6(I)*(SINB4-SINB5)+E26(I)*



'3 SINB24-SINB25))
********WAVE PRESSURE FORCES**vt******Vf***

WAVFY1*=- (Did )*( SINB2- SINB3 )+D21( I )*G$INB22- SINB23 )-D31( I )+D41( I ) 
1 *( SIN3B2- SIN3B3 )-D5l( I )*( SINB2- SINB3 ) )*KSIN ( I )
WAVFY2»-(D2(I)*C0SB1+D22(I)*COSB21-D32(I)+D42(l)*SINB1*SINB1*
1 C0SB1-D52(I)*C0SB1)*KSIN(I)
WAVFY3=-(D3(I)*$SSNB4-SINB5)+D23(I)*(SINB24-SINB25)-D33(I)+D43(I) 
1 *(SIN3B4-SIN3B5)-D53(I)*(SINB4-(SINB5))*JSIN(I)
WAVCZ=-C-D4(I)*SINB1-D24(I)*SINB21+D34(I)*SINB41+D44(I)*C0SB1*
L C0SB1*SINB1+D54(I)*SINB1)*KSIN(I)
WVFHZl— (D5(I)*(C0SB2-C0SB3)+D25(I)*(COSB22-COSB23)-D35(I)*(C0SB4 

1 2-C0SB43)-D45(I)*(C0S3B2-C0S3B3)-D55(I)*(C0SB2-C0SB3))*KSIN(I)
WVFHX2— (D7(I)*C00SB4-C0SB5)+D27(I)*(COSB24-COSB25)-D37(I)*(COSB

1 44-C0SB45)-D47(I)*(COS3B4-COS3B5)-D57(I)*(C0SB4-C0SB5))*JSIN(I
2 0

WVFCX*=- (-D9(I )*SINB1-D29(I )*SINB21+D39(I )*SINB41+D49(I )*C0SB1*
1 C0SB1*SINB1+D59(I)*SINB1)*KSIN(I)
MSIGN«ISIN(I)

ts)lOcn



c ********MOMENTS ARMS***********
ARMXl» ABS(YH(I))*SINY7-ZC(I)*C0SY7 
ARMX2= ABS(Yiî(l))*COSY7ZC(I)*SINY7 
ARMX3=-ANU(I)*C0SY7+ZC(I)*SINY7 
ARMY1=ZC(I)*C0SY9-XC(I)*SINY9 
ARMY2»XC(I)*C0SY9+ZC(I)*SINY9 
ARMZ1= ABS(YH(I))*SINY11+XC(I)*C0SY11 
ARMZ2» ABS(YH(I))*C0SY11-XC(I)*SINY11 
ARMZ3«-ANU(I)*C0SY11-XC(I)*SINY11 

e ********NORNAL ACELERATIONS************
ANCZ=XC( I )*OMEGXZ- ZC( I )*OMEGXX- ZC( I )*01EGYY+DMYI*(^EGYZ 
ANHZ«=XC( I )*0ME6XZ- ZC( I )*OMEGXX- ZC( I )*OMEGYY+YH( I )*OMEGYZ 
ANHZ=KSIN( I )*ANHZ
ANCX=DMYI*OMEGXY-XC( I )*OMEGYY- OMEGZZ*XC( I )*OMEGXZ 
ANHX=YH(I)*OMEGXZ-XC(I)*OMEGYY-XC(I)*OMEGZZ+ZC(I)*OMEGXZ 
ANHX=JSIN( I )*ANHX
ANHY=ZC( I )*OMEGYZ- YH( I )*OMEGZZ- YH( I )*OMEGXX+XC( I )*OMEGXY 
ANCX*=KSIN( I )*ANCX

CsJ



ANCZ*KSIN(I)*ANCZ 
ANCX=-SJ(I)*DMCX(I)*ANCX 
ANHX=-DMHX(I)*ANHX 
ANCZ»-SJ(I)*EMCZ(I)*ANCZ 
ANHZ=-DMHZ(I)*ANHZ 
ANHY=-DMHY(I)*ANHY
********FIRST DERIVATIVE PORTION OF TANGENTIAL ACCELERATim***** 
TACX=-DMCX(I)*SJ(I)*(ZC(I)*DOMGY-DMYI*DOMGZ)*KSIN(I)
TAHY«=- DMHY( I )*( XI ( I )*DOMGZ- ZI ( I )*DOKGX )
TACZ=-DMCZ( I )*SJ( I )*(DMYI*DOMGX-XC( I )*DOMGY)*KSIN( I )
TAHZ=-DMHZ(I )*( YH( I )*DOMGX-XC( I )*DOMGY)*KSIN( I )
TAHX=-DMHX(I)*(ZI(I)*DOMGY-YI(I)*DCMGZ)*JSIN(I)
XCB=S9C7*ZI(I)+(S9S7S1+C9C11)*XI(I)+(S9S7C1-C9S11)*YI(I)+Y(1) 
ZBB=C9C7*ZI(I)+(C9C7S1-S9C11)*XI(I)+(C9S7C1+S9S11)*YI(I)+Y(5) 
BETA=AK*(XCB-MSIGN*.5*HL(I))*COSA+AK*ZCB*SINA+OMEGA*T 
BETA2«-2*BETA

IS VERTICAL FORCE***********
Q(I)="DHY(I)*VBHY*ABS(VBHY)4KSIN(I)*WAVFY1+WAVFY2+JSIN(I)



1 WAVFY3+PIR04*PDH(I)*PDH(I)*MSIGN*VBHY*VBCX4CAFK(I)*(WAMP*
2 C0SB1+CAPH*C0SB21-YBAR(I))-D67(I)*¥BHY-C67(I)*VBHY*SJ(I)
Q( I )*=Q( I )+ANHY+TAHY+TAHYW
********FCZ IS FORCE ON COL IN Z DIRECTION****
FCZ(I)=-SJ(I)*(DCZ(I)*VBCZ*ABS(VBCZ)-WAVCZ)
FCZ(I)=FCZ(I)+ANCZ+TACZ+TACZW-C67(I)*VBCZ*SJ(I)
FCZ(I)=KSIN(I)*FCZ(I)

FHZ( I )«=-D67( I )*VBHZ-DHZ(I )*VBHZ*ABS(VBHZ)+KSIN( I )*WVFHZ1+
1 PIR04*PDH(I)*PDH(I)*MSIGN*VBHZ*VBCX
FHZ(I)=FHZ(I)+ANHZ+TAHZ+TAHZW ^
FHZ(I)=KSIN(I)*FHZ(I)
********FHX IS FORCE ON HULL IN X DIRECTION*************
FHX(I )=-D67(I )*VBHX-DHX( I )*VBHX*ABS(VBHX)-'rJSIN(I )*WVFHX2 
FHX(I)=FHX(I)+ANHX+TAHX+TAHXW
********FHYX IS FORCE ON HULL DUE TO END PRESSURE*******
FHYX=D61( I )*MSIGN*GOS( BETA)-tMSIGN*D62( I )*COS( BETA2 )
FHX(I)=JSIN(I)*FHX(I)+FHYX



UP MEMBER FORCES AND MOMENTS***********
DO 5 I«1,N0EL 
RHS(1)=RHS(1)+P(I)
RHS(2)»RHS(2)+Q(I)
RHS(3)«RHS(3)+R(I)
RHS(4)=RHS(4)+TH(I)
RHS(5)»RHS(5)+FF(I)
RHS(6)=RHS(6)+FR(I)
IF(NOADM.LE.O) GO TO 470
DO 469 I+1,NOADM wO
ARMDX«ABS(YD(I))*SINY7-ZD(I)*C0SY7 °
ARMDZ»ABS(YD(I))*SINY11+XD(I)*C0SY11 
FYD=-DIAG(I)*(Y(4 )+XD(I)*OMEGZ-ZD(I)*OMEGX)
FDMX=DYD*ARMDX 
FDMZ«FYD*ARMDZ 
RHS(2)«RHS(2)+FYD 
RHS( 4 )«=RHS(4 )+FDMX 

469 RHS(6)=RHS(6)+FDMZ



470 CONTINUE
********ADD MOORING FORCES AND MOMENTS*********
RHS(1)=RHS(1)+FX(1)+FX(2)-FX(3)-FX(4)-FWX
RHS(2)=RHS(2)-FY(1)-FY(2)-FY(3)-FY(4)
RHS(3)=RHS(3)+FZ(1)-FZ(2)+FZ(3)-FZ$4)-FWZ
RHS(4)«RHS(4)+FY(I)*(AZ(2)+.5*DC(7))*C0SY7-FY(2)*(-AZ(1)+.5*DC(3)

1 )*C0SY7+FY(3)*(AZ(4)+.5*DC(24))*COSY7-FY(4)*(-AZ(3)+.5*DC(23))
2 *C0SY7-FZ(1)*(AZ(2)+.5*DC(7))*SINY7-FZ(2)*(-AZ(1)+.5*DC(3))*
3 SINY7-FZC 3)*(AZ(4)+.5*DC(24))*SINY7-FZ(4)*(-AZ(3)+.5*DC(23))
4 *SINY7-WMY7 
RHS(5)=RHS(5)+TM0M
RHS(6)=RHS(6)-FX(1)*AX(2)*SINY11-FX(2)*AX(L)*SINY11+FX(3)*AX(4)
2 *SINY11+FX(4)*AX(3)*SINY11-FY(1)*AX(2)*C0SY11-FY(2)*AX(1)
3 *C0SY11-FY(3)*AX(4)*C0SY11-FY(4)*AX(3)*C0SY11+WMY11 
RESURN
END



SUBROUTINE DISPL(Y,DELX,DELZ,ARM,X ,Z ,YH)

DIMENSION X(4),Z(4),YH(4),XX(4),ZZ(4),YY(4),DELX(4),DELZ(4),
1 ARM(12),Y(12)
C1=C0S(Y(7))
C2=C0S(Y(9))
C3=C0S(Y(11))
S1«=SIN(Y(7))
S2=SIN(Y(9))
S3=SIN(Y(11))
El=01*02 N̂)
F1=S2*01
G1=-S1
E2=S3*S1*02-S2*03 
F2=C2*03*S2*S1*S3 
G2=01*S3
E3=S2*S3+02*S1*03 
F3=S2*S1*03-02*S3 
G3=01*03



DO 2 1=1,4
ZZ(I)=E1*Z(I)+E2*X(I)+E3*YH(I) 
XX(I)=F1*Z(I)+F2X(I)+F3*YH(I) 
YY(I)«G1*Z(I)4G2*X(I)+G3*YH(I) 
DELX(I)=Y(I)+XX(I)-X(I) 
DELZ(I)=Y(5)+ZZ(I)-Z(I)
DO 3 1=1,4 
ARM(I)=XX(I)
ARM(I+4)=YY(I)
ARM(I+8)=ZZ(I) g
RETURN
END



SUBROUTINE FOXYZ(DELX,DELZ,FX,FY,FZ,TENSX,TENSZ,DIRC,THR,RT,RD)
DIMENSION RD(14),RT(14),DELX(4),DELZ(4),FX(4),FY(4),FZ(4),TX(4),
1 TZ(4),DISTX(4),DISTZ(4),TENSX(4),TENSZ(4)
NDIM»14

C ********DISTL IS THE HORIZ DISTANCE BETWEEN FAIRLEAD AND ANCHOR
C WHEN CHAIN IS FULLY STRETCHED OUT, THIS VALUE TAKEN
C FROM SEPARATE PROGRAM**********

DISTL=2964.32
C ********DISTL IS THE DISTANCE FROM THE ANCHOR TO GIVE THE DESIRED
C INITIAL CHAIN TENSION. THIS VALUE IS TAKEN FROM SEPARATE o
C PROGRAM**********

DISTI=2889.66
DD=100.

C ********FFC IS THE CHAIN TENSION WHEN THE CHAIN IS COMPLETELY
C SLACK ITS VALUE IS PRE-DETERMINED BY MULTIPLYING THE
C EFFECTIVE UNIT WEIGHT OF CHAIN BY WATER DEPTH**********

FFC=24000.
C ********X0 IS THE LENGTH OF CHAIN LAYING FLAT WHEN CHAIN IS



COMPLETELY 
X0=2600.
XL=1.
XR«DISTL/XO
DISTX(1)»(DISTI-DELX(1))/X0 
DISTX(2)»(DISTI-DELX(2))/XO 
DISTX(3)KDISTI+DELX(3))/X0 
DISTX(4)«(DISTI+DELX(4))/X0 
DISTZ(1)»(DISTI-DELZ(1))/X0
DISTZ(20=(DISTI+DELZ(2))/XO wo
DISTZ(3)»(DISTI-DELZ(3))/XO
DISTZ(4)-(DISTI+DELZ(4))/X0
DO 1 1=1,4
DELX(I)=0.0
DELZ(I)=0.0
TX(I)=(2*DISIX(I)-(XL+XR))/(XR-XL)
TZ(I)-(2*DISTZ(I)-(XL+XR))/(XR-XL)
DO 3 1=1,4



FXI=0
FZI=0
DYDX=0
DYDZ=0
TXI«=TX(I)
TZI=TZ(I)
DO 2 J=1,NDIM 
CHEBX=P(J-1,TXI)
CHEBZ«=P(J-1,TZI)
FXI=FXI+RT(J)*CHEBX*FFC 
FZI=FZI+RT(J)*CHEBZ*FFC 
DYDX=DYDX+RD(J)*CHEBX*DD 
DYDZ*=DYDZ+RD( J )*CHEBZ*DD 
ANGX=ATAN(DYDX)
FX( I )*=FXI*COS( ANGX)
FZ( I ) *=FZI*COS( ANGZ )
TENSX(I)=SQRT(FX(I)*FX(I)+(FXI*SIN(ANGX 
TENSZCI)*SQRT(FZ(I)*FZ(I)+(FZI*SIN(ANGZ))**2)

O



FY(I)=FXI*SIN(ANGX)+FZI*SIN(ANGZ) 
FZT«FZ(I)-FZ(2)+FZ(3)-FZ(4) 
FXT=FX(1)+FX(2)-FX(3)-FX(4)+.01 
DIRC=ATAN(FZT/FXT)*180./3.14159 
THR=SQRT(FXT*FXT+FZT*FZT)
RETURN
END



FUNCTION P(J,X)
IF(J.GT.O) GO TO 1 
P=l.
RETURN
IF(J.GT.1)G0 TO 2 
P=X
RETURN
IF(J.GT.2)G0 TO 3 
P«=2*X**2-1.
RETURN %
IF(J.GT.3)G0 TO 4 
P=4*X**3-3*X 
RETURN
IF(J.GT.4)G0 TO 5 
P=8*X**4-8*X**2+1.
RETURN
IF(J.GT.5)G0 TO 6 
P=16*X**5-20*X**3+5*X

O
OO
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